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Chapter 1

Introduction

Context

Since two decades, the number of embedded systems has risen dramatically. Such systems are critical whenever a failure can have dramatic consequences, such as huge financial costs or even possible loss of human lives. In addition, with the rise of the Internet of Things in a very near future, the number of critical devices in smart homes, smart cities (including autonomous cars), will also increase dramatically.

The correctness of critical embedded systems must be asserted before execution. This can be achieved using formal methods, that include mainly model-based testing, theorem proving or model checking. My contributions in this manuscript focus on model checking. Model checking allows to formally assess the correctness of a system using a model (a mathematical abstraction) and a property. Three of the main scientists behind this paradigm (Edmund M. Clarke, Allen Emerson and Joseph Sifakis) were awarded the ACM’s Turing Award in 2007. In the original setting, model checking can take as input a finite state automaton, and a property, typically expressed in a temporal logic such as LTL or CTL. A simple example is depicted in Figure 1.1.

This simple setting, although used in powerful tools with industrial successes, falls short when the designers need to model and verify quantitative aspects such as time, energy, probabilities, etc. Timed automata [AD94] allow for modeling and verifying systems where concurrency is combined with critical timing aspects. This seminal work [AD94] was awarded the CAV award in 2008, and numerous works extended this formalism since then.

However, despite some success, (timed) model checking can be seen as slightly disappointing. Two major reasons are the binary response to properties satisfaction, which may not be informative enough,
A model of the system

\[ y = p_1 \]
\[ x < p_2 \]
\[ x < p_3 \]
\[ x := 0 \]

A property

\[ ? \]
\[ \text{is unreachable} \]

\[ \text{yes if...} \]
\[ p_2 < p_1 \]

Figure 1.2 – Parametric timed model checking

and the insufficient abstraction to cater for tuning and scalability of systems. Parameters offer a higher level of abstraction, by allowing unknown constants in a model. In model checking timed systems, parameters can model unknown timing constants. The interest is two-fold: first, it becomes possible to verify a system at an earlier design stage, when all timing constants are not yet known with full certainty. And, second, it allows designers to cope with uncertainty even at runtime: some timings constants (e.g., periods of a real-time system) might be known with only some precision, and parameters can model this imprecision. In fact, the problem with a binary answer of Figure 1.1 becomes richer when augmented with parameters: instead of answering “yes” or “no”, parametric model checking synthesizes values for which the system meets its specification. This is depicted in Figure 1.2.

Parametric timed automata [AHV93] are an extension of timed automata where timing constants can become unknown, i.e., parameters. They represent a particularly expressive formalism: in fact, its expressiveness is Turing-complete and all non-trivial problems are undecidable.

Parametric timed automata suffer from negative results when coming to decidability, but they remain an extremely powerful formalism. They can help to address robustness (in the sense of possibly infinitesimal variations of timing constants [BMS13]), can model and verify systems with uncertain constants, and can synthesize suitable (possibly unknown) valuations so that the system meets its specification.

In addition, several recent decidability results for subclasses of parametric timed automata (e.g., [BL09; BO14; JLR15; Ben+15]) made this formalism more promising, while new algorithmic and heuristic techniques (e.g., [KP12; JLR15; Aşt+16]) made the parametric verification for some classes of problems more scalable, more complete, or more often terminating.

Verification with parametric timed automata had concrete outcomes in various areas, with verification of case studies such as the root contention protocol [Hun+02], Philip’s bounded retransmission protocol [Hun+02], a 4-phase handshake protocol [KP12], the alternating bit protocol [JLR15], an asynchronous circuit commercialized by ST-Microelectronics [Che+09], (non-preemptive) schedulability problems [JLR15], a distributed prospective architecture for the flight control system of the next generation of spacecrafts designed at ASTRIUM Space Transportation [Fri+12], and even analysis of music scores [FJ13].

In the past decade, I contributes to the state-of-the-art of parametric verification on three directions of research:

1. exhibit decidable subclasses, and evaluate their complexity;
2. design semi-algorithms (procedures that may not terminate, but if they do, the result is correct), and perform experiments to evaluate how often they terminate;
3. design algorithms with an approximated result (i.e., that may lose the completeness).

I address all three directions in this manuscript. In addition, I focused specifically on parametric schedulability analysis (notably for real-time systems), and solved (with two of my colleagues) an industrial challenge proposed by Thales, using parametric timed automata.

Finally note that abstraction and uncertainty can also be encoded using probabilities: this is also a setting I used (together with timing parameters) in one of my contributions.

**Content of this manuscript**

**Chapter 2** recalls the necessary material, mainly parametric timed automata and decision problems.

**Chapter 3** reports on contributions concerning the decidability of parametric timed automata and their subclasses. I start by performing a survey of (nearly) all known decidability results for parametric timed automata, their subclasses or variants. I then present new decidability results, and exhibit several novel decidable subclasses, namely (variants of) lower-bound/upper-bound parametric timed automata (initially defined in [Hun+02]) and integer-point parametric timed automata [ALR16a].

This chapter is mainly based on [And18; ALR16b; AM15; ALR16a; And16; AL17a; ALR18]. Recurrent and main collaborators on this topic are Didier Lime, Olivier H. Roux and Nicolas Markey. The beginning of Mathias Ramparison’s PhD thesis (who started in September 2016) is also integrated [ALR18].

**Chapter 4** summarizes contributions related to techniques to speed up parameter synthesis in practice, independently of the decidability. That is, even in the large class of parametric timed automata, we design optimizations that may be exact, or approximated—in the latter case, termination is ensured. The first two techniques are techniques initially proposed for timed automata, that we extended to the parametric setting, i.e., convex state merging (together with Romain Soulat and Laurent Fribourg), and dynamic clock elimination. Then, the integer hull (in collaboration with Didier Lime and Olivier Roux) is a technique specifically designed for parameter synthesis (together with a new notion of parametric extrapolation), that ensures termination while synthesizing at least all integer valuations (in a bounded domain).

In a different line of work, we show that parameter synthesis can be sped up using distributed verification (with Camille Coti, Sami Evangelista and Nguyễn Hoàng Gia). We then report on an algorithm that makes the distributed parameter synthesis more efficient (with Giuseppe Lipari and Sun Youcheng), based on the notion of preservation of reachability (a given location is reachable for all synthesized valuations if it is reachable in a given non-parametric model). Then, using a learning algorithm for a subclass of non-parametric timed automata (namely event-recording automata [AFH99]), we can infer an abstraction of a system, that is used in compositional verification (with Lin Shang-Wei). Combining several of this works together, we can finally design a semi-algorithm for compositional parameter synthesis for parametric even-recording automata (again with Lin Shang-Wei).

This chapter is mainly based on [AFS13a; And13a; ACE14; ACN15; And+15; Lin+14; AL17b; AL18].

The results of Nguyễn Hoàng Gia’s PhD thesis are partially integrated in this chapter [ACN15; And+15].

**Chapter 5** addresses the problem of synthesis in practice, that is to design (efficient) algorithms to solve concrete problems. Notably, I am interested in robustness in parametric timed automata and parametric time Petri nets [TLR09] (with Thomas Chatain and César Rodriguez), a formalism that resembles parametric timed automata, but that allows for an explicit notion of concurrency. I also addressed the problem of parameter synthesis under the non-Zeno assumption (with Nguyễn Hoàng Gia, Laure Petrucci and Sun Jun), that rules out Zeno runs, i.e., containing an infinite number of actions in a finite time. Finally, I consider two extensions of parametric timed automata. First, extended with action parameters, i.e., when part of the alphabet can be enabled or disabled once for all, in the framework of a joint project with Michał Knapik and Wojciech Penczek. And second, extended with probabilistic intervals, where the problem becomes to
synthesize timing parameter valuations for which a probabilistic model admits a consistent implementa-
tion; this latter work was done with Benoît Delahaye who brought his expertise in probabilistic interval
Markov chains.

This chapter is mainly based on [AS11; APP13; ACR17; And+17b; And+16; AD16].

The results of Nguyên Hoàng Gia’s PhD thesis (co-supervised by Laure Petrucci) are partially integrated
in this chapter [And+17b].

Chapter 6 reviews contributions that focus specifically on real-time systems. First, parametric schedu-
lability analysis can be performed using parametric timed automata (extended with additional features such
as stopwatches), and can cope with real-time systems where some timings constants (typically periods or
deadlines) may be unknown. With Laurent Fribourg, Giuseppe Lipari and, Sun Youcheng, we performed
a comparison with analytical methods that show that our approach is generally slower, but on the other
hand more complete, and can deal with non-integer valuations. We also review parametric task automata,
a parametric extension of task automata [NWY99; Fer+07] that I recently proposed. Finally, as a more
practical achievement, we report on a challenge by Thales on a aerial video system with uncertain periods,
that we were able to solve using IMITATOR (with Giuseppe Lipari and Sun Youcheng).

This chapter is mainly based on [Sun+13b; And17; ALS15].

Most of the techniques summarized in this manuscript have been implemented (mainly in my tool
IMITATOR [And+12]). This is mentioned after each line of work (when applicable).

Local perspectives are given at the end of each chapter. In Chapter 7, I summarize contributions and
give general perspectives.

Other recent contributions

This manuscript synthesizes a selection of my research works since my PhD thesis in December 2010. I
briefly mention in the following some contributions that are not included in this manuscript, because they
lie aside from the main research directions of this manuscript. The reader is referred to my Web page1 for
a complete and up-to-date list of publications.

System specification  This manuscript mainly focuses on system verification, without much about the
specification phase.

In [And13b], I proposed a set of non-compositional patterns for the verification of timed systems, com-
ing from frequently used properties. The verification of these patterns reduces to reachability; a syntax is
declared, and implemented in IMITATOR. We extended these patterns with Laure Petrucci in [AP15], adding
a limited dose of compositional pattern, while addressing both the specification of systems and of formulas. We
showed that these patterns can encode some well-known patterns of the literature.

In [And+14], I proposed a parametric extension of the process algebra Stateful timed CSP [Sun+13a],
its own development of Hoare’s communicating sequential processes [Hoa85]. When compared to other
formalisms such as (parametric) timed automata, (parametric) stateful timed CSP has the advantage of
giving the designer the ability to specify hierarchical systems. I implemented this language into a prototype
tool (“PSyHCoS”) with some synthesis algorithms [And+13].

In a different line of work, in particular around Mahdi Benmoussa’s PhD thesis (co-supervised with
Christine Choppy), we equipped a part of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) syntax [OMG12] with a
formal semantics. In [ACK12; ABC14a; ABC14b; ABC16] we translated most syntactic constructs of the
UML state machines into colored Petri nets. In [ACR13; ACN14], with Christine Choppy, Thierry Noulamo

1https://lipn.univ-paris13.fr/~andre/publications.php
and Gianna Reggio, we formalized (and extended) a subset of the syntax of UML activity diagrams, using a translation into colored Petri nets.

**Web services under uncertainty** In [Tan+13], I proposed with Tan Tian Huat a method to synthesize suitable response times of Web services; our method is inspired by state-of-the-art techniques for parameter synthesis in formalisms such as parametric timed automata. We defined an extension of BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) and proposed a symbolic semantics and synthesis algorithms. We then proposed extensions with genetic algorithms [Tan+14] and probabilistic refinement [Tan+16].

**Exploration order** In [ANP17], we studied several exploration orders of the symbolic states of parametric timed automata, so as to gain efficiency while performing parameter synthesis. This work was carried out during Nguyễn Hoàng Gia’s PhD thesis, that I co-supervise with Laure Petrucci.

**Machine learning** In [Li+17], we used active learning and classification techniques to “guess” potential parameter constraints after repeated calls to the non-parametric model checker UPPAAL. Only after a constraint is guessed, IMITATOR is invoked to verify this constraint, leading to a dramatic gain in computation time when compared to a purely parametric analysis. This work was carried out during Li Jiaying’s PhD thesis, a PhD student of Sun Jun.

**Alternating temporal logic** Finally, with Wojtek Jamroga, Michał Knapik, Wojciech Penczek and Laure Petrucci, we recently started in [And+17a] to consider a discrete-time extension of the Alternating temporal logic (ATL), initially defined in [LMO06]. We compared several existing semantics (in addition to a new counting semantics), and compared their expressiveness. A natural future extension will be to introduce timing parameters, in the model and/or in the formula.
Chapter 2

Preliminaries

We first recall the formalism of parametric timed automata (Section 2.1). We introduce decision and computation problems (Section 2.2), and recall a semi-algorithm for reachability synthesis (Section 2.3).

2.1 Parametric timed automata

2.1.1 Clocks, Parameters and Constraints

Let $\mathbb{N}$, $\mathbb{Z}$, $\mathbb{Q}_+$ and $\mathbb{R}_+$ denote the sets of non-negative integers, integers, non-negative rational numbers and non-negative real numbers respectively.

Throughout this manuscript, we assume a set $X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_H\}$ of clocks, i.e., real-valued variables that evolve at the same rate. A clock valuation is a function $w : X \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+$. We identify a clock valuation $w$ with the point $(w(x_1), \ldots, w(x_H))$ of $\mathbb{R}_+^H$. We write $\vec{0}$ for the clock valuation that assigns 0 to all clocks. Given $d \in \mathbb{R}_+$, $w + d$ denotes the valuation such that $(w + d)(x) = w(x) + d$, for all $x \in X$. Given $R \subseteq X$, we define the reset of a valuation $w$, denoted by $[w]_R$, as follows: $[w]_R(x) = 0$ if $x \in R$, and $[w]_R(x) = w(x)$ otherwise.

We assume a set $P = \{p_1, \ldots, p_M\}$ of parameters, i.e., unknown constants. A parameter valuation $v$ is a function $v : P \rightarrow \mathbb{Q}_+$. We identify a valuation $v$ with the point $(v(p_1), \ldots, v(p_M))$ of $\mathbb{Q}_+^M$. An integer parameter valuation is a valuation $v : P \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$.

In the following, we assume $\otimes \in \{<, \leq, \geq, >\}$. A linear term over $X \cup P$ is of the form $\sum_{1 \leq i \leq H} \alpha_i x_i + \sum_{1 \leq j \leq M} \beta_j p_j + d$, with $x_i \in X$, $p_j \in P$, and $\alpha_i, \beta_j, d \in \mathbb{Z}$. Throughout this paper, $\text{plt}$ denotes a parametric linear term over $P$, that is a linear term without clocks (i.e., $\alpha_i = 0$ for all $1 \leq i \leq H$. A constraint $C$ (i.e., a convex polyhedron) over $X \cup P$ is a conjunction of inequalities of the form $lt \otimes 0$, where $lt$ is a linear term. A simple inequality is of the form $x \otimes p$ or $x \otimes d$ (with $d \in \mathbb{Q}_+$), and a simple constraint is a conjunction of simple inequalities. A diagonal inequality is of the form $x_i - x_j \otimes \text{plt}$, and a diagonal constraint is a conjunction of diagonal inequalities.

Given a parameter valuation $v$, $v(C)$ denotes the constraint over $X$ obtained by replacing each parameter $p$ in $C$ with $v(p)$. Likewise, given a clock valuation $w$, $w(v(C))$ denotes the expression obtained by replacing each clock $x$ in $v(C)$ with $w(x)$. We say that $v$ satisfies $C$, denoted by $v \models C$, if the set of clock valuations satisfying $v(C)$ is nonempty. Given a parameter valuation $v$ and a clock valuation $w$, we denote by $w|v$ the valuation over $X \cup P$ such that for all clocks $x$, $w|v(x) = w(x)$ and for all parameters $p$, $v(p)|v = v(p)$. We use the notation $w|v \models C$ to indicate that $w(v(C))$ evaluates to true. We say that $C$ is satisfiable if $\exists w, v$ s.t. $w|v \models C$. An integer point is $w|v$, where $w$ is an integer clock valuation, and $v$ is an integer parameter valuation.
We define the **time elapsing** of \( C \), denoted by \( C \uparrow \), as the constraint over \( X \) and \( P \) obtained from \( C \) by delaying all clocks by an arbitrary amount of time. That is,

\[
w'|v \models C \uparrow \iff \exists w : X \to \mathbb{R}_+, \exists d \in \mathbb{R}_+ \text{ s.t. } w'|v \models C \land w' = w + d.
\]

We define the **past** of \( C \), denoted by \( C \downarrow \), as the constraint over \( X \) and \( P \) obtained from \( C \) by letting time pass backward by an arbitrary amount of time (see e.g., [JLR15]). That is,

\[
w'|v \models C \downarrow \iff \exists w : X \to \mathbb{R}_+, \exists d \in \mathbb{R}_+ \text{ s.t. } w'|v \models C \land w' = w - d \land \forall x \in X : w'(x) \geq 0.
\]

Given \( R \subseteq X \), we define the **reset** of \( C \), denoted by \( [C]_R \), as the constraint obtained from \( C \) by resetting the clocks in \( R \), and keeping the other clocks unchanged. We denote by \( C \downarrow_P \) the projection of \( C \) onto \( P \), i.e., obtained by eliminating the clock variables (e.g., using Fourier-Motzkin [Sch86]).

A **parametric guard** \( g \) is a constraint over \( X \cup P \) defined by inequalities of the form \( x \triangleleft \sigma \).

\( \top \) denotes the constraint over \( P \) containing all parameter valuations, while \( \bot \) denotes the constraint containing no valuation.

### 2.1.2 Parametric Timed Automata

#### Syntax

**Definition 2.1** (parametric timed automaton [AHV93]). A **parametric timed automaton** (PTA) is a tuple \( A = (\Sigma, L, l_0, F, X, P, I, E) \), where:

1. \( \Sigma \) is a finite set of actions,
2. \( L \) is a finite set of locations,
3. \( l_0 \in L \) is the initial location,
4. \( F \subseteq L \) is a set of final or accepting locations,
5. \( X \) is a finite set of clocks,
6. \( P \) is a finite set of parameters,
7. \( I \) is the invariant, assigning to every \( l \in L \) a parametric guard \( I(l) \),
8. \( E \) is a finite set of edges \( e = (l, g, \sigma, R, l') \) where \( l, l' \in L \) are the source and target locations, \( \sigma \in \Sigma \), \( R \subseteq X \) is a set of clocks to be reset, and \( g \) is a parametric guard called the transition guard.

Given a parameter valuation \( v \), we denote by \( v(A) \) the non-parametric timed automaton where all occurrences of a parameter \( p_i \) have been replaced by \( v(p_i) \). If \( v(A) \) is such that all constants in guards and resets are integers, then \( v(A) \) is a **timed automaton** [AD94]. In the following, we may refer to as a timed automaton any structure \( v(A) \), by assuming a rescaling of the constants: by multiplying all constants in \( v(A) \) by their least common denominator, we obtain an equivalent (integer-valued) timed automaton.

We say that a PTA is **deterministic** if, for any \( l \in L \), for any \( \sigma \in \Sigma \), there exists at most one edge \((l, g, \sigma, R, l') \in E \), for some \( g, R, l' \). (Note that it differs from a rather common definition of determinism for TAs, that allows two or more outgoing transitions with the same action label provided that the corresponding guards are pairwise disjoint.)
A clock is said to be a *parametric clock* if it is compared with at least one parameter in at least one guard or invariant; otherwise, it is a *non-parametric clock*. This notion is central when studying the decidability of problems for PTAs with few clocks and parameters.

**Example 2.1.** Consider the coffee machine in Figure 2.1, modeled using a PTA with 4 locations, 2 clocks ($x_1$ and $x_2$) and 3 parameters ($p_1$, $p_2$, $p_3$). Invariants are boxed. The only accepting location (with a double border) is done. Both clocks $x_1$ and $x_2$ are parametric clocks. Observe that all guards and invariants are simple constraints.

The machine can initially idle for an arbitrarily long time. Then, whenever the user presses the (unique) button (action press), the PTA enters location “add sugar”, resetting both clocks. The machine can remain in this location as long as the invariant ($x_2 \leq p_2$) is satisfied; there, the user can add a dose of sugar by pressing the button (action press), provided the guard ($x_1 \geq p_1$) is satisfied, which resets $x_1$. That is, the user cannot press twice the button (and hence add two doses of sugar) within a time less than $p_1$. Then, $p_2$ time units after the machine left the idle mode, a cup is delivered (action cup), and the coffee is being prepared; eventually, $p_3$ time units after the machine left the idle mode, the coffee (action coffee) is delivered. Then, after 10 time units, the machine returns to the idle mode—unless a user again requests a coffee by pressing the button.

**Concrete Semantics**

**Definition 2.2** (Concrete semantics of a TA). Given a PTA $\mathcal{A} = (\Sigma, L, l_0, F, X, P, I, E)$, and a parameter valuation $v$, the concrete semantics of $v(\mathcal{A})$ is given by the timed transition system $(S, s_0, \rightarrow)$, with

- $S = \{(l, w) \in L \times \mathbb{R}^H_+ \mid w|v = I(l)\}$,
- $s_0 = (l_0, \vec{0})$, and
- $\rightarrow$ consists of the discrete and (continuous) delay transition relations:
  - discrete transitions: $(l, w) \xrightarrow{e} (l', w')$, if $(l, w), (l', w') \in S$, there exists $e = (l, g, \sigma, R, l') \in E$, $w' = [w]_R$, and $w|v = g$.
  - delay transitions: $(l, w) \overset{d}{\rightarrow} (l, w + d)$, with $d \in \mathbb{R}_+$, if $\forall d'' \in [0, d], (l, w + d'') \in S$.

Moreover we write $(l, w) \overset{e}{\rightarrow} (l', w')$ for a combination of a delay and discrete transition where
\[(l, w), e, (l', w') \in \xrightarrow{\tau} \text{ if } \exists d, w'' : (l, w) \xrightarrow{d} (l, w'') \xrightarrow{e} (l', w').\]

Given a TA \(v(A)\) with concrete semantics \((S, s_0, \rightarrow)\), we refer to the states of \(S\) as the \textit{concrete states} of \(v(A)\). A (concrete) run of \(v(A)\) is a possibly infinite alternating sequence of concrete states of \(v(A)\) and edges starting from the initial concrete state \(s_0\) of the form \(s_0 \xrightarrow{e_0} s_1 \xrightarrow{e_1} \cdots \xrightarrow{e_{m-1}} s_m \xrightarrow{e_m} \cdots\), such that for all \(i = 0, 1, \ldots, e_i \in E\), and \((s_i, e_i, s_{i+1}) \in \rightarrow\). Given a state \(s = (l, w)\), we say that \(s\) is reachable (or that \(v(A)\) reaches \(s\)) if \(s\) belongs to a run of \(v(A)\). By extension, we say that \(l\) is reachable in \(v(A)\), if there exists a state \((l, w)\) that is reachable. By extension, given a set of locations \(T \subseteq L\) (\(T\) stands for "target"), we say that \(T\) is reachable in \(v(A)\), if there exists a location \(l \in T\) that is reachable in \(v(A)\). We denote by \(\text{ReachLocs}(v(A)\) the set of reachable locations, i.e., the set of locations belonging to a run of \(v(A)\). Given a set of locations \(T \subseteq L\), we say that a run \textit{stays in} \(T\) if all of its states \((l, w)\) are such that \(l \in T\).

A \textit{maximal run} is a run that is either infinite (i.e., contains an infinite number of discrete transitions), or that cannot be extended by a discrete transition. A maximal run is \textit{deadlocked} if it is finite, i.e., contains a finite number of discrete transitions. By extension, we say that a TA is deadlocked if it contains at least one deadlocked run.

**Example 2.2.** Consider again the PTA modeling a coffee machine in Figure 2.1. Let \(v\) be the parameter valuation such that \(v(p_1) = 1\), \(v(p_2) = 5\) and \(v(p_3) = 8\).

Given a clock valuation \(w\), we denote it by \((w(x_1), w(x_2))\). For example, \((0, 4.2)\) denotes that \(w(x_1) = 0\) and \(w(x_2) = 4.2\).

The following sequence is a concrete run of \(v(A)\).
\[
\begin{align*}
(\text{idle}, (0, 0)) & \xrightarrow{\text{press}} (\text{add suger}, (0, 0)) \xrightarrow{\text{press}} (\text{add suger}, (0, 1.78)) \xrightarrow{\text{press}} (\text{add suger}, (0, 4.2)) \xrightarrow{\text{cUp}} \\
(\text{preparing coffee}, (0, 5)) & \xrightarrow{\text{coffee}} (\text{done}, (3, 8)) \xrightarrow{\text{press}} (\text{sugar}, (0, 0))
\end{align*}
\]

As an abuse of notation, we write above each arrow the action name (instead of the edge), as edges are unnamed in Figure 2.1.

This concrete run is not maximal (it could be extended).

**Language of timed automata**

Let \((l_0, w_0) \xrightarrow{e_0} (l_1, w_1) \xrightarrow{e_1} \cdots \xrightarrow{e_{m-1}} (l_m, w_m) \xrightarrow{e_m} \cdots\) be a (finite or infinite) run of a TA \(v(A)\). The associated \textit{untimed word} is \(\sigma_0 \sigma_1 \cdots \sigma_m \cdots\), where \(\sigma_i\) is the action of edge \(e_i\), for all \(i \geq 0\); the associated \textit{trace}\(^3\) is \(l_0 \sigma_0 l_1 \sigma_1 l_2 \cdots \sigma_m l_{m+1} \cdots\)

Given a run \((l_0, w_0) \xrightarrow{e_0} (l_1, w_1) \xrightarrow{e_1} \cdots \xrightarrow{e_{m-1}} (l_m, w_m)\), we say that this run is \textit{accepting} if \(l_m \in F\).

**Definition 2.3** (untimed language of a TA). Given a PTA \(A = (\Sigma, L, l_0, F, X, P, I, E)\), and a parameter valuation \(v\), the \textit{untimed language} of \(v(A)\), denoted by \(\text{UL}(v(A))\), is the set of untimed words associated with all accepting runs of \(v(A)\).

**Definition 2.4** (trace set of a TA). Given a PTA \(A = (\Sigma, L, l_0, F, X, P, I, E)\), and a parameter valuation \(v\), the \textit{trace set} of \(v(A)\), denoted by \(\text{Traces}(v(A))\), is the set of traces associated with all accepting runs of \(v(A)\).

\(^3\)This is a nonstandard definition of traces (compared to e.g., [Gla90]), but we keep this term as it is used in, e.g., [And+09b; AM15].
Example 2.3. Consider again the PTA $A$ modeling a coffee machine in Figure 2.1. Let $v$ be the parameter valuation such that $v(p_1) = 1$, $v(p_2) = 5$ and $v(p_3) = 8$.

The untimed language of $v(A)$ can be described as follows:

$$\text{press}^{[1..6]} \cup \text{coffee} \hookrightarrow \text{idle}^* \text{press}^{[1..6]} \cup \text{coffee}^*$$

where $\sigma^{[a,b]}$, $\sigma^?$, $\sigma^*$ denote between $a$ and $b$ occurrences, zero or one occurrence, and zero or more occurrence(s) of $\sigma$, respectively.

The trace set of $v(A)$ can be described as follows:

$$\text{idle} (\text{press add sugar})^{[1..6]} \cup \text{preparing coffee} \text{ coffee done}$$

$$(\text{idle idle})^* (\text{press add sugar})^{[1..6]} \cup \text{preparing coffee} \text{ coffee done}^*$$

Symbolic semantics

Let us now recall the symbolic semantics of PTAs (see e.g., [And+09b]).

Definition 2.5 (Symbolic state). A symbolic state is a pair $(l, C)$ where $l \in L$ is a location, and $C$ its associated parametric zone.

Definition 2.6 (Symbolic semantics). Given a PTA $A = (\Sigma, L, l_0, F, X, P, I, E)$, the symbolic semantics of $A$ is the labeled transition system called parametric zone graph $\mathcal{PZG} = (E, S, s_0, \Rightarrow)$, with

- $S = \{(l, C) \mid C \subseteq I(l)\}$,
- $s_0 = (l_0, (\wedge_{1 \leq i \leq H} x_i = 0)^{?} \land I(l_0))$, and
- $((l, C), e, (l', C')) \in \Rightarrow$ if $e = (l, g, \sigma, R, l')$ and
  $$C' = ([[C \land g]]_R \land I(l'))^{\Rightarrow} \land I(l')$$
with $C'$ satisfiable.

That is, in the parametric zone graph, nodes are symbolic states, and arcs are labeled by edges of the original PTA.

If $((l, C), e, (l', C')) \in \Rightarrow$, we write $\text{Succ}(s, e) = (l', C')$.

A graphical illustration of the computation of $\text{Succ}$ is given in Figure 2.2.²

A symbolic run of a PTA is an alternating sequence of symbolic states and edges starting from the initial symbolic state, of the form $s_0 \Rightarrow s_1 \Rightarrow s_2 \Rightarrow \cdots \Rightarrow s_m$, such that for all $i = 0, \ldots, m - 1$, $e_i \in E$, $s_i, s_{i+1} \in S$ and $(s_i, e, s_{i+1}) \in \Rightarrow$. Given a symbolic state $s$, we say that $s$ is reachable if $s$ belongs to a symbolic run of $A$. In the following, we simply refer to symbolic states belonging to a run of $A$ as symbolic states of $A$.

²This figure comes from [AS13], itself coming from an adaptation of a figure by Ulrich Kühne.
Example 2.4. Consider again the coffee machine example in Figure 2.1. A (non-maximal) symbolic run is as follows:

\[(\text{idle}, x_1 = x_2 \land x_1 \geq 0) \xrightarrow{\text{press}} (\text{add sugar}, x_1 = x_2 \land 0 \leq x_2 \leq p_2) \xrightarrow{\text{sugar}} (\text{sugar}, x_1 \leq 10 \land x_2 - x_1 = 10 \land 2 \times p_1 \leq p_2 \leq p_3) \xrightarrow{\text{cup}} (\text{prepare coffee}, 2 \times p_1 \leq x_2 - x_1 \leq p_2 \land 0 \leq x_2 \leq p_3) \xrightarrow{\text{coffee}} (\text{done}, 0 \leq x_1 \leq 10 \land x_2 - x_1 = 10 \land 2 \times p_1 \leq p_2 \leq p_3) \xrightarrow{\text{press}} (\text{add sugar}, x_1 = x_2 \land 0 \leq x_2 \leq p_3)\]

The parametric zone graph of this example is infinite.

2.1.3 Subclasses of PTAs

Lower-bound/upper-bound parametric timed automata (L/U-PTAs), proposed in [Hun+02], restrict the use of parameters in the model.

**Definition 2.7** (L/U-PTA). An L/U-PTA is a PTA where the set of parameters is partitioned into lower-bound parameters and upper-bound parameters, where an upper-bound (resp. lower-bound) parameter \(p_i\) is such that, for every guard or invariant constraint \(x \succsim \sum_{1 \leq j \leq M} \beta_j p_j + d\), we have: \(\beta_j > 0\) implies \(\succsim \in \{\leq, <\}\) (resp. \(\succsim \in \{\geq, >\}\)), and \(\beta_j < 0\) implies \(\succsim \in \{\geq, >\}\) (resp. \(\succsim \in \{\leq, <\}\)).

Given an L/U-PTA, we denote by \(v_0/\infty\) the special parameter valuation (mentioned in, e.g., [Hun+02]) assigning 0 to all lower-bound parameters and \(\infty\) to all upper-bound parameters.\(^3\)

In [BL09], two additional subclasses are introduced: L-PTAs (resp. U-PTAs) are PTAs with only lower-bound (resp. upper-bound) parameters.

L/U-PTAs enjoy a well-known monotonicity property [Hun+02]: increasing upper-bound parameters or decreasing lower-bound parameters can only add behaviors.

**Example 2.5.** Consider again the coffee machine in Figure 2.1, modeled using a PTA \(A\). This PTA is not an L/U-PTA; indeed, in the guard \(x_2 = p_2\) (resp. \(x_2 = p_3\)), \(p_2\) (resp. \(p_3\)) is compared with clocks both as a lower-bound and as an upper-bound. (Recall that \(=\) stands for \(\leq\) and \(\geq\)).

However, if one replaces \(x_2 = p_2\) with \(x_2 \leq p_2\) and one replaces \(x_2 = p_3\) with \(x_2 \leq p_3\), then \(A\) becomes

\(^3\)Technically, \(v_0/\infty\) is not a parameter valuation, as the definition of valuation does not allow \(\infty\). However, we will use it only to valuate an L/U-PTA with it; observe that valuating an L/U-PTA with \(v_0/\infty\) still gives a valid TA.
an L/U-PTA with lower-bound parameter \( p_1 \) and upper-bound parameters \( \{ p_2, p_3 \} \). Note that equalities are not forbidden in L/U-PTAs (e.g., \( x_1 = 10 \)), but only equalities involving parameters.

Several case studies fit into the class of L/U-PTAs: the root contention protocol, the bounded retransmission protocol and the Fischer mutual exclusion protocol are all modeled with L/U-PTAs in \([\text{Hun}+02]\); in \([\text{Hun}+02; \text{KP}12]\), both the Fischer mutual exclusion protocol and a producer-consumer are verified using L/U-PTAs. Interestingly, the two case studies of the seminal paper on PTAs \([\text{AHV}93]\) (viz., a toy train gate controller model and a model of Fischer mutual exclusion protocol) are also L/U-PTAs, although the concept of L/U-PTAs had not yet been proposed at that time. In addition, most models of asynchronous circuits with bi-bounded delays (i.e., where each delay between the change of an input signal and the change of the corresponding output is a parametric interval) can be modeled using L/U-PTAs.

In this manuscript, we will also consider bounded PTAs, i.e., PTAs with a bounded parameter domain that assigns to each parameter an infimum and a supremum, both integers.

\[ \text{Definition 2.8 (bounded PTA).} \] A bounded PTA is \( \mathcal{A}_{\text{bounds}} \), where \( \mathcal{A} \) is a PTA, and \( \text{bounds} \) assigns to each parameter \( p \) an interval \([\text{inf}, \text{sup}]\), \((\text{inf}, \text{sup})\), \([\text{inf}, \text{sup})\), or \((\text{inf}, \text{sup})\), with \( \text{inf}, \text{sup} \in \mathbb{N} \). We use \( \text{inf}(p, \text{bounds}) \) and \( \text{sup}(p, \text{bounds}) \) to denote the infimum and the supremum of \( p \), respectively. (Note that we rule out \( \infty \) as a supremum.)

We say that a bounded PTA is a closed bounded PTA if, for each parameter \( p \), its ranging interval \( \text{bounds}(p) \) is of the form \([\text{inf}, \text{sup}]\); otherwise it is an open bounded PTA.

We define similarly bounded L/U-PTAs.

### 2.2 Decision and computation problems

#### 2.2.1 Decision problems

**Acceptance** The first problem we will investigate in parametric timed automata is in fact a problem not related to parameters. This problem is called membership (in e.g., \([\text{Mil}00; \text{And}18]\)) but we rename it into acceptance-problem so as to avoid confusion with what we call membership in \([\text{ALR}16a]\).

**acceptance problem:**

**Input:** A PTA \( \mathcal{A} \) and a parameter valuation \( v \)

**Problem:** Is \( \text{UL}(v(\mathcal{A})) \) empty?

This problem is typically a timed automata problem as \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) is a TA, and can be solved using techniques proposed in \([\text{AD}94]\).

**Membership** The second problem we will investigate in parametric timed automata is the membership problem, that asks whether a PTA belongs to a given subclass of PTAs.

**membership problem:**

**Input:** A PTA \( \mathcal{A} \) and a subclass of PTAs

**Problem:** Does \( \mathcal{A} \) belong to the given subclass of PTAs?

Deciding the membership of a syntactic subclass of PTAs such as L/U-PTAs is trivial; the membership problem will be harder for some subclasses we will define later though.
Emptiness and universality of the valuations set  
Now, let us move to fully parametric problems. Let \( \mathcal{P} \) be a given a class of decision problems (reachability, unavoidability, etc.).

**\( \mathcal{P} \)-emptiness problem:**
\[\text{INPUT: A PTA } \mathcal{A} \text{ and an instance } \phi \text{ of } \mathcal{P} \]
\[\text{PROBLEM: Is the set of parameter valuations } v \text{ such that } v(\mathcal{A}) \text{ satisfies } \phi \text{ empty?} \]

**\( \mathcal{P} \)-universality problem:**
\[\text{INPUT: A PTA } \mathcal{A} \text{ and an instance } \phi \text{ of } \mathcal{P} \]
\[\text{PROBLEM: For all parameter valuations } v, \text{ does } v(\mathcal{A}) \text{ satisfy } \phi? \]

In this manuscript, we mainly focus on the following decision problems:

- reachability (EF\(^4\)): given a TA \( v(\mathcal{A}) \), is there at least one run of \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) that reaches a given location?
  That is, EF-emptiness asks: “is the set of parameter valuations \( v \) such that the TA \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) reaches a given location empty?” And EF-universality asks: “are all parameter valuations such that the corresponding TA reaches a given location?”

- unavoidability (AF): given a TA \( v(\mathcal{A}) \), do all runs of \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) eventually reach a given location?

- EG: given a TA \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) and a subset \( T \) of its locations, is there at least one maximal run of \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) that always stays in \( T \)?

- AG: given a TA \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) and a subset \( T \) of its locations, do all runs of \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) stay in \( T \)?

- deadlock-existence (ED): given a TA \( v(\mathcal{A}) \), is there at least one maximal run of \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) that is dead-locked, i.e., has no discrete successor (possibly after some delay)?

- cycle-existence (EC): given a TA \( v(\mathcal{A}) \), is there at least one run of \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) with an infinite number of discrete transitions?

Note that AF-emptiness is equivalent to EG-universality, while AG-emptiness is equivalent to EF-universality.

We will finally consider the following two additional emptiness problems:

**Language-preservation-emptiness problem:**
\[\text{INPUT: A PTA } \mathcal{A} \text{ and a parameter valuation } v' \]
\[\text{PROBLEM: Is the set of parameter valuations } v \text{ such that } v \neq v' \text{ and for which } v(\mathcal{A}) \text{ has the same untimed language as } v'(\mathcal{A}) \text{ empty?} \]

**Trace-preservation-emptiness problem:**
\[\text{INPUT: A PTA } \mathcal{A} \text{ and a parameter valuation } v' \]
\[\text{PROBLEM: Is the set of parameter valuations } v \text{ such that } v \neq v' \text{ and for which } v(\mathcal{A}) \text{ has the same set of traces as } v'(\mathcal{A}) \text{ empty?} \]

\(^4\) The names “EF”, “AF”, “EG” come from the TCTL syntax, and are consistent with the notations introduced in [JLR15] and subsequently used in further papers (such as [ALR16a; AL17a]).
2.2.2 Computation problem

Additionally, we define the following computation problem:

\[ \mathcal{P}-\text{synthesis problem:} \]

**INPUT:** A PTA \( \mathcal{A} \) and an instance \( \phi \) of \( \mathcal{P} \)

**PROBLEM:** Compute the parameter valuations such that \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) satisfies \( \phi \).

**Example 2.6.** Let us exemplify some decision and computation problems for the PTA in Figure 2.1. Assume the unique target location is "done", i.e., \( T = \{ \text{done} \} \). EF-emptiness asks whether the set of parameter valuations that can reach location "done" for some run is empty; this is false (e.g., \( p_1 = 1, p_2 = 2, p_3 = 3 \) can reach "done"). EF-universality asks whether all parameter valuations can reach location "done" for some run; this is false (no parameter valuation such that \( p_2 > p_3 \) can reach "done"). AF-emptiness asks whether the set of parameter valuations that can reach location "done" for all runs is empty; this is false (e.g., \( p_1 = 1, p_2 = 2, p_3 = 3 \) cannot avoid "done"). EF-synthesis consists in synthesizing all valuations for which a run reaches location "done"; the resulting set of valuations is \( 0 \leq p_2 \leq p_3 \leq 10 \land p_1 \geq 0 \).

2.3 A semi-algorithm for reachability synthesis

I recall in Algorithm 1 the semi-algorithm \( \text{EFsynth} \).\(^5\) If it terminates, \( \text{EFsynth} \) synthesizes all parameter valuations for which a set of location \( T \) is reachable, and therefore it is a correct solution to the EF-synthesis problem. This semi-algorithm was proved correct (sound and complete) in [JLR15]. Although several procedures to solve EF-synthesis were proposed in the literature (for example [AHV93; Hun+02]), we choose to give this algorithm for several reasons:

1. It manipulates the same semantics as in Definition 2.6;
2. A full proof of correctness is available in [JLR15];
3. We will modify it subsequently in Section 4.3.

**Algorithm 1:** \( \text{EFsynth}(\mathcal{A}, s, T, S) \)

**input :** A PTA \( \mathcal{A} \), a symbolic state \( s = (l, C) \), a set of target locations \( T \), a set \( S \) of passed states on the current path

**output:** Constraint \( K \) over the parameters

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \text{ if } l \in T \text{ then } K \leftarrow C\downarrow_p ; \\
2 & \text{ else} \\
3 & \quad K \leftarrow \bot; \\
4 & \quad \text{ if } s \notin S \text{ then} \\
5 & \quad \quad \text{ for each outgoing edge } e \text{ from } l \text{ in } \mathcal{A} \text{ do} \\
6 & \quad \quad \quad K \leftarrow K \cup \text{EFsynth}(\mathcal{A}, \text{Succ}(s, e), T, S \cup \{s\}); \\
7 & \text{ return } K
\end{align*}
\]

\(^5\)Recall that a semi-algorithm is a procedure that may not terminate but, if it does, then its result is exact, i.e., sound and complete.
EFsynth proceeds as a post-order traversal of the symbolic reachability tree, and collects all parametric constraints associated with the target locations $T$. The variable $S$ serves to remember the visited states. The initial call to EFsynth is $\text{EFsynth}(A, s_0, T, \emptyset)$.

If the state is a target state, the projection of its constraint onto the parameters is returned (line 1). Otherwise, the algorithm returns the union over all outgoing edges of the algorithm recursively applied to its successors via these edges (line 6).

Proposition 2.1 ([JLR15]). Assume $\text{EFsynth}(A, s_0, T, \emptyset)$ terminates with result $K$. Then $v \models K$ iff $T$ is reachable in $v(A)$.

2.4 A semi-algorithm for trace set preservation synthesis

I recall in Algorithm 2 the inverse method, originally proposed in a non-deterministic (and potentially incomplete) version in [And+09b], and extended to a complete result in [AM15]. This is mainly a work originating from my PhD thesis, and therefore not a contribution of this habilitation manuscript. However, some of the works described in the following chapters partially rely on IM (namely Sections 4.4 and 5.1). The goal of IM is, given a PTA $A$ and a parameter valuation $v$, to synthesize all other valuations giving the same trace set as $v(A)$.

IM relies on the following notion of $v$-compatibility.

Definition 2.9 ($v$-compatibility). A symbolic state $s = (l, C)$ of a PTA is $v$-compatible if $v \models C$.

Algorithm 2: IM($A, v$)

input : A PTA $A$, a parameter valuation $v$
output: Constraint $K$ over the parameters

1. $K_{\text{good}} \leftarrow \top$; $K_{\text{bad}} \leftarrow \bot$; $S_{\text{new}} \leftarrow \{s_0\}$; $S \leftarrow \emptyset$
2. while true do
3. foreach state $(l, C) \in S_{\text{new}}$ do
4. if $v \models C_{\downarrow P}$ then $K_{\text{good}} \leftarrow K_{\text{good}} \land C_{\downarrow P}$
5. else $K_{\text{bad}} \leftarrow K_{\text{bad}} \lor C_{\downarrow P}$; $S_{\text{new}} \leftarrow S_{\text{new}} \setminus \{(l, C)\}$
6. if $S_{\text{new}} \subseteq S$ then return $K_{\text{good}} \land \neg K_{\text{bad}}$
7. $S \leftarrow S \cup S_{\text{new}}$; $S_{\text{new}} \leftarrow \text{Succ}(S_{\text{new}})$

IM maintains two constraints: $K_{\text{good}}$ is the intersection of the parameter constraints associated with the $v$-compatible states met, whereas $K_{\text{bad}}$ is the union\(^6\) of the parameter constraints associated with all $v$-incompatible states. IM also maintains two sets of states, viz., the set $S$ of all states met, and the set $S_{\text{new}}$ of states met at the latest iteration of the while loop. IM is a breadth-first search algorithm exploring the parametric zone graph of $A$. Whenever a new state is met, its $v$-compatibility is checked (line 4). If it is $v$-compatible, its projection onto the parameters is added to $K_{\text{good}}$ (line 4). Otherwise, its projection onto the parameters is added to $K_{\text{bad}}$ (line 5), and the state is discarded from $S_{\text{new}}$ (line 5), i.e., its successors will not be explored. When no new states can be explored, i.e., the set $S_{\text{new}}$ is either empty or contains only

\(^6\)This union of constraints can be seen (and implemented) as a finite list of convex constraints.
states explored earlier (line 6), the intersection of $v$-compatible parametric constraints and the negation of the $v$-incompatible parametric constraints is returned (line 6). Otherwise, the algorithm explores one step further in depth (line 7). As an abuse of notation, we use $\text{Succ}(S_{\text{new}})$ to denote the set of successors of all states $(l, C)$ in $S_{\text{new}}$, for all edges outgoing from $l$.

**Proposition 2.2** ([And+09b; AM15]). Let $A$ be a deterministic PTA, and let $v$ be a parameter valuation. Assume $IM(A, v)$ terminates with result $K$. Then $v' \models K$ iff $\text{Traces}(v(A)) = \text{Traces}(v'(A))$. 
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Decidability and expressiveness of parametric timed automata

Parametric timed automata are a very powerful formalism with a high expressiveness, which comes with the drawback that most interesting problems are undecidable. Studying decidability may not be a goal in its own end, but is useful to determine whether some problems can be solved. When a problem is undecidable, it is hopeless to look for exact algorithms—although designing semi-algorithms or procedure returning an approximate result can still be handful (this will be the subject of Chapter 5). We first survey the existing decidability results for parametric timed automata (Section 3.1); then, we propose a new definition of the expressiveness of parametric timed automata (Section 3.2); finally, we significantly enhance the knowledge we have on parametric timed automata by studying several problems, and exhibiting new decidable subclasses (Section 3.3).

3.1 Exploring the jungle of decidability results

Since [AHV93], numerous (un)decidability results have been proposed, in various settings. Our first contribution is to summarize the state-of-the-art knowledge of PTAs for several problems. (A complete version of this survey is available in [And18].)

3.1.1 Almost everything is undecidable for simple PTAs

Simple PTAs We use the following class of simple PTAs as the subclass of PTAs where guards and invariants are simple constraints. We propose this class to recall that, even in this restricted situation, all non-trivial problems are undecidable.

In this entire subsection, we consider simple PTAs without restriction on the number of clocks and parameters. In that situation, all non-trivial problems studied in the literature are undecidable, with the exception of the acceptance problem—which is rather a problem for TAs. By non-trivial, we mean requiring a semantic analysis, and not, e.g., a sole analysis of the syntax of the PTA (e.g., “is the number of clocks even”, or any problem defined in Section 2.2 by setting $T = L$ or $T = \emptyset$).

Whereas bounding time or bounding the parameter domain for rational-valued parameters preserves the undecidability, we will recall in Section 3.1.2 that bounding the number of clocks and/or parameters brings decidability.

All proofs of undecidability reduce from either the halting problem, or the boundedness problem, of a 2-counter machine, both known to be undecidable [Min67].
Decidability of the acceptance

The acceptance problem is not strictly speaking a problem for PTAs, but rather for TAs, since it considers a valuated PTA.

On the one hand, the acceptance problem is decidable (and PSPACE-complete) for PTAs over discrete time, over dense time with integer-valued parameters, and over dense time with rational-valued parameters [AD94].

On the other hand, the acceptance problem becomes undecidable with real-valued (in fact irrational) parameters. Indeed, the reachability of a location in a TA with irrational constants is undecidable [Mil00]. The idea is to encode a 2-counter machine using 2 clocks $x_1$ and $x_2$ (plus an additional third clock), where the value $c_i$ of counter $i$ is encoded using $x_i = c_i \times \tau$, for $i \in \{1, 2\}$, with $\tau$ the irrational constant (the value $\sqrt{2}$ is suggested for $\tau$).

General undecidable problems

**EF-emptiness**  The seminal paper on PTAs [AHV93] showed that the EF-emptiness problem is undecidable for PTAs, both for discrete time and for dense-time.

**AF-emptiness**  In [JLR15], it is proved that the AF-emptiness is undecidable for L/U-PTAs with 3 clocks and 4 integer-valued parameters, and hence for PTAs as well.

Bounding time

Bounded-time model checking consists in checking a property within a bounded time domain. Undecidable problems might become decidable in this situation, or be of a lower complexity. For example, the language inclusion for timed automata becomes decidable over bounded-time [OW10], although it is undecidable in general. In addition, time-bounded reachability becomes decidable for a special subclass of hybrid automata with monotonic (either non-negative or non-positive) rates [Bri+13], although it is undecidable in general.

In contrast, the EF-emptiness problem remains undecidable for (general) PTAs over bounded, dense time [Jov13, Theorem 3.4].

Bounding the parameter domain

**Decidability for integer-valued parameters**  The $P$-emptiness problem for PTAs with bounded integers is PSPACE-complete for any class of problems $P$ that is PSPACE-complete for TAs [JLR15]. As a consequence, EF-, AF-, EG-, AG-emptiness are all decidable; and so are language and trace preservation. More generally, the whole TCTL model checking, including reachability and unavoidability, is PSPACE-complete [ACD93], and therefore the corresponding emptiness problems are PSPACE-complete for PTAs with bounded integer parameters.

In [JLR15], a symbolic method is proposed to compute EF- and AF-synthesis; experiments showed that this symbolic computation is faster than an exhaustive enumeration (using UPPAAL).

**Undecidability for rational-valued parameters**  For rational-valued parameters, the EF-emptiness problem is undecidable for a single parameter in $[1, 2]$ [Mil00].
Table 3.1 – Decidability of the EF-emptiness problem for general PTAs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Guards</th>
<th>Invariants</th>
<th>P-clocks</th>
<th>NP-clocks</th>
<th>Params</th>
<th>Decidability</th>
<th>Main ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>fixed</td>
<td>(at most) PTIME</td>
<td>[Mil00] (consequence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>(at most) NP-complete</td>
<td>[Mil00] (consequence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x \leq p</td>
<td>d^+$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>NEXPTIME-complete</td>
<td>[BO14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x \geq p</td>
<td>d^+$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>(at most) NEXPTIME</td>
<td>[Ben+15] (consequence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x &lt; p</td>
<td>d^+$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PSPACE-complete</td>
<td>[BO14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x &gt; p</td>
<td>d^+$</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>undecidable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x = p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>undecidable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x &lt; p$</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>bounded</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>t$</td>
<td>$x \leq p</td>
<td>t$</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>fixed</td>
<td>(at most) PTIME</td>
<td>[Mil00] (consequence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>(at most) NP-complete</td>
<td>[Mil00] (consequence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x &lt; p</td>
<td>d^+$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>NEXPTIME</td>
<td>[Ben+15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x &gt; p</td>
<td>d^+$</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>undecidable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x = p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>undecidable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$x &lt; p$</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>bounded</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>t$</td>
<td>$x \leq p</td>
<td>t$</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Q+</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>fixed</td>
<td>PTIME</td>
<td>[Mil00]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Q+</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>NP-complete</td>
<td>[Mil00]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Q+</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 or 2</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Q+</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>undecidable</td>
<td>[Mil00]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Q+</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Q+</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>undecidable</td>
<td>[Mil00] (consequence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Q+</td>
<td>$x \bowtie p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>undecidable</td>
<td>[Mil00]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R+</td>
<td>$x = p</td>
<td>d$</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>undecidable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R+</td>
<td>$x &lt; p$</td>
<td>&lt; 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Q+</td>
<td>$x &lt; p$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt; 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Q+</td>
<td>$x &lt; p$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt; 2</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q+</td>
<td>Q+</td>
<td>$x &lt; p$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>undecidable</td>
<td>[Doy07]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2 Bounding the numbers of clocks and parameters

**EF-emptiness**

Since [AHV93], the decidability of the EF-emptiness problem was studied in various settings, by bounding the number of parametric clocks, of non-parametric clocks, and of parameters. The syntax was also restrained. We summarize these results in Table 3.1 (T and P denote the domain of time and of parameter valuations respectively).

We need to consider not only the number of clocks and parameters, but also the syntax allowed in guards and invariants. For example, for the undecidability over discrete time, [Ben+15] improves the number of parameters when compared to [AHV93] (6 instead of 1), but requires both strict and non-strict inequalities, whereas [AHV93] uses only equalities in their construction; it is therefore unclear whether the result of [AHV93] is really subsumed by [Ben+15].

“Consequence” indicates a result originally proved for a less expressive or a more expressive setting; “at most” in the complexity column indicates in the latter case that the complexity is necessarily lower or equal to that of the more expressive setting. For example, [Mil00] proved that the single clock case is PTIME over dense time with a fixed number of rational-valued parameters, and therefore the corresponding problem cannot be harder over discrete time.

Let us now extract the most important results out of Table 3.1. The decidability is clearly impacted by
the number of parametric clocks, and we therefore reason by the number of parametric clocks.

Main results: 1 parametric clock  First, let us consider PTAs with a single parametric clock: The EF-emptiness problem is (at most) NP-complete over discrete and dense time with no non-parametric clock and arbitrarily many parameters [Mil00].

It is decidable for over discrete time with arbitrarily many non-parametric clocks (NEXPTIME-complete when only non-strict inequalities are used [BO14], and at most NEXPTIME when both strict and non-strict inequalities are used but with invariants of the form \( x \leq p | d^+ \) [Ben+15]). Over dense-time with arbitrarily many non-parametric clocks and integer-valued parameters, it is NEXPTIME.

It is undecidable with three non-parametric clocks [Mil00] over dense time with rational-valued parameters; note that this problem is decidable over discrete time [AHV93; BO14; Ben+15] and over dense time with integer-valued parameters [Ben+15], which exhibits a difference between dense and discrete time [Mil00], as well as between integer- and rational-valued parameters over dense time.

Main results: 2 parametric clocks  The EF-emptiness problem is \( \text{PSPACE}^{\text{NEXP}} \)-hard [BO14] over discrete time with two parametric clocks and a single parameter. Over dense-time with rational-valued parameters, the case with 2 parametric clocks and 2 non-parametric clocks is undecidable. Any other case with two parametric clocks remains open.

Main results: other undecidability  The EF-emptiness problem is undecidable in all settings with three (or more) parametric clocks.

Finally, using only strict inequalities, the EF-emptiness problem is undecidable over dense time for two parametric clocks, three non-parametric clocks and two parameters [Doy07]; this situation was not considered over discrete time.

Open cases  The main open case is the “two parametric clocks” case. The decidability is open for 2 parametric clocks with:

- over discrete-time: arbitrarily many non-parametric clocks and more than one parameter;
- over dense-time with integer-valued parameters: arbitrarily many non-parametric clocks and parameters;
- over dense-time with rational-valued parameters: 0 or 1 non-parametric clock and arbitrarily many parameters.

In addition, the decidability remains open over dense-time with rational-valued parameters for 1 non-parametric clock, 1 or 2 non-parametric clocks and arbitrarily many parameters.

Finally, the decidability using only strict inequalities remain open for cases not considered by [Doy07]: less clocks and parameters, or with integer-valued parameters.

3.1.3 L/U-PTAs

A main decidability result

The first (and main) positive result for L/U-PTAs is the decidability of the EF-emptiness problem [Hun+02]. L/U-PTAs benefit from the following interesting monotonicity property: increasing the value of an upper-bound parameter or decreasing the value of a lower-bound parameter necessarily relaxes the guards and invariants, and hence can only add behaviors. Hence, checking the EF-emptiness of an L/U-PTA can be
achieved by replacing all lower-bound parameters with 0, and all upper-bound parameters with a sufficiently large constant; this yields a non-parametric TA, for which emptiness is PSPACE-complete [AD94].

Further decidability results are exhibited in [BL09], for infinite runs acceptance properties, i.e., where a location is visited infinitely often. Note that, in contrast to [Hun+02] where the parameters are valued with non-negative reals, the results in [BL09] consider integer-valued parameters (though time is dense, i.e., clocks are real-valued). It is shown in [BL09] that emptiness, universality, finiteness of the valuation set are PSPACE-complete for infinite runs acceptance properties.

Undecidability results

The first undecidability results for L/U-PTAs are shown in [BL09]: the constrained EF-emptiness problem and constrained EF-universality problem (for infinite runs acceptance properties) are undecidable for L/U-PTAs. By constrained it is meant that some parameters of the L/U-PTA can be constrained by an initial linear constraint, e.g., \( p_1 \leq 2 \times p_2 + p_3 \). Indeed, using linear constraints, one can constrain an upper-bound parameter to be equal to a lower-bound parameter, and hence build a 2-counter machine using an L/U-PTA. However, when no upper-bound parameter is compared to a lower-bound parameter (i.e., when no initial linear inequality contains both an upper-bound and a lower-bound parameter), these two problems retrieve decidability [BL09].

A second negative result is shown in [JLR15]: the AF-emptiness problem is undecidable for L/U-PTAs. This is achieved by a reduction from a 2-counter machine where a lower-bound parameter is equal to an upper-bound parameter iff AF holds. This restricts again the use of L/U-PTAs, as AF is essential to show that all possible runs of a system eventually reach a (good) state.

Intractability of the synthesis

The most disappointing result concerning L/U-PTAs is shown in [JLR15]: despite decidability of the underlying decision problems (EF-emptiness and EF-universality), the solution to the EF-synthesis problem for L/U-PTAs, if it can be computed, cannot be represented using a formalism for which the emptiness of the intersection with equality constraints is decidable. A very annoying consequence is that such a solution cannot be represented as a finite union of polyhedra (since the emptiness of the intersection with equality constraints is decidable).

3.2 Expressiveness of parametric timed automata

After surveying decidability in the previous section, we now compare subclasses of parametric timed automata with each other. This implies to define a notion of expressiveness, which was not done before. We will in fact propose two different definitions. But before that, let us introduce a new subclass of PTAs.

3.2.1 A new subclass: Integer-point parametric timed automata

**Definition 3.1.** A PTA \( A \) is an integer points PTA (in short IP-PTA) if, in any reachable symbolic state \((l, C)\) of \( A \), \( C \) contains at least one integer point, i.e., \( \exists v : P \rightarrow \mathbb{N}, \exists w : X \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) s.t. \( w|v | = C \).

**Example 3.1.** Consider the PTA in Figure 3.1a. This PTA is not an IP-PTA; indeed, the (unique) symbolic state with location \( l_3 \) contains only \( \frac{1}{2} \) in dimension \( p \), and this symbolic state therefore contains no integer point.
In contrast, it can be shown that the PTA in Figure 3.1b is an IP-PTA. The coffee machine in Figure 2.1 (which has an infinite parametric zone graph) is also an IP-PTA.

**Comparison with L/U-PTAs**

**Proposition 3.1** ([ALR16a]). The class of IP-PTAs is incomparable with the class of L/U-PTAs.

**Proof idea.**

- Consider an L/U-PTA with a transition guarded by \( x > 0 \) and resetting no clock, followed by a second location with invariant \( x < 1 \); then, necessarily, the symbolic state associated with this second location contains no integer point (as \( x \in (0, 1) \) in that symbolic state).
- It is easy to exhibit an IP-PTA that is not an L/U-PTA. This is for example the case of Figures 2.1 and 3.1b.

However, we can prove that any non-strict L/U-PTA, i.e., with only non-strict inequalities, is an IP-PTA. This gives that the class of non-strict L/U-PTAs is included in IP-PTAs. With additional results, we get the following comparison:

**Theorem 3.1** ([ALR16b]). The class of IP-PTAs is strictly larger than the class of non-strict L/U-PTAs.

The class of bounded IP-PTAs is strictly larger than the class of non-strict bounded L/U-PTAs.

The class of bounded IP-PTAs is incomparable with the class of bounded L/U-PTAs. The class of bounded IP-PTAs is incomparable with the class of L/U-PTAs.

**Membership**

A main disappointing result is that the membership problem is undecidable for IP-PTAs, even when bounded. In other words: it is not possible to decide in general whether a PTA is an IP-PTA.

**Theorem 3.2** ([ALR16a]). It is undecidable whether a PTA is an IP-PTA, even when bounded.

**Proof idea.** The proof reduces from the halting problem of a 2-counter machine: we consider an existing encoding [ALR16a], show that there is an integer point in any symbolic state, and make a slight modification as follows: from the location encoding the halting state of the 2-counter machine, we add a transition to a state that contains no integer point (which can easily be enforced using a constraint such as \( 0 < x < 1 \) for some clock \( x \)). As a consequence, this PTA is an IP-PTA iff the 2-counter machine does not halt.

Due to the undecidability of membership, the class of IP-PTAs may not seem very interesting. However, this subclass will help us to exhibit further undecidability for other subclasses of PTAs in Section 3.3.

**Theorem 3.1** provides a sufficient syntactic membership condition. In addition, we now define another new non-trivial set of restrictions leading to IP-PTAs.

**Definition 3.2** (Reset-PTA [ALR16a]). A reset-PTA is a PTA where, for each transition, if at least one parameter appears in the transition guard or in the source location invariant, then all clocks are reset along this transition.
This kind of restriction is somewhat reminiscent of those enforced by initialized hybrid automata [Hen+98] to obtain decidability. We now prove that reset-PTAs are IP-PTAs, which in turn means that any decidable problem for IP-PTAs (which will be studied in Section 3.3) is also decidable for reset-PTAs.

**Theorem 3.3 ([ALR16a]).** Any reset-PTA is an IP-PTA.

### 3.2.2 Defining the expressiveness of parametric timed automata

No paper has compared the expressiveness of PTAs and their subclasses, nor even proposed a definition of the expressiveness. We propose here two definitions.

In the following, we denote by \( V(P) \) the set of valuations of all the parameters in \( P \).

**Definition 3.3** (untimed language of a PTA). The untimed language of a PTA \( \mathcal{A} \), denoted by \( \text{UL}(\mathcal{A}) \), is the union over all parameter valuations \( v \) of the sets of untimed words accepted by \( v(\mathcal{A}) \), i.e.,

\[
\bigcup_{v \in V(P)} \{ \eta \mid \eta \in \text{UL}(v(\mathcal{A})) \}
\]

We also propose a second definition of language, in which we consider not only the accepting untimed words, but also the parameter valuations associated with these words; this definition is more suited to compare the possibilities offered by parameter synthesis.

**Definition 3.4** (constrained untimed language of a PTA). The constrained untimed language of a PTA \( \mathcal{A} \), denoted by \( \text{CUL}(\mathcal{A}) \), is

\[
\bigcup_{v \in V(P)} \{ (\eta, v) \mid \eta \in \text{UL}(v(\mathcal{A})) \}
\]

We use the word “constrained” because another way to represent the constrained language of a PTA is in the form of a set of elements \((\eta, K)\), where \( \eta \) is an untimed word, and \( K \) is a parametric constraint such that for all \( v \) in \( K \), then \( \eta \) is an untimed word accepted by \( v(\mathcal{A}) \).

**Example 3.2.** Let us consider the PTA \( \mathcal{A} \) of Figure 3.1b.

- Its untimed language is \( \text{UL}(\mathcal{A}) = \{a\} \cup \{b^n n \in \mathbb{N}\} \) that we note with the rational expression
\[ x_1 = 1 \ \\
\text{a} \quad x_1 := 0 \quad \land \ x_2 \leq p \ \\
L_1 \quad x_1, x_2 := 0 \ \\
\land x_2 \leq p \ \\
L_2 \ \\
\text{b} \quad x_1 := 0 \quad \land x_2 = p \ \\
L_3 \quad x_1, x_2 := 0 \ \\
\land x_2 \leq p \ \\
L_4 \ \\
\text{c} \quad x_1 := 0 \quad \land x_2 = p \ \\
\]

Figure 3.2 – A PTA with untimed language \( a^n b^n c^m \)

\[ \text{UL}(A) = a + ba^*. \]

- Its constrained untimed language is \( \text{CUL}(A) = \{(a, p_1 \leq 1), (ba^*, p_1 \geq 0 \land p_2 \geq 1)\} \).

Note that the idea of combining the untimed language with the parameter valuations leading to it is close to the idea of the behavioral cartography of parametric timed automata [AF10], that consists in computing parameter constraints together with a trace set.

In the following, a class refers to an element in the set of TAs, bounded L/U-PTAs, L/U-PTAs, bounded PTAs and PTAs. An instance of a class is a model of that class.

### 3.2.3 Comparison of the expressiveness of subclasses of PTAs

Let us now compare the expressiveness of various classes w.r.t. the two definitions we proposed above. We compare here only integer-valued parameters. Some of the results below may not hold for rational-valued parameters—this is the subject of future work.

**Expressiveness as the union of untimed languages**

**PTAs in the Hierarchy of Chomsky** The following result states that Turing-recognizable languages (type-0 in Chomsky’s hierarchy) can be recognized by PTAs (with enough clocks and parameters), and derives from the fact that several 2-counter machine encodings using PTAs were proposed in the literature.

**Lemma 3.1** ([ALR16b]). Turing-recognizable languages are also recognizable by PTAs.

**Lemma 3.1** only holds with enough clocks and parameters, typically 3 parametric clocks and 1 integer-valued or rational-valued parameter [Ben+15], or 1 parametric clock, 3 non-parametric clocks and 1 rational-valued parameter [Mil00] (see Section 3.1).

In [AM15, Theorem 20], we proved that the parametric zone graph of a PTA with a single (parametric) clock and arbitrarily many parameters is finite. This gives that the language recognized by a PTA with a single clock is regular.

**Lemma 3.2** ([ALR16b]). The untimed language recognized by a PTA with a single clock and arbitrarily many parameters is regular.

We now show that adding to the setting of Lemma 3.2 a single non-parametric clock, even with a single parameter, may give a language that is at least context-sensitive, hence beyond the class of regular languages. Consider the PTA \( A \) in Figure 3.2. Consider an integer parameter valuation \( v(p) = i \), with \( i \in \mathbb{N} \). The idea is that we use the parameter to first count the number of \( a \)s, and then ensure that
we perform an identical number of bs and cs; such counting feature is not possible in TAs (at least not for any value of \(i\) as is the case here). Clearly, due to the invariant \(x_1 \leq 1\) in \(l_1\), one must take the self-loop on \(l_1\) every 1 time unit; then, one can take the transition to \(l_2\) only after \(i\) such loops. The same reasoning applies to locations \(l_2\) and \(l_3\). Hence, the language accepted by the TA \(v(A)\) is \(a^{i+1}b^{i+1}c^{i+1}\).

Hence the union over all parameter valuations of the words accepted by \(A\) is \(\{a^n b^n c^n \mid n \geq 1\}\). This language is known to be in the class of context-sensitive languages (type-1 in Chomsky’s hierarchy), hence beyond the class of regular languages (type-3).

**Theorem 3.4 ([ALR16b]).** PTAs with 1 parametric clock, 1 non-parametric clock and 1 parameter can recognize languages that are context-sensitive.

This result is interesting for several reasons. First, it shows that adding a single clock, even non-parametric, to a PTA with a single clock immediately increases its expressiveness. Second, it falls into the interesting class of PTAs with 2 clocks, for which many problems remain open: the PTA exhibited in the proof of Theorem 3.4 (1 parametric clock and 1 non-parametric) falls into the class of 1 parametric clock, arbitrarily many non-parametric clocks and arbitrarily many integer-valued parameters, for which the EF-emptiness is known to be decidable [Ben+15]. When replacing the integer-valued with a rational-valued parameter (which does not fundamentally change our example), it also falls into the class of 1 parametric clock, 1 non-parametric clock and 1 rational-valued parameter, for which the EF-emptiness is known to be open (see Table 3.1). In both cases, it gives a lower bound on the class of languages recognized by such a PTA.

**Expressiveness of PTAs and subclasses** First, we can show using the monotonicity property of L/U-PTAs that the untimed language of an L/U-PTA \(A\) is equal to that of the same L/U-PTA valuated with \(v_0/\infty\).

**Lemma 3.3 ([ALR16b]).** Let \(A\) be an L/U-PTA. Then: \(UL(A) = UL(v_0/\infty(A))\).

In addition, since the untimed words recognized by TA form a regular language [AD94], then the PTA exhibited in Theorem 3.4 recognizes a language not recognized by any TA. Conversely, any TA is a PTA (with no parameter) which gives that the expressiveness of PTAs is strictly larger than that of TAs.

Also note that, as we consider integer-valued parameters, there is a finite number of valuations in a bounded PTA. Since the language recognized by a TA is a regular language, and the class of regular languages is closed under finite union, then bounded PTAs also recognize regular languages, and are therefore equally expressive with TAs.

Finally, the 2-counter machine of [AHV93] is an IP-PTA (see [ALR16a] for a detailed argument), which gives that Turing-recognizable languages are also recognizable by IP-PTAs.

This all together gives the following result:

**Proposition 3.2 ([ALR16b]).** TAs, L/U-PTAs and bounded PTAs are equally expressive w.r.t. the union of untimed languages.

PTAs and IP-PTAs are equally expressive, and are strictly more expressive than TAs w.r.t. the union of untimed languages.

We summarize the results in Figure 3.4a.
Expressiveness as constrained untimed language

Let us now compare subclasses of PTAs w.r.t. the constrained untimed language.

Bounded PTAs can easily be simulated using a non-bounded PTA, by bounding the parameters using one clock and appropriate extra locations and transitions prior to the original initial location of the PTA. For example, if $x$ is reset when entering $l_1'$, the gadget in Figure 3.3a ensures that $p \in [\inf, \sup]$. All such gadgets (one per parameter) must be added in a sequential manner, resetting $x$ prior to each gadget, and resetting all clocks when entering the original initial location after the last gadget.\(^1\)

Now, it is easy to find a PTA that has a larger constrained untimed language than any bounded PTA. This is the case of any PTA for which a word is accepting for parameter valuations arbitrarily large (e.g., Figure 3.3b).

This gives the following result:

**Proposition 3.3 ([ALR16b]).** Bounded PTAs are strictly less expressive than PTAs w.r.t. the constrained untimed language.

We now show that, interestingly, this result does not extend to L/U-PTAs, i.e., bounded L/U-PTAs are not strictly less expressive than but incomparable with L/U-PTAs. On the one hand, let us show that the constrained untimed language of a given bounded L/U-PTA cannot be obtained for any L/U-PTA. Consider a bounded U-PTA with a single parameter $p^+$ with bounds such that $p^+ \in [0, 1]$, and accepting $a$ for any valuation of $p^+ \in [0, 1]$. From the monotonicity of L/U-PTAs, if this run is accepted in an L/U-PTA $\mathcal{A}'$, then this run is also accepted for any valuation $v'$ such that $v'(p^+) \geq 0$, including for instance $v'(p^+) > 1$. Hence accepting $a$ only for valuations of $p^+ \in [0, 1]$ cannot be obtained in an L/U-PTA, and therefore no L/U-PTA yields this constrained untimed language.

This converse is immediate: assume an L/U-PTA with a single parameter $p^+$, accepting $a$ for any valuation of $p^+ \in [0, \infty)$. From the definition of bounded (L/U)-PTAs, all parameters must be bounded, and therefore there exists no bounded L/U-PTA that can accept a run for $p^+ \in [0, \infty)$. Hence no bounded L/U-PTA yields this constrained untimed language.

This gives the following result:

**Proposition 3.4 ([ALR16b]).** Bounded L/U-PTAs are incomparable with L/U-PTAs w.r.t. the constrained untimed language.

A consequence is that undecidability results for bounded L/U-PTAs cannot be automatically extended to L/U-PTAs; conversely, decidability results for L/U-PTAs cannot be automatically extended to bounded L/U-PTAs.

We summarize the results in Figure 3.4b.

---

\(^1\)Technically, this does not preserve the timed language due to the time needed to pass the initial gadgets; but observe that the untimed language is preserved, provided silent transitions are allowed.
What’s beyond...? In [ALR16b], we also considered the case of hidden parameters, that do not appear in the constrained untimed language (i.e., they are hidden by existential quantification). Hidden parameters do not increase the expressiveness of L/U-PTAs. However, PTAs extended with hidden parameters strictly increase the expressiveness of PTAs.

In addition, we also showed in [ALR16b] that neither PTAs, nor PTAs allowing parametric linear terms (i.e., \(plt \preceq 0\) or \(plt \preceq x\)) in guards and invariants, augment the expressiveness w.r.t. the constrained untimed language of PTAs with the most restrictive syntax (\(x \preceq p\)) but extended with hidden parameters.

3.3 Decidability of parametric timed automata

After investigating the state-of-the-art results concerning decision problems for parametric timed automata and subclasses in Section 3.1, we now propose a set of results that considerably increase the knowledge we have of this formalism. While (unsurprisingly) all the decision problems are undecidable for general parametric timed automata, we exhibit several subclasses for which they turn decidable, with sometimes subtle differences between the decidable and the undecidable class.

3.3.1 EF-emptiness

Undecidability

The EF-emptiness of PTAs is known to be undecidable, except for some bounded number of clocks and/or parametric clocks (Table 3.1). We provide below a new proof of undecidability for this problem, featuring 1 parametric clock, 3 non-parametric clocks and a single rational-valued (bounded) parameter. We reduce from the boundedness problem of a 2-counter machine, which is undecidable [Min67]. This proof is not a particularly significant advance in the state-of-the-art: this setting matches the best known proof [Mil00].

However, we will give this construction in details, because its encoding of the 2-counter machines will be used in many subsequent results in this manuscript (and was used in several papers [AM15; ALR16a; AL17a; ALR18]). This encoding of a 2-counter machine was published in [ALR16a] and was originally proposed by Didier Lime.

Recall that a deterministic 2-counter machine \(\mathcal{M}\) has two non-negative counters \(C_1\) and \(C_2\), a finite number of states and a finite number of transitions, which can be of the form:

- when in state \(q_i\), increment \(C_k\) and go to \(q_j\);
When entering $y = 1$ time) if $y = 1$

Since we use only equalities, there are really only two paths that go through the gadget: one going through $x = 0$ with two-counter machine (in contrast with other locations added in the encoding to maintain the matching impact on the proof).

We initialize the clocks with the gadget in Figure 3.5a (that also blocks the case where $a = 0$). Note that, in Figure 3.5, we highlight in thick green the locations of the PTA corresponding to a state of the two-counter machine (in contrast with other locations added in the encoding to maintain the matching between the clock values and the counter values). Since all clocks are initially 0, in Figure 3.5a, when in $l_0$ with $x = 0$, we have $y = z = 1$, which indeed corresponds to counter values 0.

We now present the gadget encoding the increment instruction of $C_1$ in Figure 3.5b. The transition from $l_i$ to $l_{i1}$ only serves to clearly indicate the entry in the increment gadget and is done in 0 time unit. Since we use only equalities, there are really only two paths that go through the gadget: one going through $l_{i2}$ and one through $l_{i2}'$. Let us begin with the former. We start from some encoding configuration: $x = 0$, $y = 1 - ac_1$ and $z = 1 - ac_2$ in $l_i$ (and therefore the same in $l_{i1}$). We can enter $l_{i2}$ (after elapsing enough time) if $1 - ac_2 \leq 1$, i.e., $ac_2 \geq 0$, which implies that $a \geq 0$, and when entering $l_{i2}$ we have $x = ac_2$, $y = 1 - ac_1 + ac_2$ and $z = 0$. Then we can enter $l_{i3}$ if $1 - ac_1 + ac_2 \leq 1 + a$, i.e., $a(c_1 + 1) \geq ac_2$. When entering $l_{i3}$, we then have $x = a(c_1 + 1)$, $y = 0$ and $z = a(c_1 + 1) - ac_2$. Finally, we can go to $l'_j$ if $a(c_1 + 1) \leq 1$ and when entering $l_j$ we have $x = 0$, $y = 1 - a(c_1 + 1)$ and $z = 1 - ac_2$, as expected.

A transformation to the setting 3 non-parametric clock + 1 parametric clock is given later on in Remark 3.1.
We now examine the second path. We can enter $l'_{2}$ if $1 - ac_1 \leq a + 1$, i.e., $a(c_1 + 1) \geq 0$, and when entering $l'_{2}$ we have $x = a(c_1 + 1)$, $y = 0$ and $z = 1 - ac_2 + a(c_1 + 1)$. Then we can go to $l_{3}$ if $1 - ac_2 + a(c_1 + 1) \leq 1 + a$, i.e., $a(c_1 + 1) \leq ac_2$. When entering $l_{3}$, we then have $x = ac_2$, $y = ac_2 - a(c_1 + 1)$ and $z = 0$. Finally, we can go to $l_j$ if $ac_2 \leq 1$ and when entering $l_j$ we have $x = 0$, $y = 1 - a(c_1 + 1)$ and $z = 1 - ac_2$, as expected.

Remark that exactly one path can be taken depending on the respective order of $c_1 + 1$ and $c_2$, except when both are equal or $a = 0$, in which cases both paths lead to the same configuration anyway (and the case $a = 0$ is excluded by Figure 3.5a anyway).

Decrement is done similarly by replacing guards $y = a + 1$ with $y = 1$, and guards $x = 1$ and $z = 1$ with $x = a + 1$ and $z = a + 1$, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.5c. In addition, the 0-test is obtained by simply adding a transition from $l_i$ to $l_k$ with guard $y = 1 \land x = 0$, which ensures that $C_1 = 0$. Similarly, the guard from $l_i$ to $l_{11}$ ensures that decrement is done only when the counter is not null.

All those gadgets also work for $C_2$ by swapping $y$ and $z$.

The actions associated with the transitions do not matter; we can assume a single action $σ$ on all transitions (omitted in all figures).

**Lemma 3.4** ([ALR16a]). *The EF-emptiness problem is undecidable for bounded PTAs.*

**Proof.** We now prove that the two-counter machine $M$ halts iff there exists a parameter valuation $v$ such that $v(A(M))$ reaches $l_{\text{halt}}$. First note that if $a = 0$ the initial gadget cannot be passed, and $l_{\text{halt}}$ is reachable for no valuation. Assume $a > 0$. Consider two cases:

1. either the two-counter machine does not halt. Then, for any parameter valuation, at some point during an incrementation of, say, $C_1$ we will have $a(c_1 + 1) > 1$ when taking the transition from $l_{i2}$ to $l_{i3}$ and the PTA will be blocked. Therefore, there exists no parameter valuation for which $l_{\text{halt}}$ is reachable.

2. or the two-counter machine halts, along a (unique) run. Let $c$ be the maximal value of this run. In that case, if $c = 0$ and $0 < a \leq 1$ or $c > 0$ and $ca < 1$, then the PTA valued with such parameter valuations correctly simulates the machine, yielding a (unique) run reaching location $l_{\text{halt}}$. The set of such valuations for $a$ is certainly non-empty: $a = \frac{1}{2}$ belongs to it if $c = 0$ and $a = \frac{1}{c}$ does otherwise.

Hence the two-counter machine halts iff there exists a parameter valuation $v$ such that $v(A(M))$ reaches $l_{\text{halt}}$.

\[\blacksquare\]

**Remark 3.1.** We can adapt our proof to fit in the most restrictive guard syntax ($x \triangleright p$) as follows: transitions with $y = a + 1$ guards and $y := 0$ reset can be equivalently replaced by one transition with a “$y = 1$” guard and a reset of some additional clock $w$, followed by a transition with a $w = a$ guard and the $y := 0$ reset (and similarly for $x$ and $z$ is the decrement gadget). This also allows the proof to work without complex parametric expressions in guards, using three additional clocks (we conjecture that a smarter encoding can be exhibited to factor these additional clocks, so as to use a single additional clock).

**Decidability**

The only non-trivial general class with a decidability result for EF-emptiness is L/U-PTAs [Hun+02]. We now extend this class, by proving a main positive result for IP-PTAs below:
**Theorem 3.5 ([ALR16a]).** The EF-emptiness problem is decidable (and PSPACE-complete) for bounded IP-PTAs.

**Proof idea.** Let $A$ be a bounded IP-PTA. EF-emptiness is false for $A$ iff there exists a valuation $v$ such that a run of $v(A)$ reaches a location in some predefined set $T$. Assume there exists a valuation $v$ such that a run of $v(A)$ reaches $l$, with $l \in T$. From [Hun+02, Proposition 3.17], there exists a symbolic run of $A$ reaching a symbolic state $(l, C)$, for some $C$. Since $A$ is an IP-PTA, $C$ contains at least one integer point. Hence there exists an integer parameter valuation $v'$ such that a run of $v'(A)$ reaches $l$. This gives that EF-emptiness is false for $A$ iff there exists an integer valuation $v'$ such that a run of $v'(A)$ reaches a location in $T$.

Hence, deciding whether some valuation permits to reach $l$ reduces to deciding whether some integer valuation permits to do so, which, for bounded PTAs, is PSPACE-complete [JLR15].

As any reset-PTA is an IP-PTA from Theorem 3.3, the EF-emptiness problem is decidable for reset-PTAs. Since bounded IP-PTAs are incomparable with L/U-PTAs from Theorem 3.1, and since L/U-PTAs are the only non-trivial subclass of PTAs for which the EF-emptiness problem is known to be decidable, then Theorem 3.5 strictly extends the subclass of PTAs for which this problem is decidable.

In order to get a full picture of decidability results for all subclasses of PTAs, we show the following, which comes almost directly from [Hun+02]:

**Lemma 3.5 ([ALR16a]).** The EF-emptiness and EF-universality problems are decidable for closed bounded L/U-PTAs.

**Proof idea.** Let $A_{\text{bounds}}$ be a closed bounded L/U-PTA. The result for EF-emptiness (resp. EF-universality) is obtained by replacing any lower-bound parameter $p$ with $\inf(p, \text{bounds})$ (resp. $\sup(p, \text{bounds})$) and any upper-bound parameter $p$ with $\sup(p, \text{bounds})$ (resp. $\inf(p, \text{bounds})$), and testing reachability in the obtained TA, in the spirit of [Hun+02; BL09].

**Synthesis**

Although the EF-emptiness problem is decidable for L/U-PTAs [Hun+02], the synthesis seems to pose practical problems: recall that the solution to the EF-synthesis problem for L/U-automata, if it can be computed, cannot be represented using any formalism for which emptiness of the intersection with equality constraints is decidable, which rules out the possibility of computing the solution set as a finite union of polyhedra.

We reuse the intuition of this result and extend it to non-strict bounded L/U-PTAs. Because non-strict bounded L/U-PTAs are IP-PTAs (Theorem 3.1), this result extends to (bounded) IP-PTAs too, despite decidability of the EF-emptiness problem for this latter class (Theorem 3.5).

**Theorem 3.6 ([ALR16a]).** If it can be computed, the solution to the EF-synthesis problem for non-strict bounded L/U-automata and for IP-PTAs cannot be represented using any formalism for which emptiness of the intersection with equality constraints is decidable.

**3.3.2 AF-emptiness**

It is known that AF-emptiness is undecidable for L/U-PTAs [JLR15]; reusing the encoding of the 2-counter machine proposed in our proof of Lemma 3.4, we now show that this result holds even for bounded L/U-PTAs. We modify the encoding by splitting the unique parameter $a$ into a lower-bound parameter $a^-$
and an upper-bound parameter $a^+$. The proof mainly relies on the gadget initializing the parameters. We initialize the parameters $a^-$ and $a^+$ with the gadget in Figure 3.6 leading to the location $s_0$. Clearly, starting from $l_0$, we have $AF(s_0)$ if and only if $a^- = a^+ > 0$, because

1. if $a^- = 0$ then it is possible to reach $l_{\text{sink}}$ and therefore we do not have $AF(s_0)$, and
2. any run that reaches $l_1$ before $y$ is equal to $a^+$ can be extended by delaying a non-null amount of time into a run that will be blocked by the invariant of $s_0$.

So all runs should enter $l_1$ with $y = a^+$, which is the case if and only if $a^- = a^+$. We therefore obtain an L/U-automaton with $a^- = a^+$ and $a^+ > 0$.

Then, the encoding is such that $l_{\text{sink}}$ can be reached from any location. Eventually, only if $a^- = a^+ = 0$ and only if the machine halts, then $l_{\text{halt}}$ is unavoidable.

As bounded L/U-PTAs are less expressive than bounded IP-PTAs and IP-PTAs, and as the proof can also work with unbounded parameters, we get a complete undecidability result for all considered subclass of PTAs:

**Theorem 3.7 ([ALR16a]).** The AF-emptiness problem is undecidable for (bounded) IP-PTAs, for (bounded) L/U-PTAs and for (bounded) PTAs.

### 3.3.3 EG-emptiness

Recall that the EG-emptiness problem is false if there exists at least one parameter valuation for which a maximal run remains entirely within some predefined set $T$ of locations. That is, either this run is an infinite run, and therefore contains a cycle (remaining within $T$); or this run is a finite run (remaining within $T$), and therefore ends with a deadlock, i.e., ends with a state from which no discrete transition can be taken, even after letting some time elapse.

We will see in the following that the EG-emptiness problem stands at the frontier between decidability and undecidability for the class of L/U-PTAs. While this problem is decidable for L/U-PTAs with a bounded parameter domain with closed bounds, it becomes undecidable if either the assumption of boundedness or of closed bounds is lifted.

**Theorem 3.8 ([AL17a]).** The EG-emptiness problem is decidable for closed bounded L/U-PTAs.

**Proof idea.** Let $A|_{\text{bounds}}$ be a closed bounded L/U-PTA and $T$ be a subset of its locations.

The basic monotonicity property of L/U-PTAs ensures that the TA $v_{\inf/\sup}(A)$, where $v_{\inf/\sup}$ is obtained by valuating lower-bound parameters $p^-$ by $\inf(p^-, \text{bounds})$ and upper-bound parameters $p^+$ by $\sup(p^+, \text{bounds})$, includes all the runs that could be produced with other parameter valuations. Consequently, if there is an infinite path for some valuation, there is one for $v_{\inf/\sup}$.
In $v_{inf/sup}(A)$, it is decidable to find an infinite path staying in $T$, or conclude that none exist: this can be encoded into the CTL formula $EG(T \land EX T)$, to be verified on the (finite) region graph of $A$ [AD94]. Since the region equivalence is a time-abstract bisimulation [TY01], this means for $A$ “there exists a path that remains in $T$ and in which every state has a discrete successor (possibly after letting some time elapse) in $T$”. That path therefore has an infinite number of discrete actions. If we do find such a path, we can then terminate by answering yes to the EG-emptiness problem. If we do not, then in $v_{inf/sup}(A)$, all paths staying in $T$ are finite. If we keep only discrete actions and locations, which are in finite number, the resulting paths therefore form a finite tree.

We can then explicitly compute the symbolic states (following the symbolic semantics in Definition 2.6) for all the paths in the finite tree (not only those that are maximal), and look for valuations that contain a deadlock, using techniques from e.g., [And16; AL17a]. If we find a deadlock, then we can terminate and answer yes to the EG-emptiness problem. Otherwise, we can terminate and answer no, because we have checked all the potential discrete paths staying in $T$ for any parameter valuation.

Now, relaxing either the boundedness or the closedness yields undecidability, as stated in the following theorems.

**Theorem 3.9 ([AL17a]).** The EG-emptiness problem is undecidable for open bounded L/U-PTAs.

**Proof idea.** This idea is to reuse the 2-counter machine encoding of Lemma 3.4, so that it works in constant time (1 time unit). We replace any occurrence of “1” with either a new lower-bound parameter $b^-$ or a new upper-bound parameter $b^+$ (depending on whether “1” appears as a lower bound or an upper bound). We also modify the zero-test gadget so that it takes a duration strictly greater than 0, namely in $[b^-, b^+]$. We add a global invariant $w \leq 1$, where $w$ is a fresh clock. Finally, we add a new location $l_{halt}$, to which one can go from $l_{halt}$ iff $a^- < a^+$ or $b^- < b^+$. Therefore, provided we exclude valuations such that $a^- > a^+$ or $b^- > b^+$, there is a deadlock in $l_{halt}$ iff $a^- = a^+$ and $b^- = b^+$. Parameters are such that $a^-, a^+, b^+ \in [0, 1]$ while $b^- \in (0, 1]$; the interval open in 0 is essential for the proof to work.

Using an appropriate reasoning, we then have $M$ halts iff $EG(L \setminus \{l_{halt}\})$ holds.

**Theorem 3.10 ([AL17a]).** The EG-emptiness problem is undecidable for L/U-PTAs, and therefore for PTAs.

**Proof idea.** We use a reasoning similar to that of Theorem 3.9. However, we need to completely change the encoding of the 2-counter machine, and go for a discrete time encoding (that also works in dense time) inspired by a 2-counter machine encoding in [Ben+15]. The rest of the reasoning is similar to Theorem 3.9.

### 3.3.4 AG-emptiness

We proved that AG-emptiness is undecidable for our new subclass of IP-PTAs. This result differentiates the classes of (bounded) L/U-PTAs and bounded IP-PTAs as AG-emptiness is decidable for (bounded) L/U-PTAs [Hun+02], and helps to understand better the boundary between decidability and undecidability for subclasses of PTAs.

**Theorem 3.11 ([ALR16a]).** The AG-emptiness problem is undecidable for bounded IP-PTAs, and therefore for (bounded) PTAs.

**Proof idea.** We reuse the encoding in our proof of Lemma 3.4. The main idea is, for all valuations of the parameter $a$ that are not small enough to properly encode the counters (i.e., for some value $c$ of a counter, $1 - ac < 0$), to allow the PTA to directly go to an $l_{error}$ location. In order for our encoding to be an IP-PTA (in particular the $l_{error}$ symbolic states), we add a new parameter $b$, the value of which can be typically in $[0, 1]$.

We then reduce the problem of knowing whether the counters of the machine grow unbounded along its execution,
which is undecidable [Min67], to the universality of the set of parameters that allow the encoding PTA to reach $l_{\text{error}}$ (i.e., EF-universality, which is equivalent to AG-emptiness).

### 3.3.5 Nesting quantifiers

We show below that using nested quantifiers (i.e., beyond EF, EG, AF, AG) automatically leads to the undecidability, even for the very restricted class of U-PTAs with a single parameter (that can even be integer-valued).

**Theorem 3.12 ([ALR18]).** The emptiness problem of a nested TCTL formula is undecidable for U-PTAs.

**Proof idea.** The construction is inspired by the 2-counter machine encoding of [Ben+15], with several major adaptations. Among the many modifications (including duplicating most locations, adding transitions to a new location, etc.), the key idea is to replace guards $x = a$ with $x \leq a$, as the obtained encoding must be a U-PTA, and then use a nested TCTL formula $\text{EGAG} = 0$ to ensure that all guards will be taken "at the latest possible moment", i.e., when $x = a$.

We may wonder if the timed aspect of TCTL (and notably the urgency required by the TCTL formula $\text{EGAG} = 0$) is responsible for the undecidability. In fact, it is not, and we could modify the proof to show that CTL itself leads to undecidability, i.e., that EGAX-emptiness is undecidable.

We conjecture the construction could be adapted so as to work over bounded time, or with a bounded parameter domain, reusing the encoding of Lemma 3.4 instead of our encoding; it should also be possible to adapt it to the dual class of L-PTAs.

**Theorem 3.12** is of importance for two reasons:

- it justifies the thorough study of non-nested formulas (i.e., EF, EG, AF, AG), and
- it constitutes the first undecidable result of the literature for the class of U-PTAs, that was until then completely open (the only decidable results came from the decidable results of the larger class of L/U-PTAs, and no undecidability result was known).

A future objective will be to precisely draw the border between decidability and undecidability for U-PTAs and L-PTAs.

### 3.3.6 Cycle-existence emptiness

In contrast to deadlock-freeness that is consistently undecidable (see Section 3.3.7 below), and to EG-emptiness for which the frontier between decidability and undecidability is thin, the existence of a parameter valuation for which there exists at least one infinite run is consistently decidable for L/U-PTAs.

**Theorem 3.13 ([AL17a]).** The cycle-existence problem is decidable for both closed bounded L/U-PTAs and for (unbounded) L/U-PTAs.

**Proof idea.** The result for closed bounded L/U-PTAs derives from the following observation: in the TA obtained by valuating upper-bound (resp. lower-bound) parameters with their largest (resp. smallest) bound, there is no cycle in the zone graph iff the cycle-existence problem is true.

The result for unbounded L/U-PTAs follows from the fact that the cycle-existence problem is PSPACE-complete for integer-valued L/U-PTAs [BL09], together with a technical result [AL17a] that shows that there is a rational valuation yield-
The cycle-existence problem is undecidable for PTAs.

Proof idea. By reduction from the halting problem of a 2-counter machine, using an encoding not fundamentally different from that of Lemma 3.4.

Remark 3.2. The reader will have noted that one subclass is not treated in this section, i.e., the class of open bounded L/U-PTAs: We conjecture that this is decidable using techniques derived from the robustness results of [San11] but the adaptation appears to require rather non-trivial developments, with techniques quite different from those we used in [AM15; ALR16a; AL17a], and is thus left to future work.

3.3.7 Deadlock-freeness emptiness and synthesis

Checking the absence of deadlocks in the model of a real-time system is of utmost importance. First, deadlocks can lead the actual system to a blockade when a component is not ready to receive any action. Second, a specificity of models of distributed systems involving time is that they can be subject to situations where time cannot elapse. This situation denotes an ill-formed model, as this situation of time blocking ("timelock") cannot happen in the actual system due to the uncontrollable nature of time.

Example 3.3. Consider the PTA in Figure 3.7a: deadlocks can occur if the guard of the transition from $l_1$ to $l_2$ cannot be satisfied (when $p_2 > p_1 + 5$) or if the invariant of $l_2$ is not compatible with the guard (when $p_2 > 10$). In Figure 3.7b, the system may risk a deadlock for any parameter valuation as, if the guard is "missed" (if a run chooses to spend more than $p$ time units in $l_1$), then no transition can be taken from $l_1$.

Undecidability

The deadlock-existence emptiness problem is undecidable, even for the restricted class of closed bounded L/U-PTAs.
Theorem 3.15 ([AL17a]). The deadlock-existence-emptiness problem is undecidable for closed bounded L/U-PTAs, for open bounded, for (unbounded) L/U-PTAs, and for PTAs.

Proof idea. By reduction from the halting problem of a 2-counter machine, using an encoding based on Lemma 3.4. □

Synthesis

Despite the undecidability in Theorem 3.15, we can address the problem of (trying to) synthesizing valuations for which a PTA is deadlock-free. We define a semi-algorithm and, when this first procedure does not terminate, we provide a second algorithm that always terminates with an approximated result.

A semi-algorithm for deadlock-freeness synthesis First, let us introduce below our procedure PDFC, that makes use of an intermediate, recursive procedure DSynth. Both are written in a functional form in the spirit of, e.g., the reachability and unavoidability synthesis algorithms in [JLR15]. Given \( s = (l, C) \), we use \( s_C \) to denote \( C \). The notation \( g(s, s') \) denotes the guard of the edge from \( s \) to \( s' \). As an abuse of notation, we write \( \text{Succ}(s) \) to denote the set of successors of \( s \) for all possible edges.

\[
\text{DSynth}(s, \text{Passed}) = \begin{cases} \bot & \text{if } s \in \text{Passed} \\ \bigcup \left( s'_C \in \text{Succ}(s) \left( \text{DSynth}(s', \text{Passed} \cup \{ s \}) \right) \right) \downarrow_P & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{PDFC}(A) = \neg \text{DSynth}(s^A_0, \emptyset)
\]

First, we use a function \( \text{DSynth}(s, \text{Passed}) \) to recursively synthesize the parameter valuations for which a deadlock may occur. This function takes as argument the current state \( s \) together with the list \( \text{Passed} \) of passed states. If \( s \) belongs to \( \text{Passed} \) (i.e., \( s \) was already met), then no parameter valuation is returned. Otherwise, the first part of the second case computes the union over all successors of \( s \) of \( \text{DSynth} \) recursively called over these successors; the second part computes all parameter valuations for which a deadlock may occur, i.e., the constraint characterizing \( s \) minus all clock and parameter valuations that allow to exit \( s \) to some successor \( s' \), all this expression being eventually projected onto \( P \).

Finally, PDFC ("parametric deadlock-freeness checking") returns the negation of the result of DSynth called with the initial state of \( A \) and an empty list of passed states.

We show below that PDFC is sound and complete. Note however that, in the general case, the algorithm may not terminate, as DSynth explores the set of symbolic states, of which there may be an infinite number.

Proposition 3.5 ([And16]). Assume PDFC(\( A \)) terminates with result \( K \). Given a parameter valuation \( v \), \( v \models K \) iff \( v(A) \) is deadlock-free.

PDFC outputs an over-approximation of the parameter set when stopped before termination:

Proposition 3.6 ([And16]). Fix a maximum number of recursive calls in DSynth. Then PDFC terminates and its result is an over-approximation of the set of parameter valuations for which the system is deadlock-free.
A limitation of PDFC is that either the result is exact, or it is an over-approximation when stopped earlier than the actual fixpoint. In the latter case, the result is not entirely satisfactory: if deadlocks represent an undesired behavior, then an over-approximation may also contain unsafe parameter valuations. More valuable would be an under-approximation, as this result (although potentially incomplete) firmly guarantees the absence of deadlocks in the model.

Our idea is as follows: after exploring a part of the state space in PDFC, we obtain an over-approximation. In order to get an under-approximation, we can consider that any unexplored state is unsafe, i.e., may lead to deadlocks. Therefore, we first need to negate the parametric constraint associated with any state that has unexplored successors. But this may not be sufficient: by removing those unsafe states, their predecessors can themselves become deadlocked, and so on. Hence, we proposed in [And16] a procedure BwUS that performs a backward-exploration of the state space by iteratively removing unsafe states, until a fixpoint is reached (or the constraint becomes false).

The procedure BwUS maintains several variables. Marked denotes the states that are potentially deadlocked, and the predecessors of which must be considered iteratively. Disabled denotes the states marked in the past, which avoids to consider several times the same state. $K^+$ is an over-approximated constraint for which there are deadlocks; the negation of $K^+$ is eventually returned, and therefore the algorithm returns an under-approximation. Initially, $K^+$ is set to the (under-approximated) result of DSynth, and all states that have unexplored successors in the state space (due to the early termination) are marked.

Example 3.4. Let us apply BwUS to a (fictional) example of a partial state space, given in Figure 3.8a. We only focus on the backward exploration, and rule out the constraint update (constraints are not represented in Figure 3.8a anyway). $s_3$ and $s_4$ have unexplored successors (denoted by ×), and both states are hence unsafe as they might lead to deadlocks along these unexplored branches.

Initially, Marked = \{s_3, s_4\} (depicted in yellow with a double circle in Figure 3.8a), and no states are disabled. First, we add $s_{3C} \downarrow_P \cup s_{4C} \downarrow_P$ to $K^+$. Then, preds is set to \{s_1, s_2\}. We recompute the deadlock constraint for both states. For $s_2$, it now has no successors anymore, and clearly we will have $s_{2C} \downarrow_P \subseteq K^+$, hence $s_2$ is marked. For $s_1$, it depends on the actual constraints; let us assume in this example that $s_1$ is still not deadlocked for some valuations, and $s_1$ remains unmarked. At the end of this iteration, Marked = \{s_2\} and Disabled = \{s_3, s_4\}.

For the second iteration, we assume here (it actually depends on the constraints) that $s_1$ will not be marked, leading to a fixpoint where $s_2$, $s_3$, $s_4$ are disabled, and the constraint $\neg K^+$ therefore characterizes the deadlock-free runs in Figure 3.8c. (Alternatively, if $s_1$ was marked, then $s_0$ would be eventually marked too, and the result would be ⊥.)

Experiments Both PDFC and BwUS have been implemented in IMITATOR. We ran experiments in [And16] on a set of case studies taken from the IMITATOR benchmarks library. Our benchmarks
come from teaching examples (coffee machines, nuclear plant, train controller), communication protocols (CSMA/CD [Kwi+07], RCP [CS01]), asynchronous circuits (and–or [CC05], flip-flop [CC04]), a distributed networked automation system (SIMOP [And+09a]) and a Wireless Fire Alarm System (WFAS) [Ben+15].

If an experiment has not finished within a predefined duration (in [And16], we use 300 s), the result is still a valid over-approximation; in addition, IMITATOR then runs BwUS to also obtain an under-approximation.

Analyzing the experiments, several situations occur: the most interesting result is when an exact (i.e., sound and complete) constraint is derived. For example, the constraint synthesized by IMITATOR for the PTA in Figure 3.7a is

\[ p_1 + 5 \geq p_2 \land p_2 \leq 10, \]

which is exactly the valuation set ensuring the absence of deadlocks. In several cases, the synthesized constraint is \( \bot \), meaning that no parameter valuation is deadlock-free; this may not always denote an ill-formed model, as some case studies are “finite” (no infinite behavior), typically some of the hardware case studies (e.g., flip-flop); this may also denote a modeling process purposely blocking the system (to limit the state space explosion) after some property (typically reachability) is proved correct or violated. When no exact result could be synthesized, our second procedure BwUS allows to get both an under-approximated and an over-approximated constraint (except in one case where only an over-approximation can be synthesized). This is a valuable result, as it contains valuations guaranteed to be deadlock-free, others guaranteed to be deadlocked, and a third unsure set. Full details can be found in [And16].

### 3.3.8 Language and trace preservation

Both the language-preservation-emptiness and the trace-preservation-emptiness problems are undecidable for PTAs, even with simple constraints in guards and invariants [AM15]. The continuous (or robust) versions of those problems additionally require that the language (resp. set of traces) is preserved under any intermediary valuation of the form \( \lambda \cdot v + (1 - \lambda) \cdot v' \), for \( \lambda \in [0, 1] \) (with the classical definition of addition and scalar multiplication).

#### Theorem 3.16 ([AM15; ALM18])

The language-preservation-emptiness problem and its continuous version are undecidable for PTAs.

The trace-preservation-emptiness problem and its continuous version are undecidable for PTAs.

**Proof idea.** The proof of the language-preservation-emptiness problem reduces from the halting problem for 2-counter machines, using an original encoding. Two clocks are used to encode the value of the two counters, while a third clock is used to count modulo \( p \) (the only, integer-valued, parameter). A fourth clock is specifically used to block the computation after \( p \) time units, and is used by the language-preservation-emptiness problem.

The proof of the trace-preservation-emptiness problem is rather technical, and comes with three flavors:

1. The first proof involves diagonal constraints (i.e., of the form \( x_i - x_j \geq plt \), which goes beyond the syntax of PTAs), but only a fixed number of parametric clocks [AM15];
2. The second proof does not involve diagonal constraints. It involves a bounded number of locations (but with an unbounded number of transitions) and an unbounded number of parametric clocks; by unbounded we mean not constant but depending on the size of the counter-machine [AM15];
3. The third proof uses a bounded number of clocks and parameters, and an unbounded number of locations [ALM18].

The need for an unbounded number of clocks in the first two versions of this proof comes from the fact that the proof encodes the 2-counter machine with a fixed number of locations (to reduce easily from...
language-preservation to trace-preservation), which thus requires to encode each location with a different clock. Note that the first two versions of the proof are, to the best of our knowledge, the only attempt to model a 2-counter machine using PTAs with a constant number of locations (at the cost of an unbounded number of clocks).

The language-preservation-emptiness problem is also undecidable for L/U-PTAs.

**Theorem 3.17 ([AM15]).** The language-preservation-emptiness and trace-preservation-emptiness problems and their continuous versions are undecidable for L/U-PTAs.

**Proof idea.** The construction reuses the reasoning used in Theorem 3.16, with an additional initial gadget: we split the parameter $p$ into an upper-bound and a lower-bound parameter, and force them to be equal to each other to preserve the language of a given parameter valuation.

**What’s beyond…?** Most of the results of [AM15] were initially defined for a different version of the language: the language is defined as the set of untimed words associated with all maximal runs (without any acceptance condition), i.e., all deadlock runs and all infinite runs. However, we show in [ALM18] that both these results extend in a straightforward manner to the definition in Definition 2.3.

In addition, we show in [ALM18] that looking for valuations for which the language (or trace set) is included / is strictly included / includes / strictly includes the language (or trace set) of the reference valuation preserves the undecidability of the problem.

Finally, the results remain valid even over bounded-time [ALM18].

The language and trace preservation can therefore seen as consistently undecidable.

Our undecidability results can be put into perspective with the decidability results for the larger class of hybrid automata of [Bri+13]. In [Bri+13], time-bounded reachability is proved decidable for a subclass of hybrid automata with monotonic (either non-negative or non-positive) rates: parametric timed automata can fit into this framework: clocks and parameters all have non-negative rates (1 for clocks, and 0 for parameters). To “initialize” parameters, one can initialize them to 0, let time elapse for an arbitrary amount of time (for each parameter), and then set their rate to 0 (while resetting all clocks). However, to compare clocks and parameters together in a hybrid automaton, one needs diagonal constraints—that are not allowed in [Bri+13]. As we showed that our undecidability results hold over bounded-time with a single parameter, one can revisit the result of [Bri+13] as follows: allowing a single variable (our parameter) in diagonal constraints, with only one location with a non-zero rate for this variable (the initialization location for this parameter) renders the decidable problem of [Bri+13] undecidable.

In addition, we can compare the undecidability of the language-preservation-emptiness problem with some related results.

In timed automata, the (untimed) language robustness problem asks whether there exists a $\Delta > 0$ for which the TA where all guards are enlarged by $\Delta$ gives the same untimed language as the original TA. The result is decidable [San11] for some assumptions: beyond some mild restrictions (closed guards and bounded clocks), this work requires the progress cycle assumption, i.e., that any cycle in the structural automaton resets all clocks at least once. The complexity is 2EXPTIME (under these assumptions) and PSPACE with the additional requirement of deterministic TAs.

In [SBM14], the shrinkability problem is considered: instead of enlarging guards, the existence of a positive constant (possibly different for each guard) such that the TA where each guard is shrinked by this constant time-abstract bisimulates the original TA is decidable.

In time Petri nets, the robust untimed language preservation is studied in [Aks+16]: “given a bounded TPN $N$, does there exist a $\Delta > 0$ such that the untimed language of $N$ is equal to the untimed language.
Table 3.2 – Decidability of the emptiness problems for PTAs and subclasses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>U-PTAs</th>
<th>bL/U-PTAs</th>
<th>L/U-PTAs</th>
<th>bIP-PTAs</th>
<th>IP-PTAs</th>
<th>bPTAs</th>
<th>PTAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Hun+02]</td>
<td>[Hun+02]</td>
<td>[ALR16a]</td>
<td>[ALR16a]</td>
<td>[Mil00]</td>
<td>[AHV93]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>[ALR16a]</td>
<td>[JLR15]</td>
<td>[ALR16a]</td>
<td>[ALR16a]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
<td>[AL17a]</td>
<td>[AL17a]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG</td>
<td>[AL17a]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCTL</td>
<td>[ALR18]</td>
<td>[ALR16a]</td>
<td>[JLR15]</td>
<td>[ALR16a]</td>
<td>[Mil00]</td>
<td>[AHV93]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>[AL17a]</td>
<td>[AL17a]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[AL17a]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>[AL17a]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LgP</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>[AM15]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrP</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>[AM15]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.9 The one-clock case

In [AM15], we show that the parametric zone graph $P Z G$ is finite for a single (parametric) clock and arbitrarily many rational-valued parameters over dense time. This result is not fundamentally new: in [AHV93], using a dynamic programming fashion procedure, the set of all disjunctive path constraints can be computed, from which emptiness can be inferred. However, our result extends to rational-valued parameters and, most importantly, is redefined for the case of the zone graph, that is manipulated by many synthesis algorithms in the literature. This implies that all problems that reason on the zone graph can be decided; in addition, exact synthesis can be achieved. This includes in particular $EF$-, $EG$-, $AF$ and $AG$-emptiness: two semi-algorithms based on the zone graph are proposed in [JLR15] that compute (if they terminate) all valuations for $EF$-synthesis and $AF$-synthesis respectively. Since the zone graph is finite and both procedures are semi-algorithms, they output an exact result for $EF$- and $AF$-synthesis in the form of a finite union of polyhedra. From these results, one can trivially derive not only $EF$- and $AF$-emptiness, but also $EG$- and $AG$-emptiness since they are equivalent to $AF$- and $EG$-universality respectively.

The language- and trace-preservation-emptiness problems are decidable for deterministic PTAs with a single (parametric) clock, and with linear parameter constraints allowed in guards and invariants, i.e., of the form $x \triangleright \prec \mu t$ or $\mu t \triangleright \prec 0$ [AM15]. The procedure $IM$ (recalled in Algorithm 2 in Section 2.4) synthesizes (when it terminates) all parameter valuations with the same trace set as a given valuation, that is complete only for deterministic PTAs, and terminates in the case of a single clock.

3.3.10 Summary of decision problems

We give a summary in Table 3.2. We give from left to right the (un)decidability for U-PTAs, bounded L/U-PTAs (with either closed or open bounds), bounded IP-PTAs, L/U-PTAs, IP-PTAs, bounded PTAs, and PTAs. We review the emptiness of TCTL subformulas (EF, AF, EG, AG), full TCTL, cycle-existence, deadlock-

---

3In fact, the result in [AHV93] even extends the decidability to a single parametric clock with arbitrarily many non-parametric clocks. This is not the case of our result.
existence and language- and trace-preservation. Decidability is given in green, whereas undecidability is given in italic red. Our contributions are emphasized in bold using a plain background, whereas existing results are depicted using a light background. When several papers in the literature proved the same result, we only give the earliest result, and not necessarily the best (in terms of number of clocks and parameters, or complexity). For EF-emptiness, a full table with all best results was given in Table 3.1.

We give another summary in Figure 3.9. Recall that bounded L/U-PTAs and L/U-PTAs are in fact incomparable; they are therefore not included into each other in the figures. Decidability (resp. undecidability) is depicted in plain green (resp. dashed red); open problems are depicted in dotted black. Our contributions are depicted in thick.

**What’s open?** Beyond the open problems for IP-PTAs (that are mainly open because we did not study them), we discuss in the following the interesting open problems. I highly suspect that EF-emptiness and AG-emptiness (in fact EF-universality) are decidable for open bounded L/U-PTAs: note that decidability holds both for closed bounded and unbounded L/U-PTAs. In both cases, it must be possible to consider the TA valuated with the parameter (possibly open) bounds: EF-emptiness could be solved by replacing non-strict inequalities with strict inequalities, while AG-emptiness could be solved by studying the region graph [AD94]. This is the subject of ongoing work.

I suspect that robustness results of [SBM14] might be used to prove the decidability of the EC-emptiness problem for open bounded L/U-PTAs; however, preliminary discussions with Didier Lime and Ocan Sankur showed that this involves some technicalities—and will be the subject of future work.

Finally, results on U-PTAs are highly challenging, and will make an interesting future work.
3.4 Perspectives

Expressiveness  A comparison of the expressiveness of these different syntactic models remains to be done. Whereas it is likely that allowing constraints of the form $x \triangleright p | d^+$ (perhaps adding additional locations, clocks and parameters), the expressiveness may differ when adding a set of accepting locations (just as the timed expressive power of TSA is strictly less than that of TBA [HKW95]).

The question of the relationship between syntax and expressiveness: allowing a richer syntax than $x \triangleright p$ in guards and invariants (e.g., $x \triangleright p + 1$) may have an impact on the expressiveness, at least in terms of numbers of clocks and parameters; and since the number of clocks has an impact on decidability, this is to be studied. For example, in [ALR16b], we showed that allowing fully parametric constraints does not change the expressiveness of parametric timed automata, but at the cost of a larger number of clocks and parameters. An interesting direction of research would be to define an equivalence such as “$x \triangleright p + 1$ is equivalent to $x \triangleright p$ at the cost of one extra clock”.

Our definitions of expressiveness only hold for integer-valued parameters. Extending them to rational-valued parameters is interesting (and will have an impact, for example for bounded PTAs).

Two open and promising formalisms  Exhibiting the precise border between decidability and undecidability for U-PTAs and L-PTAs is of interest, as these classes remain largely open, while still allowing expressive models. In fact, they can somehow be considered as the simplest extension of timed automata with timing parameters.

Beyond parametric timed automata  Our syntactic class of reset-PTA seems promising, especially augmented with some features. Mathias Ramparison’s PhD work focuses on an extension of reset-PTAs for which the $EF$-emptiness problem remains decidable. Also combining this restriction with the restriction of initialization in hybrid automata [Hen+98] seems of interest.
Chapter 4

Efficient verification

After studying theoretical issues on parametric timed automata in Chapter 3, we summarize here more practical contributions, that all aim at making synthesis more efficient. These can be seen as pragmatic contributions: since most problems are undecidable, let us define optimizations with the hope that they will help most case studies terminating.

We first adapt to parametric timed automata two existing techniques defined for timed automata, i.e., convex state merging (Section 4.1, with Laurent Fribourg and Romain Soulat) and dynamic clock elimination (Section 4.2).

Then, we show in Section 4.3 (with Didier Lime and Olivier Roux) that the notion of integer hull, proposed in [JLR15] to perform symbolic synthesis for bounded integer-valued parameters, can be used to ensure termination of algorithms returning a rational-valued, i.e., dense, result; while completeness may be lost, we do keep the integer-completeness.

We then use distributed computing techniques (running on a cluster, i.e., on a set of computers with their own memory and linked by a network) to perform parameter synthesis (Section 4.4, with Camille Coti, Nguyễn Hoàng Gia and Sami Evangelista). Distributing verification has been addressed in several earlier works, e.g., statistical model checking [Bul+11], or verification of probabilistic [Ces+16] or timed systems [ZN16a; ZNL16b]. Also, multi-core LTL verification [Eva+12] and emptiness checking of timed Büchi automata [Laa+13] was considered; but these run on multicore computers (with a shared memory) whereas our primary goal is to run verification on a cluster (where each node has its own memory). In fact, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to distribute parameter synthesis, particularly in parametric timed formalisms.

We then propose a new algorithm that preserves the reachability of a location for a given valuation, and show that, by performing repeated applications on different valuations, it can outperform the classical EFsynth, especially when distributed (Section 4.5, with Giuseppe Lipari and Sun Youcheng).

Finally, we use learning-based techniques for (non-)parametric synthesis, and show that in a syntactic subclass of PTAs, namely parametric event-recording automata, we can outperform EFsynth by an order of magnitude using compositional verification (Section 4.6, with Lin Shang-Wei).

IMITATOR Most of these contributions (as well as those of Chapters 5 and 6) have been implemented in IMITATOR [And+12], a tool supporting (extensions of) parametric timed automata as an input language. I initiated the development of IMITATOR in 2008 (during my PhD thesis) and, although I implemented most algorithms in IMITATOR, some of my colleagues (namely Camille Coti, Sami Evangelista, Nguyễn Hoàng Gia and Romain Soulat) took part to some development too.
In order to fasten the computation of the symbolic state space of PTA according to Definition 2.6, we can merge states together using convex state merging: if two states share the same location, and the union of their continuous part is included into their convex hull, then the two states can be replaced with their hull.

In [BBM06], it is shown that, in a network of TAs, all the successor states can be merged together when all the interleavings of actions are possible. However, this result does not seem to extend to the parametric case. In [Dav05; Dav06], it is proposed to replace the union of two states by a unique state when the union of their continuous part (i.e., the symbolic clock values) is convex, and the discrete part (i.e., the location) is identical. This technique is applied to timed constraints represented in the form of Difference Bound Matrices (DBMs) (see e.g., [BY03]).

Here, we attempt to extend the merging described in [Dav05; Dav06] to the parametric case. This extension is not trivial, and the implementation is necessarily different, since DBMs (in their original form) do not allow the use of parameters. Instead, we implemented our approach in IMITATOR using polyhedra [BH08].

**Definition 4.1** (Merging). Two states \((l_1, C_1)\) and \((l_2, C_2)\) are mergeable if \(l_1 = l_2\) and \(C_1 \cup C_2\) is convex; then, \((l_1, C_1 \cup C_2)\) is their merging.

We showed in [AFS13a] that, while convex state merging can be used to improve the efficiency of EFsynth, it cannot be used for the inverse method (recalled in Section 2.4).

**Example 4.1.** We use here a typical jobshop example in the setting of parametric schedulability [Fri+12], in order to show that the traces are no longer preserved with the inverse method when state merging is used. This system (modeled by a PTA \(A\)) contains 2 machines on which 2 jobs should be performed. The system parameters are \(p_i\) (for \(i = 1, 2\)) that encode the duration of each job. The system actions are \(js_1\) (job 1 starting), \(jf_1\) (job 1 finishing) and similarly for job 2.

Consider \(v = \{p_1 \leftarrow 1, p_2 \leftarrow 2\}\). The trace set of \(v(A)\) is given in Figure 4.1a (in the form of a graph). Applying the inverse method to \(A\) and \(v\) gives \(K = p_2 > p_1\). From the correctness of the inverse method [And+09b], the trace set of \(v(A)\), for all \(v' = K\), is the same as for \(v(A)\). Now, applying the inverse method to \(A\) and \(v'\) while merging states on-the-fly gives \(K' = T\); the parametric reachability graph built using state merging is given in Figure 4.1b. Then, let \(v'' = \{v_1 \leftarrow 1, v_2 \leftarrow 2\}\) be a valuation in \(K'\) but outside of \(K\). The trace set of \(v''(A)\) is given in Figure 4.1c. The trace sets of \(v(A)\) and \(v''(A)\) are different: the trace...
Nevertheless, we proved that merging still preserves the set of reachable locations in the framework of the language or trace-preservation-synthesis.

**Theorem 4.1 ([AFS13a]).** Let $K$ be the result of the inverse method applied to a PTA $A$ and a parameter valuation $v$ while merging states on-the-fly. Then, for all $v' \models K$, \( \text{ReachLocs}(v'(A)) = \text{ ReachLocs}(v(A)) \).

What’s beyond...? In fact, we can improve these theoretical results in two ways [AFS13a]:

1. By adding the assumption of backward-determinism, i.e., for any location, at most one action is used on its incoming edges (which can be checked syntactically), then the set of actions is preserved too.

2. By proposing a variant of the combination of the inverse method with the merging (by changing the time where merging is performed), we again retrieve the preservation of the set of actions. This comes at the cost of a less efficient algorithm in practice according to our experiments.

**Convex merging in practice** We conducted experiments in [AFS13a] comparing the efficiency of merging w.r.t. the traditional algorithms. For the inverse method, and for reachability analysis, despite the very high cost of the mergeability test (performed in IMITATOR by PPL [BHZ08]), the improvement is often dramatic, especially for parametric schedulability analyses. This comes from the fact that, due to merging, the number of symbolic states is decreased by an order of magnitude, leading to a much more efficient inclusion check when new symbolic states are computed. This led us to set as default convex merging in most algorithms in IMITATOR, when the equality of trace sets is not required.

### 4.2 Dynamic clocks elimination

It is well known that the fewer clocks, the more efficient real-time model checking is [BY03]. Furthermore, a smaller number of clocks may imply a more compact state space: when constraints are represented using arrays and matrices, the fewer clocks, the smaller the constraints are, the more compact the state space is. Formalisms such as (parametric) timed Petri nets [TLR09] or (parametric) stateful timed CSP [Sun+13a; And+14] have the advantage to dynamically create and discard clocks (called “firing times” in Petri nets). Hence, clocks only appear in symbolic states when they are actually useful. In contrast, in (parametric) timed automata, according to their standard semantics, clocks must be present in all states.

In [DY96], two methods are proposed to reduce the number of clocks in TAs:

1. the detection of active clocks (the other clocks can be safely eliminated), and

2. the detection of clocks equal to each others (in which case only one such clock can be kept).

It is shown that the resulting automaton is bisimilar to the original one, and experiments show large state space reductions.

We extended the first method to the parametric case. However, there are technicalities: in [DY96], the constraints are implemented in the form of difference bound matrices, where adding and removing clocks
Figure 4.2 – Static computation of the useless clocks: an example

is straightforward. In contrast, we use polyhedra in IMITATOR, where such operations are much more costly. Finally, our original motivation was to ensure termination of some systems, which is not necessary in the non-parametric setting since most algorithms rely on symbolic state space partitions guaranteeing termination.

We introduced in [And13a] a technique to eliminate clocks on-the-fly, when it is guaranteed that they will not be read in guards and invariants until their next reset. Our approach is based on a static computation of the locations where clocks can be safely eliminated, as well as on a dynamic elimination of these clocks during the analysis.

Example 4.2. Consider the toy PTA $\mathcal{A}$ in Figure 4.2a. Our aim is to detect in which locations which of the two clocks $x_1$ and $x_2$ can be safely eliminated, because its current value does not have impact on the analysis, nor its future—until the next reset of that clock. The results of the application of our static procedure to $\mathcal{A}$ and to $x_1$ and $x_2$ are given in Figures 4.2b and 4.2c, respectively. The only location for which $x_1$ is useless is $l_4$, while the locations for which $x_2$ is useless are $l_2$ and $l_3$.

In the case of a network of PTA (i.e., several PTAs in parallel, synchronizing using shared actions, as allowed by the input syntax of IMITATOR), the list of useless clocks in a global location is the union, for each of the PTA in parallel, of the clocks useless in the local location for this PTA.

**Dynamic clocks elimination in practice** We implemented our approach in IMITATOR. Experiments tabulated in [And13a] show a diminution of the number of states and of the computation time, and in some cases allow termination of the analysis of models that could not terminate otherwise. Surprisingly, even when the number of clocks (and hence of states) remains constant, the computation time does not increase, i.e., there is little noticeable overhead in applying the proposed clock elimination. This tends to show that the dynamic elimination of clocks should become default in IMITATOR.
Figure 4.3 – Illustration of the integer hull

4.3 Guaranteeing termination with the integer hull

4.3.1 Context and objective

In [JLR15], a focus is made on integer-valued bounded parameters (still over dense-time), for which many problems are obviously decidable (in fact PSPACE-complete). The authors provided symbolic algorithms to compute the exact set of correct integer parameter values ensuring a reachability ($\text{EF}$) or unavoidability ($\text{AF}$) property, using two ad-hoc algorithms called $\text{IEFSynth}$ and $\text{IAFSynth}$, respectively. These algorithms are shown to be more efficient in practice than an exhaustive enumeration with UPPAAL. A drawback is that returning only integer points prevents designers to use the synthesized constraint to study the robustness or implementability of their system (in the sense of e.g., [De +08; Mar11; BMS13]).

$\text{IEFSynth}$ is a classical synthesis algorithm that traverses the symbolic semantics of a PTA (Definition 2.6), with a main exception: when finding a new symbolic state, instead of comparing its constraint with the constraint of already visited states, it compares their integer hull. Let us recall this notion.

### Integer hulls

Let $C$ be a convex polyhedron. $C$ is topologically closed if it can be defined using only non-strict inequalities.\(^1\)

**Definition 4.2 (integer hull).** The integer hull of a topologically closed polyhedron, denoted by $\text{IH}(C)$, is defined as the convex hull of the integer vectors of $C$, i.e., $\text{IH}(C) = \text{Conv}(\text{IV}(C))$, where $\text{Conv}$ denotes the convex hull, and $\text{IV}$ the set of vectors with integer coordinates.

**Example 4.3.** Consider the polyhedron with a blue background in Figure 4.3. Then its integer hull is the polyhedron delimited with a black thick line; observe that it contains all integer points of the original polyhedron.

$\text{IEFSynth}$ is recalled in Algorithm 3. It differs from $\text{EFsynth}$ (recalled in Algorithm 1) with only two points (highlighted in Algorithm 3):

1. the integer hulls of the symbolic states are compared to each other (lines 4 and 6), and
2. the projection onto the parameters of the integer hull of the target states is returned (line 1).

Whereas $\text{EFsynth}$ does not necessarily terminate, $\text{IEFSynth}$ terminates with an exact result interpreted over integer parameter valuations.

\(^1\)We only define here the integer hull of a topologically closed polyhedron. In fact, any non-closed polyhedron can be represented by a closed polyhedron with one extra dimension [HPR94]. Direct handling of not-necessarily-closed (NNC) polyhedra raises no theoretical issue but would impair the readability of this manuscript (see [JLR15] for details).
**Algorithm 3: IEFsynth**

**input:** A PTA $\mathcal{A}$, a symbolic state $s = (l, C)$, a set of target locations $T$, a set $S$ of passed states on the current path

**output:** Constraint $K$ over the parameters

1. if $l \in T$ then $K \leftarrow (IH(C)) ↓_P$;
2. else
3. if $IH(s) \notin S$ then
4. for each outgoing edge $e$ from $l$ in $\mathcal{A}$ do
5. $K \leftarrow K \cup IEFsynth(\mathcal{A}, Succ(s, e), T, S \cup \{IH(s)\})$;
6. return $K$

---

**Proposition 4.1 ([JLR15]).** Given a bounded PTA, IEFsynth always terminates. In addition, given an integer parameter valuation $v$, $v \models IEFsynth(\mathcal{A}, s_0, T, \emptyset)$ iff $T$ is reachable in $v(\mathcal{A})$.

A natural question follows: since the result of IEFsynth comes in the form of a convex constraint, can this convex constraint be interpreted over the set of rationals (instead of integers)?

### 4.3.2 A parametric extrapolation

First, let us motivate the use of an extrapolation.

**Example 4.4.** Consider the PTA in Figure 4.4. The duration between any two resets of $x$ is $1$, while the duration between any two resets of $y$ is in $[1, 1 + p]$, which requires $p$ to be arbitrarily small to do arbitrarily many loops through $l_1l_2l_3$. In fact, assuming $p \in [0, 1]$, the (desired) answer to the EF-synthesis with $l_4$ as the goal location would be $0 < p \leq 1$. After a number $n$ of times through the loop, we get constraints in $l_1$ of the form $0 \leq x - y \leq n \times p$, with $n$ growing without bound. Even if the parameter $p$ is bounded (e.g., in $[0, 1]$), the time necessary to reach location $l_4$ is unbounded. This was not the case in [JLR15] due to the fact that parameters were bounded integers. Hence, on this PTA, we cannot just apply the integer hull (as in [JLR15]) to ensure termination and integer-completeness of our algorithms.

Let us now show that the union for all values of the parameters of the classical $k$-extrapolation used for the zone-abstraction for timed automata (see e.g., [Beh+06]) leads to a non-convex polyhedron.

**Example 4.5.** Let us consider the PTA in Figure 4.5a with a parameter $p$ such that $0 \leq p \leq 1$. By taking $n$
times the loop we obtain:

\[ 0 \leq x \leq p \land 0 \leq y - x \leq (n + 1) \times p \land 0 \leq p \leq 1 \]

The greatest constant of the model is \( k = 1 \). After one loop, \( y \) can be greater than 1. Then, for each value of \( p \), we can apply the classical \( k \)-extrapolation used for timed automata (as recalled in [Beh+06]) of the corresponding zone. The union for all values of \( p \) of these extrapolations, projected to the plan \((y, p)\) is depicted by the plain blue part (light and dark blue) of Figure 4.5b. The obtained polyhedron is non-convex.

**Definition 4.3** ((\( M, x \))-extrapolation). Let \( C \) be a polyhedron. Let \( M \) be a non-negative integer constant and \( x \) be a clock. The \((M, x)\)-extrapolation of \( C \), denoted by \( \operatorname{Ext}_x^M(C) \), is defined as:

\[
\operatorname{Ext}_x^M(C) = (C \cap (x \leq M)) \cup \operatorname{Cyl}_x(C \cap (x > M)) \cap (x > M).
\]

Given \( s = (l, C) \), we write \( \operatorname{Ext}_x^M(s) \) for \( \operatorname{Ext}_x^M(C) \).

**Example 4.6.** To illustrate the \((M, X)\)-extrapolation, we go back to the example of Figure 4.5a after one loop. \( C \) is the polyhedron for \( n = 1 \). \( \operatorname{Ext}_y^1(C) \) is depicted in Figure 4.5b by the plain blue part as follows: \((C \cap (y \leq 1)) \) is in light blue and \( \operatorname{Cyl}_y(C \cap (y > 1)) \cap (y > 1) \) is in dark blue.

We can now consistently define the \((M, X)\)-extrapolation operator:

**Definition 4.4** ((\( M, X \))-extrapolation). Let \( M \) be a non-negative integer constant and \( X \) be a set of clocks. The \((M, X)\)-extrapolation operator \( \operatorname{Ext}_x^M \) is defined as the composition (in any order—which we showed in [ALR15] to be equivalent) of all \( \operatorname{Ext}_x^M \), for all \( x \in X \).

### 4.3.3 Ensuring termination of parameter synthesis

Using our extrapolation, we will now ensure termination of IEFsynth even for rational-valued parameters. The modified version, called RIEFsynth (“R” stands for “robust”) is given in Algorithm 4, and differs from IEFsynth in two points:
Algorithm 4: RIEFsynth\((\mathcal{A}, s, T, S)\)

**input**: A PTA \(\mathcal{A}\), a symbolic state \(s = (l, C)\), a set of target locations \(T\), a set \(S\) of passed states on the current path

**output**: Constraint \(K\) over the parameters

1. if \(l \in T\) then \(K \leftarrow C_{\downarrow}P\);
2. else
   3. \(K \leftarrow \bot\);
   4. if \(\text{IH}(\text{Ext}_{\mathcal{A}}M_X(s)) \notin S\) then
      5. for each outgoing edge \(e\) from \(l\) in \(\mathcal{A}\) do
         6. \(K \leftarrow K \cup \text{RIEFsynth}(\mathcal{A}, \text{Succ}(s, e), T, S \cup \{\text{IH}(\text{Ext}_{\mathcal{A}}M_X(s))\})\);
   7. return \(K\)

\[ l_0 \xrightarrow{1 \leq x \leq 2p} l_1 \]

Figure 4.6 – A PTA for which RIEFsynth synthesizes a more complete result than IEFsynth

1. contrarily to IEFsynth, RIEFsynth does not return the projection of the integer hull of the target constraint, but the projection of the full constraint \(C\) (line 1); and

2. RIEFsynth compares integer hulls of extrapolations of constraints (lines 4 and 6).

**Example 4.7.** Consider the PTA in Figure 4.6 (assume the unique goal location is \(l_1\)). To ensure the \(\text{EF}\{l_1\}\) property, we just need to be able to go through the transition from \(l_0\) to \(l_1\). The parametric zone \(C_1\) obtained in \(l_1\) is \(1 \leq x \land 1 \leq 2p\), which implies \(p \geq \frac{1}{2}\). The integer hull of \(C_1\) is \(1 \leq x \land 1 \leq p\), which implies \(p \geq 1\).

Algorithm IEFsynth gives the result \(p \geq 1 \land p \in \mathbb{N}\), while algorithm RIEFsynth gives (here) the exact result \(p \geq \frac{1}{2}\).

As there is a finite number of integer hulls of extrapolations of symbolic states [ALR15], RIEFsynth explores only a finite number a symbolic states.

**Theorem 4.2 ([ALR15]).** For any bounded PTA \(\mathcal{A}\), the computation of RIEFsynth\((\mathcal{A}, s_0, T, \emptyset)\) terminates.

Upon termination of RIEFsynth, we have:

1. Soundness: If \(v \in \text{RIEFsynth}(\mathcal{A}, s_0, T, \emptyset)\) then \(T\) is reachable in \(v(\mathcal{A})\).

2. Integer completeness: If \(v\) is an integer parameter valuation, and \(T\) is reachable in \(v(\mathcal{A})\) then \(v \in \text{RIEFsynth}(\mathcal{A}, s_0, T, \emptyset)\).

Observe that our method allow us to obtain a result arbitrarily precise: by rescaling the constants, instead of synthesizing (at least) all integer-points, we can also synthesize all points multiple of an arbitrarily small value (e.g., \(10^{-n}\), with \(n\) as large as desired). Also note that, contrarily to discrete model checking, arbitrarily large constants have an impact near-to-null in parametric model checking (the only impact is the management of these large constants in exact arithmetics, which remains almost negligible in implementations such as IMITATOR when compared to the high cost of other operations).
4.3.4 Implementation

The integer hull was not implemented in IMITATOR, but an implementation in ROMÉO was performed by Didier Lime. Polyhedra operations (both convex and non-convex) are handled by the PPL library [BHZ08]. To illustrate this, we refer the reader to the scheduling example of [JLR15]. It consists in three tasks $t_1$, $t_2$, $t_3$ scheduled using static priorities ($t_1 > t_2 > t_3$) in a non-preemptive manner. Task $t_1$ is periodic with period $a$ and a non-deterministic duration in $[10, b]$, where $a$ and $b$ are parameters. Task $t_2$ only has a minimal activation time of $2a$ and has a non-deterministic duration in $[18, 28]$ and finally $t_3$ is periodic with period $3a$ and a non-deterministic duration in $[20, 28]$. Each task is subject to a deadline equal to its period so that it must only have one instance active at all times. We ask for the parameter values that ensure that the system does not reach a deadline violation. Algorithm IEFsynth produces the constraint $a \geq 34$, $b \geq 10$, $a - b \geq 24$ in 7.4 s on a Core i7/Linux computer, while algorithm RIEFsynth produces the constraint $a > \frac{562}{17}$, $b \geq 10$, $a - b > \frac{392}{17}$ in 12.7 s.

As illustrated here, the result of RIEFsynth is indeed a bit more precise (a graphic visualization is given in Figure 4.7: the improvement of RIEFsynth over IEFsynth is depicted in light green) but the main improvement is of course the guaranteed density of the result and the termination. Also, RIEFsynth is generally slower than IEFsynth and profiling shows that this is due to a decreased efficiency in computing the integer hull: we start each time from the whole symbolic state instead of starting from the successor of an already computed integer hull. This could be mitigated using a cache for the constraints generated in computing the integer hulls.

What’s beyond...? In [ALR15], we also considered the case of unavoidability (AF). Contrarily to IEFsynth, the result output by IAFsynth (as defined in [JLR15]) when interpreted over rational valuations can even be wrong. Our extension RIAFsynth [ALR15] addresses these issues, and was implemented in ROMÉO. We also considered a similar extension of IM (not published in [ALR15] due to space constraints).

4.4 Towards distributed parameter synthesis

Parameter synthesis for PTA is often very expensive, often by an order of magnitude more than the non-parametric verification on TAs. This comes among other reasons from the fact that no efficient data structure is known for PTAs—in contrast to TAs which benefit from the relatively efficient DBMs.

An option to partially leverage this problem is to use distributed verification over a cluster, i.e., a set of dozens, hundreds or sometimes thousands of computers (often called nodes), that have their own memory and processor, and communicate with each other over a network.

---

2The result is therefore the complement of the result given by IEFsynth and therefore an over-approximation containing no incorrect integer value.

3A parametric extension of DBMs (“PDBMs”) was proposed in [Hun+02], but it benefits from two drawbacks: first, the successor of a PDBM is not unique, i.e., it may be a list of PDBMs, and second and most importantly, beyond the usual matrix, we still need to handle polyhedra (on parameters only), which still requires a polyhedra library.
We show here that a parameter synthesis algorithm proposed during my PhD thesis, namely the behavioral cartography, can relatively be efficiently distributed over a cluster. We will then reuse the distributed algorithms in the subsequent sections (Section 4.5).

4.4.1 The behavioral cartography

The Inverse Method

Recall from Section 2.4 that the inverse method IM is a semi-algorithm solving the trace-preservation-synthesis problem. We call the result of IM a tile. Note that, in general, tiles have no predefined "shape": they are general polyhedra in $|P|$ dimensions that can have arbitrary size, number of vertices, and edge slope. The computation time of IM also greatly varies, from milliseconds to several hours, depending on the complexity of the model, and the size of the trace set.

The behavioral cartography

Given a bounded PTA $A_{|bounds}$ the behavioral cartography (BC) [AF10] repeatedly calls IM on (some of the) integer points of $bounds$ (of which there is a finite number), so as to cover $bounds$ with tiles. The result gives a tiling of $bounds$ such that the trace set is the same for all valuations in a given tile.

Example 4.8. In Figure 4.8a, BC first considers point $v$, and computes $K = IM(A, v)$. Then, BC iterates on the subsequent points, all already covered by $K$, until it meets $v''$, that is not yet covered. Hence, BC will then compute $IM(A, v'')$, and so on, until all integer points in $bounds$ are covered.

BC can be used for several applications: first, it identifies the system robustness in the sense that, in each tile, parameters can vary as long as they remain in the tile, without impacting the system’s discrete behavior. Second, BC can be used to perform parameter optimization; the weakest conditions of the input signal of an industrial asynchronous memory circuit (SPSMALL) were derived using BC [AS13]. Third, given a set of linear time properties (i.e., that can be verified on the trace set), it suffices to compute only once BC, and then to check each property on the trace set generated for each tile in order to know a complete (or nearly complete) set of parameter valuations satisfying each property.

Remark 4.1. BC does not guarantee the full, dense coverage of $bounds$ for two reasons.

1. IM may not terminate, as the corresponding problem is undecidable (Theorem 3.16).

2. Even if all calls to IM terminate, there is no (theoretical) guarantee than any point other than integers will be covered. IM may generalize integer points in the form of dense, rational-valued constraints, but it could happen that some (uncomputed) tiles do not contain any integer points. This sometimes happened in our experiments (e.g., in Figure 4.9a around $x = 100$ and $y = 55$).
In practice, BC frequently covers (parts of) the parametric space beyond bounds; this is the case in Figures 4.9b to 4.9d (in Figure 4.9b, the entire parametric space is even covered).

4.4.2 Distribution policies

Our objective is to take advantage of the iterative nature of the cartography, and to distribute it on $N$ processes. There is no theoretical obstacle in doing so, since all calls to $IM$ are independent from each other. The challenge is rather to select efficiently the points on which $IM$ is called, so that as few redundant constraints as possible are computed. The main goal will be to propose an efficient distribution policy, i.e., a method to efficiently use the power of all nodes.

Static domain decomposition

A straightforward distribution policy is the static domain decomposition ("Static"). That is, the (hyper)rectangle bounds is split into $N$ subdomains, and then each process is responsible for handling its own subdomain in an independent manner (with no communication).

For example, in Figure 4.8b, the domain bounds (the external dashed rectangle) is split into four equal subdomains (the four internal dashed rectangles); $v_i$, $1 \leq i \leq 4$ represents a possible first point on which to call $IM$ in each subdomain. ($K_2$ in Figure 4.8b will be used later on.)

This static decomposition is straightforward but is not satisfactory for BC for three main reasons.

First, the general "shape" of the cartography is entirely arbitrary and unknown beforehand, since tiles can themselves have any shape. Figure 4.9 gives examples of cartographies in 2 parameter dimensions: although the geometrical distribution of the tiles of Figure 4.9a within bounds is rather homogeneous, this is not true at all for the others. For example, splitting the domain of Figure 4.9b (resp. Figure 4.9d) into four equal parts would be very unfair for the node responsible of the lower-left (resp. upper-right) subdomain, since most tiles are concentrated there; this would also be inefficient, since the other nodes will rapidly become idle.

Second, the geometrical distribution of the tiles says nothing on the time necessary to compute each tile. Even when the tiles are homogeneously located within bounds, some tiles may require much more time than others. Again, this would result in a loss of efficiency due to load unbalance since not all of the nodes are working actively.

Third, the absence of communication between nodes may result in redundant computations. Let us go back to the example of cartography in Figure 4.8b. Assume that node 2 finished first to compute a tile, say

---

4The proper word is a scheduling policy. However, since it (somehow) differs from the notion of scheduling used in Chapter 6, and in order to avoid any confusion, we use here distribution policy.
This tile not only covers the entire subdomain of node 2, leading to the termination of process 2, but it also covers node 4’s subdomain entirely and a large part of node 2’s subdomain. Without communication, these nodes will keep working without knowing that their subdomain has already been covered.

### Defining more distribution policies

In [ACE14; ACN15], we proposed several distribution policies, that we evaluated. All of them rely on a “master-worker” scheme. In short, a node plays the role of a “master”, that sends other nodes (“workers”) some work to complete. Here, the work will typically consist of running an instance of IM on a given parameter valuation chosen by the master. When a worker finishes its computation, it sends back the result of IM and asks for another work—until all integer points in bounds are covered by some tile. We review some of the distribution policies of [ACE14; ACN15] below. In all of them, the master also periodically informs the workers of the constraints computed by all nodes, so as to reduce the probability of redundant computations.

#### Sequential choice

The first distribution policy (Seq) is a direct extension of the monolithic (i.e., non-distributed) algorithm: as in the non-distributed BC, the master enumerates all the points of bounds in a sequential manner.

The main advantage of Seq is that it is inexpensive on the master’s side. Its main drawback is the risk of redundant computations by the workers, due to the situation depicted graphically in Figure 4.8c: for instance, at the beginning, the \( N \) processes will ask for work, and the master will give them the first sequential \( N \) points, all very close to each other, with a high risk of redundant computation. (in Figure 4.8c, all three nodes would compute the same constraint \( K \)).

#### Random + sequential

In the second distribution policy (Random) selects points randomly, and then in a second phase performs a sequential enumeration of all integer points in bounds to check the full coverage of integers in bounds. This second phase is necessary to guarantee that all the integer points have been covered. The second phase starts after a given number of consecutive failed attempts to find an uncovered point randomly.

This policy is efficient to quickly cover a large part of the parameter domain, but becomes much slower when all points need to be enumerated in the second phase, especially for very large integer domains.

#### Shuffle

The main problem of Random is the fact that the second phase, necessary to check the full coverage of integers, may be very costly. To alleviate this problem, we propose a new policy Shuffle that first computes statically a list of all integer points in bounds, then shuffles this list, and then selects the points of the shuffled list in a sequential manner. The sequential phase of Random is then dropped, at the cost of being able to compute, store statically and shuffle a potentially very large quantity of points.

#### Dynamic decomposition

This policy consists in performing a dynamic decomposition of the parameter domain, and letting the workers selecting themselves the points, with some regulation by a coordinator. This policy does not entirely fit into the “master-worker” scheme, and is rather a “coordinator-worker” scheme.

Initially, the master splits in bounds into \( N \) subdomains, and distributes the subdomains to the workers. In contrast to the previous policies, the workers are now responsible for checking whether all the points in their subdomain have been covered yet or not. This mechanism reduces the load on the master without leading to redundant point coverage checks. Then, when a worker has covered all the integer points in its subdomain (because the points are covered by tiles computed either by this worker, or by other workers),
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study</th>
<th>Flip-flop</th>
<th>RCP</th>
<th>Sched3-2</th>
<th>Sched3B-2</th>
<th>Sched3B-3</th>
<th>Sched5</th>
<th>SiMoP</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clocks</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integers in bounds</td>
<td>386,400</td>
<td>3,050</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>14,746</td>
<td>530,856</td>
<td>1,681</td>
<td>10,201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Tiles</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>1341.0</td>
<td>1992.0</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>865.0</td>
<td>3593.0</td>
<td>111.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cartography</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execution time at $N_{\text{max}}$ (s)</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Seq</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Shuffle</td>
<td>Subdomain</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>2059.0</td>
<td>652.0</td>
<td>670.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2108.0</td>
<td>653.0</td>
<td>635.0</td>
<td>624.0</td>
<td>622.0</td>
<td>624.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>181.0</td>
<td>810.0</td>
<td>524.0</td>
<td>243.0</td>
<td>810.0</td>
<td>810.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>213.0</td>
<td>219.0</td>
<td>148.0</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td>213.0</td>
<td>140.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio at $N_{\text{max}}$ w.r.t. slowest at $N_{\text{max}}$ (%)</th>
<th>Static</th>
<th>Seq</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Shuffle</th>
<th>Subdomain</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speedup at $N_{\text{max}}$ (%)</th>
<th>Static</th>
<th>Seq</th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Shuffle</th>
<th>Subdomain</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 – Summary of distributed experiments

it informs the master; the master dynamically splits a subdomain (typically, one that has only been covered a little) and sends it back to the idle worker.

**Experiments and conclusion** We implemented these policies in a distributed version of IMITATOR, and we performed extensive experiments on two clusters of Grid’5000: Pastel (located in Toulouse, France), and Griffon (located in Nancy, France). Pastel is made of 140 nodes, each of which features two dual-core AMD Opteron 2218 running at 2.6 GHz, 8 GiB of RAM and a GigaEthernet interconnection network. Griffon is made of 92 nodes, each of which features two quad-core Intel Xeon L5420 running at 2.5 GHz, 16 GiB of RAM and both GigaEthernet and 20G InfiniBand network interconnection networks.

Among other metrics, we mainly evaluated the speedup, that evaluates the scalability of each algorithm: for each algorithm and each case study, we compute the time for this case study and this algorithm for $N$ nodes divided by the time needed for a perfect algorithm (i.e., the monolithic time divided by $N$), and multiplied by 100. A number close to 100 means a very scalable algorithm, whereas a number close to 0 indicates an algorithm that does not scale well.

Our experiments are tabulated in Table 4.1 (a full version is available in [ACN15]). Overall, no algorithm is perfect on all case studies. The speedup also greatly varies depending on the case study. However, trends show that Static, Seq and Random overall scale badly with a speedup of 12, 9 and 11 respectively. In contrast, Shuffle (despite an average of 13) is often the best on the case studies with a small parameter domain (less than 100,000 points). And Subdomain (with an average speedup of 17) behaves best on the larger case studies.

We therefore propose an hybrid policy (Hybrid), that selects Shuffle if the parameter domain is small, and Subdomain otherwise. This policy reaches a speedup of 20.

An average speedup of 20% for Hybrid can seem relatively low; this means that a perfect distribution
algorithm (that would always divide the monolithic computation time by \( N \)) would be 5 times faster. Still, we find it promising. First, all distributed algorithms suffer from the time spent in communication, which always lowers the speedup. Second, this confirms that distributing BC is far from trivial, due to the unknown shape of the cartography, the unknown computation time for each tile, and the risk for redundant computations. Third, and most importantly, a speedup of 20\% means that, when using 128 nodes, the computation time is still divided by more than 25—which leads to an impressive decrease of the verification time.

4.5 EF-synthesis using reachability preservation

We address here a method to solve the EF-synthesis problem using an original manner. We assume a single “bad” location \( l_{bad} \). Instead of attacking the problem by exploring (most of) the symbolic state space as in EFsynth, we will perform repeated computations of a limited part of the state space.

4.5.1 Reachability preservation

First, we introduce here an original procedure PRP\((\mathcal{A},v)\), that synthesizes valuations preserving the reachability of \( l_{bad} \).

**Definition 4.5** (reachability preservation). Given two TA \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) and \( v'(\mathcal{A}) \), we say that \( v'(\mathcal{A}) \) preserves the reachability of \( l_{bad} \) in \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) when \( l_{bad} \) is reachable in \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) if and only if \( l_{bad} \) is reachable in \( v'(\mathcal{A}) \).

PRP (standing for parametric reachability preservation) is at first close to a variant of IM (called IM\(K\), presented in [AS11] and briefly mentioned later in Section 5.1.1)), and then switches to an algorithm that resembles EFsynth:

- As long as no bad location is reached, PRP generalizes the trace set of \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) by removing \( v \)-incompatible states; this is done by negating \( v \)-incompatible inequalities, and returning the intersection of such negated inequalities, in the line of IM.

- When at least one bad location is met, PRP switches to an algorithm close to EFsynth, i.e., it simply gathers the constraints associated with the bad locations, and returns their union. However, a main difference with EFsynth is that PRP does not explore \( v \)-incompatible states: although this is not necessary to ensure correctness (in fact, this makes PRP not complete), this is a key heuristics to keep the state space of reasonable size.

We introduce PRP in Algorithm 5. It is a breadth-first exploration procedure that maintains the following variables: Passed (resp. Waiting) is the set of states computed at the previous (resp. current) iterations; \( Bad \) is a Boolean flag that remembers whether a bad location has been met; \( K_{good} \) is the intersection of the negation of all \( v \)-incompatible inequalities, that will be returned if no bad state is met; \( K_{bad} \) is the union of the projection onto \( P \) of all bad states, that will be returned otherwise; \( i \) remembers the exploration depth.

The procedure consists in a (potentially infinite) **while** loop. First, lines 4–6 take care of the \( v \)-incompatible states. These states are discarded from the exploration, i.e., they are removed from the set of waiting states (line 5). Then, if the exploration has not yet met any bad state, \( K_{good} \) is refined so as to prevent any such \( v \)-incompatible state \((l,C)\) to be reached: the negation of \( C \downarrow_{P} \) is added to \( K_{good} \).

Second, lines 7–9 take care of the bad states. If any bad state is reached (line 7), then the Bad flag is set to true, the union of the projection onto \( P \) of the constraints associated with these bad states is added to \( K_{bad} \), and these states are discarded, i.e., their successor states will not be computed (line 9).
The third part is a classical fixpoint condition: if no new state has been met at this iteration (line 10), then the result is returned, i.e., either $K_{bad}$ if some bad states have been met, or $K_{good}$ otherwise. If new states have been met, then the procedure explores one step further in depth (line 13).

**Algorithm 5: PRP($A, v$) [And+15]**

```
input : PTA $A$ of initial state $s_0$, parameter valuation $v$
output: Constraint preserving the reachability of $l_{bad}$ in $v(A)$

1. Passed $\leftarrow \emptyset$; Waiting $\leftarrow \{s_0\}$;
2. Bad $\leftarrow$ false; $K_{good} \leftarrow \top$; $K_{bad} \leftarrow \bot$; $i \leftarrow 0$
3. while true do
   4. foreach $v$-incompatible state $(l, C)$ in Waiting do
      5. Waiting $\leftarrow$ Waiting $\setminus \{(l, C)\}$
      6. if Bad = false then $K_{good} \leftarrow K_{good} \land \neg C \downarrow P$
   7. foreach bad state $(l_{bad}, C)$ in Waiting do
      8. Bad $\leftarrow$ true; $K_{bad} \leftarrow K_{bad} \lor C \downarrow P$
      9. Waiting $\leftarrow$ Waiting $\setminus \{(l_{bad}, C)\}$
   10. if Waiting $\subseteq$ Passed then
      11.   if Bad = true then return $K_{bad}$ else return $K_{good}$;
      12.   Passed $\leftarrow$ Passed $\cup$ Waiting;
      13.   Waiting $\leftarrow$ Succ(Waiting); $i \leftarrow i + 1$
```

**Theorem 4.3 ([And+15]).** Let $A$ be a PTA, and $v$ a parameter valuation. Suppose PRP($A, v$) terminates with result $K$. Then, $v \models K$ and, for all $v' \models K$, $l_{bad}$ is reachable in $v(A)$ iff $l_{bad}$ is reachable in $v'(A)$.

PRP may not terminate, which is natural since we showed that the reachability preservation emptiness (which is very similar to EF-emptiness) is undecidable [And+15]. Furthermore, even if it terminates, the result output by PRP may be non complete; in fact, this is designed on purpose (since we stop the exploration of $v$-incompatible states) so as to prevent a too large exploration. Enlarging the output constraint can be done by repeatedly calling PRP on other points than $v$, which will be done in the following.

**Example 4.9.** Consider the PTA $A_1$ in Figure 4.10 [JLR15], with clocks $x$ and $y$ and parameters $a$ and $b$. Assume $l_{bad} = l_2$. EFsynth($A_1, s_0, \{l_2\}, \emptyset$) does not terminate, and neither does it if the range of the parameters is bounded from above (e.g., $a, b \in [0, 50]$).
Let us now apply PRP to $A_1$. For valuation $v_1 : (a \leftarrow 20, b \leftarrow 10)$, PRP outputs $20 > b \land a > b \land b \geq 0$, which prevents the reachability of $l_{bad}$. For valuation $v_2 : (a \leftarrow 0, b \leftarrow 40)$, PRP does not terminate.

### 4.5.2 EF-synthesis

We saw in Section 4.4.1 that, given a bounded parameter domain, IM can be iterated on integer points to perform a behavioral cartography. In fact, PRP can be used in place of IM within BC, giving birth to a procedure PRPC (see Algorithm 6). PRP is called repeatedly with as an argument the first integer point not yet covered by any constraint (line 2 in Algorithm 6).

**Algorithm 6: PRPC($A$, bounds) [And+15]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>PTA $A$, bounded parameter domain bounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>output</td>
<td>Set $K$ of constraints over the parameters (initially empty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>while there are integer points in bounds not covered by $K$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Select an integer point $v$ in bounds not covered by $K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$K \leftarrow K \cup \text{PRP}(A, v)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>return $K$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In reality, PRPC maintains (and returns) two constraints, one for good valuations, and the other for bad valuations (not shown in Algorithm 6 as it would require to modify PRP itself to return a “flag” indicating whether the constraint is good or bad).

In the general case, PRPC may not terminate, due to the non-termination of PRP. However, it is possible to set up a maximum exploration depth for PRP: when this depth is reached, the algorithm stops. If some bad states have been met, the resulting constraint can be safely used (from a technical result in [And+15]); otherwise the constraint is just discarded and the reference point on which PRP was called will never be covered. In this case, termination of PRPC is always guaranteed, with a partial result (some integer points may still be uncovered).

**Example 4.10.** Consider again the PTA $A_1$ in Figure 4.10, and let us apply EFsynth and PRPC with a bounded exploration depth of 10; this will result in correct under-approximations (from a technical result in [And+15]). We apply PRPC to an unconstrained model with $bounds : a, b \in [0, 50]$. We apply EFsynth to a model where $a$ and $b$ are constrained to be in $[0, 50]$. We give in a graphical manner in Figure 4.11a (resp. Figure 4.11b)
the results output by PRPC (resp. EFsynth). PRPC synthesizes all the good parameter valuations (below, in green), i.e., that do not reach \( l_2 \), and all the bad parameter valuations (above, in red), i.e., that reach \( l_2 \), with the exception of a small area near \((0, 0)\) (in white). All constraints output by PRPC are infinite (which is not shown in the figure), and hence cover the whole part outside \( \text{bounds} \) too. As of EFsynth, the same bad valuations as for PRPC are covered, but only within \( \text{bounds} \), and no information is given about the good valuations. Hence, since EFsynth was stopped prematurely, no information can be given for the non-covered part: in particular, the white part of \( \text{bounds} \) cannot be decided, whereas PRPC covers everything except the small area near \((0, 0)\).

This is a major advantage of PRPC over EFsynth in terms of precision of the result. Also recall that EFsynth covers only (a part of) \( \text{bounds} \) whereas PRPC covers here the whole parameter space beyond \( \text{bounds} \).

**Experiments**

We implemented PRP and PRPC in IMITATOR and conducted experiments in [And+15] to compare EFsynth, BC and PRPC.

PRPC dramatically outperforms BC for all case studies. This is due to the fact that the constraints output by PRP (that preserve only non-reachability) are much weaker than those output by IM (that preserve trace set equality). Second, PRPC compares rather well with EFsynth, and is faster on three case studies; PRPC furthermore outputs a more valuable constraint for \( A_1 \) (see Example 4.10). PRPC can even verify case studies that EFsynth cannot.

Then, we can also use a distributed version of PRPC in the line of the distribution policies for BC in Section 4.4. We used the Subdomain as a distribution policy for PRPC, and used a cluster with 12 nodes. The distributed version of PRPC is shown to be faster than PRPC for all case studies. Most importantly, the distributed PRPC outperforms EFsynth for all but two case studies. The good timing efficiency of PRPC is somehow surprising, since it was devised to output a more precise result and to use less memory, but not necessarily to be faster. We believe that PRPC allows to explore small state spaces at a time and, despite the repeated executions, this is less costly than handling a large state space (as in EFsynth), especially when performing equality checks when a new state is computed.

### 4.6 Compositional synthesis for parametric event-recording automata

Here, I synthesize several lines of works, the ultimate goal of which is to perform compositional parameter synthesis. First, we introduce parametric event recording-automata (Section 4.6.1) as a subclass of PTAs. Then, we show propose an algorithm to learn an unknown (non-parametric) event-recording automaton by interacting with a teacher (Section 4.6.2), and we use this learning algorithm to perform compositional verification (Section 4.6.3). Finally, we define a new framework reusing both non-parametric compositional verification and the PRPC algorithm presented above, so as to perform compositional parameter synthesis (Section 4.6.4).

#### 4.6.1 Parametric event-recording automata

Event-recording automata (ERAs) [AFH99] are a subclass of timed automata, where each action label is associated with a clock such that, for every edge with a label, the associated clock is reset. We propose here a parametric extension of ERAs, following the parameterization of TAs into PTAs.

Formally, let \( \Sigma \) be a set of actions: we denote by \( X_\Sigma \) the set of clocks associated with \( \Sigma \), i.e., \( \{ x_\sigma \mid \sigma \in \Sigma \} \). A \( \Sigma \)-guard is a guard on \( X_\Sigma \cup P \).

**Definition 4.6** ([AL17a]). A **parametric event-recording automaton** (PERA) is a tuple \((\Sigma, L, l_0, F, P, I, E)\), where:

1. \( \Sigma \) is a finite set of actions,
2. $L$ is a finite set of locations,

3. $l_0 \in L$ is the initial location,

4. $F \subseteq L$ is a set of accepting locations,

5. $P$ is a finite set of parameters,

6. $I$ is the invariant, assigning to every $l \in L$ a $\Sigma$-guard $I(l)$,

7. $E$ is a finite set of edges $e = (l, g, x_\sigma, l')$ where $l, l' \in L$ are the source and target locations, $\sigma \in \Sigma$, $x_\sigma$ is the clock to be reset, and $g$ is a $\Sigma$-guard.

Just as for ERAs, PERAs can be seen as a syntactic subclass of PTAs: a PERA is a PTA for which there is a one-to-one matching between clocks and actions and such that, for each edge, the clock corresponding to the action is the only clock to be reset.

Following the conventions used for ERAs, we do not explicitly represent graphically the clock $x_\sigma$ reset along an edge labeled with $\sigma$: this is implicit.

**Example 4.11.** Figure 4.12 depicts an example of PERA with 3 actions (and therefore 3 clocks $x_a, x_b$ and $x_c$), and one parameter $p$. Only clock $x_a$ is used in a guard.

Since ERAs are strictly less expressive than TAs w.r.t. the timed language, we may wonder whether some problems undecidable for PTAs become decidable for PERAs. In fact, since PERAs mostly impose restrictions on the timed language of a PTA, the proofs of undecidability that do not fundamentally rely on the language can be kept (with mild modifications). For example, our proof in Lemma 3.4 does not assume any action on the transitions; therefore, to obtain a PERA, when a clock $x$ is reset, it suffices to label the transition with the action $\sigma$ this clock is associated with. When no clock is reset, we can reset a fresh clock never used elsewhere in the PERA and label the transition with its associated action. Finally, when more than one clock is reset, a possibility is to duplicate the transition into several transitions in 0-time, each of them resetting exactly one clock (some care may be needed to avoid unwanted behaviors). In particular, the EF-emptiness problem remains undecidable for PERAs.

**Theorem 4.4 ([AL17b]).** The EF-emptiness problem is undecidable for PERAs, even with bounded parameters.

**Proof idea.** By adapting to PERAs the proof of Lemma 3.4.

We conjecture that the proofs of undecidability of the emptiness of other quantifiers (AF, EG, AG) could be adapted in a similar fashion to PERAs.
However, a less trivial problem is whether the language- and trace-preservation-emptiness problems are decidable for PERAs. Indeed, both problems heavily rely on actions. In particular, the proof of [AM15] cannot be reused, as it fundamentally relies on the fact that all transitions should be labeled with the same action—which is not possible in a PERA, as it would imply that the same clock is reset on all transitions. Still, we proposed a new proof of undecidability for the language-preservation-problem.

**Theorem 4.5 ([AL18]).** The language-preservation-emptiness problem is undecidable for PERAs.

*Proof idea.* We use the original definition of the language of [AM15], i.e., the set of all maximal words (no accepting locations are used). We allow all possible infinite (untimed) words for the reference valuation. The main idea is as follows: for other valuations, we also allow all possible infinite words, and we allow entering a 2-counter machine encoding; if the machine does not halt, the encoding will block, therefore adding a new finite word which is not part of the language of the reference valuation. If the machine halts, thanks to a self-loop, the word simulating the machine is infinite, and therefore part of the language of the reference valuation.

This proof can be adapted to other definitions of the languages, just as in Section 3.3.8. In addition, we conjecture it can be adapted for L/U-PERAs, following the reasoning used in Theorem 3.17.

However, the proof of Theorem 4.5 requires unbounded parameters, and the case of bounded PERAs is therefore open. In addition, the trace-preservation-emptiness seems to pose practical problems, and we were not able to solve it: it is open too.

The negative results in Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 rule out the possibility to perform exact synthesis for PERAs. Still, in the following, we will propose an approach for EF-synthesis that is sound, though maybe not complete: the synthesized valuations are correct, but some may be missing. More pragmatically, we aim at improving the synthesis efficiency.

### 4.6.2 Learning event-recording automata

Learning an unknown system through a teacher (that has an access to the system) has been the object of several lines of works. In [Ang87], the $L^*$ algorithm learns an unknown language described using a finite-state automaton using two types of queries to the teacher: first, a *membership query* asks whether a given word is accepted by the unknown automaton. After several membership queries, the $L^*$ algorithm constructs a candidate automaton, and makes a *candidate query* for it. That is, it asks whether the automaton accepts the same language as the candidate automaton. The $L^*$ algorithm is sound and complete.

Learning timed automata is not possible, because the language inclusion (required by the candidate query) is undecidable for TA [AD94]. The class of ERAs is however a good candidate to define a timed extension of the $L^*$ algorithm, since the language inclusion becomes decidable [AFH99].

In [GJL10], $L^*$ is extended to ERAs with three new algorithms $TL^*_sg$, $TL^*_nsg$, and $TL^*_s$. Their learning algorithms deal with *timed words*, which makes the complexity blow up as the learning algorithm has to actively infer the time condition of each event by performing successive guesses.

In [Lin+11], we proposed a new algorithm named $TL^*$ for learning ERAs. Different from [GJL10], it relies on *guarded words*, i.e., the counterexample returned by the teacher already contains some clocks and some clock guards, which makes the learning process easier. We proved that the learning process terminates in a finite number of iterations with a minimal number of locations in the learned ERA. In addition, our algorithm $TL^*$ works in polynomial time; in contrast, the algorithms of [GJL10] may yield an ERA that can be doubly exponentially larger than the ERA representing the same language to be learned, as the algorithms may have to explore the entire zone graph.

A main drawback of our algorithm $TL^*$ is that it relies on guarded words, which can be seen as a sort of “cheating”: in a real-world application, the teacher may not want (or be able) to return a guarded
word, but rather a timed word. However, this setting is very useful in the framework of compositional verification—which is the purpose of the next section.

4.6.3 Compositional verification of event-recording automata

Figure 4.13a recalls the common proof rule used in Assume-Guarantee Reasoning (AGR), which is one of the compositional verification techniques. Given two components $A, B$ and a safety property $\varphi$, the proof rule tells that if $A$ can satisfy the property $\varphi$ under an assumption $\tilde{B}$ and $B$ can guarantee this assumption $\tilde{B}$, then we can conclude that $A \parallel B$ satisfies $\varphi$. One can observe that the proof rule decomposes one model checking problem ($A \parallel B \models \varphi$) into two sub problems ($A \parallel \tilde{B} \models \varphi$ and $B \models \tilde{B}$).

A main issue in AGR is that computing the abstraction $\tilde{B}$ requires non-trivial human creativity. A way to compute $\tilde{B}$ automatically is to use learning, i.e., the TL* algorithm presented above. In [Lin+14], we proposed an automated procedure for compositional verification of ERAs. Figure 4.14 shows our overall procedure LearnAbstr($B, A, \varphi$) that returns either an assumption (denoted by Abstraction($\tilde{B}$)) when it is proved that $A \parallel B \models \varphi$ holds, or a counterexample (denoted by Counterex($\tau$)) otherwise. The two condition checks in Figure 4.14 ($A \parallel \tilde{B} \models \varphi$ and $B \models \tilde{B}$) can be done by model checking, and counterexamples given by model checking can also serve as counterexamples to the TL* algorithm. Counterex and Abstraction are "tags" containing a value. We omit the technical details of LearnAbstr($B, A, \varphi$) here. Interested readers are referred to [Lin+14].

This framework can be extended to the case of more than two components.

Experimental validation Lin Shang-Wei implemented this algorithm into a tool [Lin+12], reusing in part the PAT model-checking library [Sun+09]. Experiments on a set of ad-hoc case studies showed a dramatic decrease of the computation time when compared to the monolithic (non-compositional) verification. The efficiency is sensitive to the partitioning of the components, and we proposed heuristics. UPPAAL runs out of memory on most of these case studies (converted into TAs), while our algorithm terminates in a few seconds with a very limited memory usage (see [Lin+14] for details).
Algorithm 7: CompSynth(A, B, bounds, T)

```
input : PERA A, ERA B, parameter domain bounds, subset T of locations
output: Good and bad constraint over the parameters

1 K_bad ← ⊥; K_good ← ⊥
2 while bounds ∩ N ∩ (K_bad ∪ K_good) ≠ ∅ do
3     Pick v in bounds ∩ N ∩ (K_bad ∪ K_good)
4     switch LearnAbstr(B, v(A), AG¬T) do
5         case Abstraction(̃B) do
6             K_good ← K_good ∪ PRP(A ∥ ̃B, v, T)
7         case Counterex(τ) do
8             K_bad ← K_bad ∪ ReplayTrace(A ∥ B, τ)
9     return (K_good, K_bad)
```

4.6.4 Compositional parameter synthesis

Combining our framework for (non-parametric) compositional verification together with the reachability-preservation synthesis algorithm PRPC, we can define a framework for compositional parameter synthesis [AL17b]. The key idea is to partition parametric components in A and non-parametric components in B, and try to learn an abstraction of B, using a valued version of A (i.e., v(A)) in the AGR framework of Figure 4.13a. Then, we iterate over integer-valuations of a bounded domain as in PRPC.

Our procedure (given in Algorithm 7) takes as arguments a set of PERA components A, a set of ERA components B, a bounded parameter domain bounds and a set of locations to be avoided. We maintain a safe non-convex parameter constraint K_good and an unsafe non-convex parameter constraint K_bad. Then CompSynth iterates on integer points: while not all integer points in bounds are covered, such an uncovered point v is picked (line 3). Then, we try to learn an abstraction of B w.r.t. v(A) (line 5) so that T is unreachable. If an abstraction is successfully learned, then PRP (given in Algorithm 5) is called on v and the abstract model A ∥ B (line 6); the constraint K_good is then refined. Note that K_good is refined because, if an abstraction is computed, then necessarily the property is satisfied and therefore the (abstract) system is safe. Alternatively, if LearnAbstr fails to compute a valid abstraction, then a counterexample trace τ is returned (line 7); then this trace is "replayed" using a procedure ReplayTrace (line 8), that synthesizes exactly the parameter valuations corresponding to a (necessarily finite) trace [AL17b], and the constraint K_bad is updated.

Experiments We implemented our method in a toolkit made of IMITATOR [And+12] and of CV (Compositional Verifier), a new implementation (in C++) of the proposed learning-based compositional verification framework for ERAs initially presented in [Lin+12]. The leading tool is IMITATOR, that takes the input model (in the IMITATOR input format), and eventually outputs the result. IMITATOR implements both algorithms CompSynth and ReplayTrace, while CV implements LearnAbstr. The interface between both tools is handled by a Python script, that is responsible for retrieving the abstraction of B computed by CV and re-parameterizing the components A.

Experiments are tabulated in Table 4.2 (full details are available in [AL17b]). CompSynth is faster than EFsynth for most case studies. In addition, whereas EFsynth often does not terminate, CompSynth always outputs a result (except for one case study: the Fischer mutual exclusion protocol). In some cases, EFsynth is much faster because it immediately derives ⊥, whereas CompSynth has to compute the abstraction first. Even in these unfavorable cases, CompSynth is never much behind EFsynth. This suggests that CompSynth...
may be preferred to EFsynth for PERAs benchmarks.

Interestingly, in almost all benchmarks, at most one abstraction (for good valuations) and one counter-example (for bad valuations) is necessary for CompSynth. In addition, most of the computation time of CompSynth (71% in average) comes from LearnAbstr; this suggests to concentrate our future optimization efforts on this part. Perhaps an on-the-fly composition mixed with synthesis could help.

For Fischer, CompSynth is very inefficient: this comes from the fact that the model is strongly synchronized, and the abstraction computation does not terminate within 600 s. In fact, in both cases, LearnAbstr successfully derives very quickly a counter-example that is used by CompSynth to immediately synthesize all “bad” valuations; but then, as LearnAbstr fails in computing an abstraction, the good valuations are not synthesized. Improving the learning phase for strongly synchronized models is on our agenda.

What’s beyond…? Of course, CompSynth is close to PRPC and could therefore benefit from a distributed version, following the distributed policies presented in Section 4.4.

### 4.7 Perspectives

#### Clock elimination

Our clock elimination technique for PTAs is fairly simple, but could be improved with the detection of *quasi-equal* clocks: this line of work [Her+12; MWP13; HW16] consists in detecting clocks not necessarily equal in all locations, but that may differ only in 0-time before their reset (e.g., in different locations met in 0-time that reset successively these clocks). An additional difficulty is that the notion of quasi-equality may depend on the parameter valuations, since it may have an impact on the “0-time”.

#### Distributed verification

Beyond, our distributed procedure in [ACE14; ACN15], I am interested in *swarm* parameter synthesis, i.e., with many autonomous machines. Several procedures for swarm verification using UPPAAL were proposed in [ZNL16b]; adapting these procedures to synthesis and developing new ones would be of interest.
**Compositional verification**  When considering compositional parameter synthesis, our algorithm in [AL17b] may not terminate; therefore, an interesting future work would be to address the full class of parametric timed automata. Indeed, although language inclusion is undecidable for timed automata, an efficient algorithm was proposed in [Wan+14], that often terminates. Combining this with our synthesis framework [AL17b] would allow us to address the full class of PTAs (without guarantee on termination). Also, combining the compositional verification mechanism of [Aşt+16] (that uses completely different techniques from ours) would be an interesting future work.

**Machine learning**  The paradigm of machine learning could help to increase the efficiency of parameter synthesis. We studied preliminary results in [Li+17], where we used classification techniques to “guess” potential parameter constraints after repeated calls to the non-parametric model checker UPPAAL. Only after a constraint is guessed, IMITATOR is invoked to verify this constraint, leading to a dramatic gain in computation time when compared to a purely parametric analysis. So far, only “simple” constraints can be efficiently guessed; this approach should therefore be extended to more complex constraints. More generally, combining testing (or verification of a non-parametric timed system) with parameter synthesis looks promising, so as to gain from the efficiency of the former.

**Stochastic optimization**  Stochastic optimization, e.g., used to falsify properties of hybrid systems in [AH15], seems also an interesting paradigm to exhibit synthesize optimal (or near-to-optimal) parameter valuations w.r.t. to an optimization criterion.
Chapter 5

Synthesis algorithms

After studying decidability (Chapter 3) and proposing techniques to speed up the verification (Chapter 4), we introduce here synthesis (semi-)algorithms to solve practical problems. We do not address the termination of these algorithms as a main goal, as underlying decision problems are almost always undecidable; however, whenever possible, we try to improve termination, i.e., make them terminate for larger classes of models.

These works fit into a line of works related to synthesis for parametric timed automata or parametric extensions of timed automata, regardless of their decidability (e.g., [Tra12; San15]). Finally, while looking for decidable subclasses, [CPR08; JLR15] also define semi-algorithms for (general) PTAs.

We first show that parameter synthesis using parametric timed automata and parametric time Petri nets can be used to measure the system robustness, in the sense of the measure of the admissible variability of the timing constants while preserving the untimed language (Section 5.1).

Second, we introduce a synthesis algorithm for parametric model checking under the non-Zeno assumption (Section 5.2).

We also propose synthesis algorithms in the setting of two richer models than parametric timed automata, i.e., augmented with controllable actions seen as parameters (Section 5.3) and with interval probabilistic distributions (Section 5.4).

5.1 Parameter synthesis and robustness

5.1.1 Varying the definition of robustness

The inverse method [And+09b; AS13] (recalled in Section 2.4) is a semi-algorithm solving the trace-preservation-synthesis problem. In [AS11], we relaxed the definition of the preservation of the untimed language and designed variants of IM. Given a PTA \( \mathcal{A} \) and a reference parameter valuation \( v \), the constraint synthesized by these variants preserve:

- the reachability of locations of \( v(\mathcal{A}) \): algorithm \( \text{IM}_\subseteq \);
- the fact that each trace is a prefix of a trace of \( v(\mathcal{A}) \): algorithm \( \text{IM}^K \);
- the inclusion into the trace set of \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) and the preservation of at least one maximal trace: \( \text{IM}^\cup \).

In addition, all variants preserve safety properties: a location unreachable in \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) remains unreachable for any valuation satisfying the constraint synthesized by any of these algorithms.

We summarize in Table 5.1 the properties satisfied by these algorithms.
Equality with the trace set of \(v(A)\) & √ & × & × & ×  
Inclusion into the trace set of \(v(A)\) & √ & × & √ & √  
Preservation of at least one trace of \(v(A)\) & √ & × & √ & ×  
Equality of location sets of \(v(A)\) & √ & √ & × & ×  
Preservation of non-reachability & √ & √ & √ & √  

Table 5.1 – Comparison of the properties of the variants of IM

Remark 5.1. The names of the algorithms may be a bit misleading (for example, \(IM^K\) could have been named \(IM_{\subseteq}\) as it guarantees a trace set included in that of \(v(A)\)); these names come from the operators used in the actual algorithm (for example, \(IM_{\subseteq}\) uses an inclusion test instead of an equality test as in IM; \(IM^K\) returns a constraint named “\(K\)” instead of the intersection of all constraints associated to the explored states; and so on). We nevertheless keep these names in this manuscript by consistency with [AS11; ACR17].

In addition, we showed that all these algorithms enhance the termination of IM. That is, given \(A\) and \(v\), if IM terminates, then all variants terminate—but the converse is not true.

Finally, and this is probably the most interesting in practice, the constraint output by these variants is larger (i.e., contains more valuations) than that returned by IM.

Example 5.1. Let us consider the PTA \(A_{\text{var}}\) depicted in Figure 5.1. We consider the following \(v\): \(p_1 = 1 \land p_2 = 4\). In \(v(A)\), location \(l_4\) is not reachable, and can be considered as a “bad” location.

Let us suppose that a bad behavior of \(A_{\text{var}}\) corresponds to the fact that a trace goes into location \(l_4\). Under \(v\), the system has a good behavior. As a consequence, since all algorithms preserve the safety, the constraint synthesized by any algorithm also ensures \(l_4\) remains unreachable.

We give in Figure 5.2 the four constraints synthesized by IM, \(IM^\cup\), \(IM^K\) and \(IM_{\subseteq}\), respectively. For each graphics, we depict in dark blue the parameter domain covered by the constraint, and in light red the parameter domain corresponding to a bad behavior. The “good” zone not covered by the constraint is depicted in very light gray. The dot represents \(v\).

Implementation I implemented all these algorithms in IMITATOR, and experiments on a set of benchmarks show the practical interest of the variants in terms of memory and time, when compared to IM (see [AS11]).
5.1.2 Precise robustness in time Petri nets

In [APP13], we redefined the inverse method in the context of parametric time Petri nets (PTPNs), and showed how it can be used to measure the robustness. Let us first recall PTPNs, as they will be used here and in Section 5.1.3 below.

(Parametric) time Petri nets

Parametric time Petri nets (PTPNs) [TLR09] are a parametric extension of time Petri nets [Mer74], where the temporal bound of each transition can either be a rational number, $\infty$ or a parameter.

**Definition 5.1** (parametric time Petri net). A parametric time Petri net (PTPN) is a tuple $\mathcal{N} = (\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{T}, \mathcal{P}, \text{pre}, \text{post}, \text{pefd}, \text{plfd}, M_0, K_0)$ where

- $\mathcal{P}$ and $\mathcal{T}$ are non-empty, disjoint sets of places and transitions respectively,
- $\mathcal{P} = \{ p_1, \ldots, p_M \}$ is a finite set of parameters,
- $\text{pre}$ and $\text{post}$ map each transition $t \in \mathcal{T}$ to its (nonempty) preset, denoted by $\bullet t = \text{pre}(t) \subseteq \mathcal{P}$, and its (possibly empty) postset, denoted by $t^* = \text{post}(t) \subseteq \mathcal{P}$;
- functions $\text{pefd}: \mathcal{T} \to \mathbb{Q}^+ \cup \mathcal{P}$ and $\text{plfd}: \mathcal{T} \to \mathbb{Q}^+ \cup \mathcal{P} \cup \{ \infty \}$ and associate the earliest firing delay $\text{pefd}(t)$ and latest firing delay $\text{plfd}(t)$ with each transition $t$,
- $M_0 \subseteq \mathcal{P}$ is the initial marking, and
- $K_0$ is the initial constraint over $\mathcal{P}$ giving the initial domain of the parameters, and must at least specify that the firing intervals are nonempty ($\text{\wedge}_{t \in \mathcal{T}} \text{pefd}(t) \leq \text{plfd}(t)$).

As usual, we graphically represent places as circles and transitions as rectangles. We write the time interval $[\text{pefd}(t), \text{plfd}(t)]$ next to the transition.

**Example 5.2.** Consider the PTPN in Figure 5.3. Initially, one token is in place $p_{l_1}$ and one in $p_{l_3}$ while other places contain no token. Transition $t_1$ can fire at least $a_1$ and at most $b_1$ time units after its input place (here only $p_{l_1}$) contains a token; as this is the case, it will fire at least $a_1$ and at most $b_1$ time units after the system
Figure 5.3 – An example of a PTPN

Given a parameter valuation $v$, we denote by $v(N)$ the non-parametric PTPN where all occurrences of a parameter $p_i$ have been replaced by $v(p_i)$. We say that $v(N)$ is a time Petri net (TPN).

We consider only safe time Petri nets (TPNs), i.e., TPNs where there is never more than one token in a place.

We do not recall the semantics of time Petri nets, as it is available in many documents (e.g., [ACR17] using almost the same notations as in this manuscript).

A timed word is a possibly infinite sequence of pairs made of a transition and a firing time. A sequence associated to a timed word is the sequence of transitions, i.e., the untimed support of the timed word; it is the equivalent of a trace for PTAs. Given a TPN $N$, we denote by $\text{Sequences}(N)$ the set of sequences associated with all timed words of $N$, among which we distinguish the set $\text{MaxSequences}(N)$ of maximal sequences, i.e., sequences which are not the prefix of any other sequence.

Example 5.3. Consider the simple TPN in Figure 5.4a (from [Aks+16]). According to the semantics of TPNs, place C is unreachable, that is, there exists no reachable marking such that the number of tokens in C is greater than 0. Indeed, starting from marking A (i.e., a marking with 1 token in place A), $t_1$ can fire anytime between 1 and 2 time units after the system start. At time 2, $t_1$ must fire if it has not yet fired, because its associated interval is about to expire and no other transition is firable ($t_2$ will be firable right after time 2). Hence, C is unreachable.

The set of sequences of this TPN is therefore simply $\{(t_1)\}$, and its set of maximal sequences is the same.

Example 5.4. Consider again the PTPN in Figure 5.3. Fix $a_0 = b_0 = a_1 = b_1 = a_2 = b_2 = a_3 = b_3 = 1$.
Then the set of maximal sequences of this TPN is $\{(t_1, t_2, t_3), (t_2, t_1, t_3)\}$.
Now fix $a_0 = b_0 = a_2 = b_2 = a_3 = b_3 = 1, a_1 = 1$ and $b_1 = 4$. The set of maximal sequences of this TPN becomes $\{(t_1, t_2, t_3), (t_2, t_1, t_3), (t_2, t_3, t_0)\}$.

PTPNs can be given a symbolic semantics (initially defined in [TLR09], and recalled using our notations in [ACR17]), that resembles very much the symbolic semantics of PTAs (Definition 2.6).

Precise robustness

In this section, just as in [APP13], we will consider an extension of PTPNs that allow inhibitor arcs [TLR09], abbreviated as (P)ITPNs. Inhibitor arcs can stop time elapsing, and can be seen as equivalent to stopwatches
in timed automata [CL00]. Inhibitor arcs do have an impact on the decidability of non-parametric time Petri nets [Rou04] but, in the parametric settings, as the interesting problems are undecidable, this does not fundamentally change the results.

**Example 5.5.** In Figure 5.4b, the arc connecting place D to transition \( t_3 \) is inhibiting D: that is, if D contains a token, then \( t_3 \) cannot fire.

**Motivating the robustness** Consider again the PTPN in Figure 5.4a. We showed in Example 5.3 that place C cannot be marked. Now suppose that the upper bound of the firing interval of \( t_1 \) is increased, even by an infinitesimal duration. Then, \( t_2 \) is fireable immediately after time 2, and C can be reached in some executions.

Now consider the ITPN in Figure 5.4b. According to the semantics of ITPNs, place E is reachable. Indeed, starting from a marking AB (i.e., a marking with 1 token in place A and 1 token in place B), \( t_1 \) can fire at time 1, giving marking CB. Then, after a null duration, \( t_3 \) can fire due to the absence of token in D. Finally, again after a null duration, \( t_2 \) finally fires. This sequence of transitions is unlikely to happen in practice due to delays exactly equal to zero; if the bounds of \( t_1 \) or the lower bound of \( t_3 \) become slightly larger, or the bounds of \( t_2 \) becomes slightly smaller, E becomes unreachable.

That is, both examples in Figures 5.4a and 5.4b are not robust w.r.t. the sets of sequences, as an infinitesimal change of the bounds may yield different sets of sequences.

**Precise robustness** In [APP13], we proposed a precise version of robustness—precise because it is multidimensional, i.e., we measure the variability of all timing bounds independently. Our method is only a semi-algorithm and therefore may not terminate. We used a version of the inverse method IM adapted to parametric time Petri nets; despite some technical specificities for PTPNs, it is essentially the same algorithm as for PTAs (see Section 2.4) and we do not recall it (see [APP13]).

**Theorem 5.1** ([APP13]). Suppose IM\((N,v)\) terminates with result \( K \). Then, for all \( v' \), \( \text{Sequences}(v(N)) = \text{Sequences}(v'(N)) \) iff \( v' \models K \).

Now, assume an ITPN \( N \). Assume a parameterized version \( N' \) of \( N \) where each lower (resp. upper) bound of a transition \( t_i \) is replaced with a fresh parameter \( p_{i^-} \) (resp. \( p_{i^+} \)).
Example 5.6. Consider the ITPN in Figure 5.5a. Its parameterized version is shown in Figure 5.5b.

Definition 5.2. An ITPN \( N \) is robust with respect to linear-time properties (or LT-robust) if there exists \( \gamma > 0 \) such that for any linear time property \( \varphi \), \( N' \models \varphi \) if and only if \( N \models \varphi \), where \( N' \) is an ITPN similar to \( N \) where each timing bound \( c \) can be replaced with any value within \( [c-\gamma, c+\gamma] \).

For example, the ITPN in Figure 5.5b is LT-robust (with e.g., \( \gamma = 1 \)), whereas the ITPNs in Figure 5.4 are not.

We showed in [APP13] that we can use the result of IM to measure the system robustness, i.e., to determine whether an ITPN is LT-robust. In addition, when it is not, we can exhibit which timing constants are i.e., critical, i.e., responsible for the non-robustness. Finally, we give a sufficient condition to improve the system robustness, i.e., to refine some values of the critical timing bounds so that the system becomes LT-robust.

This work can be put into perspective with the literature on TAs and TPNs: the simpler problem of robust untimed language preservation is already undecidable even for bounded TPNs [Aks+16]. In contrast, language robustness is decidable for TAs with some assumptions [San11]. However, in our case, we address the general class of (I)TPNs and, when our semi-algorithm terminates, we can evaluate the system robustness even if only some firing times can be enlarged or shrunk, while most of the literature considers that a system with at least one guard non-enlargeable (or non-shrinkable) is simply non-robust.

5.1.3 Robustness and partial orders

In [ACR17], we considered a concurrent setting, and showed that it is possibly to significantly relax the result of the variant of the inverse method \( IM^K \) when preserving the traces up to partial orders.

Due to the fact that in a TPN a given maximal sequence for a given valuation is also maximal for any other parameter valuation where this sequence is allowed (which is not the case in PTAs, notably due to invariants), the correctness of \( IM^K \) slightly differs from the PTA setting:

Theorem 5.2 ([ACR17]). Suppose \( IM^K(N, v) \) terminates with result \( K \). Then, for all \( v' \), \( \text{Sequences}(v'(N)) \subseteq \text{Sequences}(v(N)) \) iff \( v' \models K \).

The result of \( IM^K \) can be seen as too rigid. Consider again the PTPN of Figure 5.3. Consider \( v_0 \) such that \( a_0 = 0, b_0 = 3, a_1 = 0, b_1 = 1, a_2 = 2, b_2 = 3, a_3 = 1, b_3 = 2 \). Because the initial parameter valuation \( v \) is such that \( b_1 < a_2 \), the constraint output by \( IM^K \) forces this ordering and allows only valuations for which the only maximal sequence possible is \( (t_1, t_2, t_3) \), like in \( v(N) \).
With other parameter valuations, three other maximal sequences appear, viz., \((t_2, t_1, t_3), (t_2, t_3, t_1), (t_2, t_3, t_0)\) (all already considered in Example 5.4). It is reasonable that a parameter synthesis method prevents valuations of the parameters which allow the last sequence, because it fires \(t_0\) which differs qualitatively from the reference behavior. But the other sequences do not fire any undesired transition; they just reorder the firing of \(t_1, t_2\) and \(t_3\). Observing carefully the model, one even remarks that \(t_1\) is actually concurrent to \(t_2\) and \(t_3\), and that the sequences \((t_2, t_1, t_3)\) and \((t_2, t_3, t_1)\) are simply obtained by changing the index where \(t_1\) is inserted in the sequence \((t_2, t_3)\).

A process is a representation of an execution of a (time) Petri net. Executed actions (called events) are not totally ordered, as in timed words. For untimed Petri nets, only causality orders the events. For time Petri nets, the firing time of each event can still be represented together with the event, but the partial-order causality indicates the structural dependencies between events due to creation and consumption of tokens.

An execution of a TPN \(N\) is represented as a labeled acyclic Petri net where every transition (called event and labeled by a transition \(t\) of \(N\) and a firing date) stands for an occurrence of \(t\), and every place (called condition and labeled by a place \(p\) of \(N\)) refers to a token produced by an event in place \(p\) or to a token of the initial marking. The arcs represent the creation and consumption of tokens. Because fresh conditions are created for the tokens created by each event, every condition has either no input arc (if it is an initial condition) or a single input arc, coming from the event that created the token. Symmetrically, each place has no more than one output arc since a token can be consumed by only one event in an execution.

**Example 5.7.** Figure 5.6b shows an example process of the TPN in Figure 5.6a. This process corresponds to the sequential execution \(((a, 3), (c, 3), (b, 5), (a, 9))\). The dates of the events are in parentheses. Observe that this process also represents the timed word \(((c, 3), (a, 3), (b, 5), (a, 9))\).

An abstract process is a set of events of a TPN that represent an abstract representation of processes. In short (see [ACR17] for a complete definition), this set must be causally closed (the past of this set must be the set itself), and conflict free (the predecessors of any two events must be disjoint). Let \(\text{MaxProcesses}(N)\) denote the set of maximal abstract processes of \(N\).

**Example 5.8.** The PTPN of Figure 5.3 has two maximal abstract processes: one where transitions \(t_1, t_2\) and
We now define a procedure IM^KPO (standing for “inverse method based on partial-orders”) for synthesizing parameters in a PTPN \( \mathcal{N} \) that guarantee the preservation of partial-order semantics. More precisely, given \( \mathcal{N} \) and \( v \), IM^KPO will synthesize valuations guaranteeing that the set of maximal processes of \( v(\mathcal{N}) \) contains the set of maximal processes of \( v'(\mathcal{N}) \) for any \( v' \) satisfying the constraint. Note that this requirement concerns only maximal processes: asking for preservation of all processes would limit the freedom in the interleavings of concurrent transitions. For the PTPN of Figure 5.3, the only (maximal) sequence feasible with the initial valuation \( v_0 \) (given above) is \( (t_1, t_2, t_3) \). Consider another valuation \( v \) that would force \( (t_2, t_1, t_3) \) (which we consider correct). A (non-maximal) timed word with only \( t_2 \) yields a (non-maximal) abstract process which is not feasible under \( v_0 \). On the other hand, the maximal abstract processes are the same for both valuations.

IM^KPO terminates for PTPNs where all the abstract processes are finite. It relies on the computation of the unfolding of the untimed support of the PTPN. Efficient tools exist for computing unfoldings [Kho12; Sch14]. The procedure IM^KPO(\( \mathcal{N}, v_0 \)) operates as follows:

1. Compute the unfolding of the untimed support of \( \mathcal{N} \) (i.e., the Petri net obtained from \( \mathcal{N} \) by removing all the temporal constraints). The unfolding has finite depth when the length of the abstract processes is bounded; hence it can be computed entirely.

2. Extract the set \( MP \) of maximal processes; they are the abstract processes of our PTPN \( \mathcal{N} \).

3. For every \( E \in MP \), construct the constraint \( K^p_E \) on the parameters of \( \mathcal{N} \) under which the process is feasible.

4. Output the conjunction of the initial constraint \( K_0 \) with the negation of all constraints associated to processes which are not feasible under \( v \):

\[
K_0 \land \bigwedge_{E \in MP, \text{ with } v \not| K^p_E} \neg K^p_E.
\]

**Theorem 5.3 ([ACR17]).** Let \( \mathcal{N} \) be a PTPN, let \( v \) be a parameter valuation. Assume IM^KPO(\( \mathcal{N}, v \)) terminates with result \( K \). Then for all valuation \( v' \) of the parameters satisfying the initial constraint \( K_0 \) of the model,\
\[ v' \models K \iff \text{MaxProcesses}(v'(\mathcal{N})) \subseteq \text{MaxProcesses}(v(\mathcal{N})). \]
In particular \( v \models K \).

**Example 5.9.** For the PTPN of Figure 5.3, recall that there are two maximal abstract processes \( \{e_1, e_2, e_3\} \) and \( \{e_2, e_3, e_0\} \). Only the first one is feasible in \( v(\mathcal{N}) \), i.e., \( v \not| K^p_{\{e_2, e_3, e_0\}} \). Then our procedure IM^KPO outputs the constraint

\[
K_0 \land a_2 + a_3 + a_0 > b_1,
\]
which is the negation of \( K^p_{\{e_2, e_3, e_0\}} \). Remember from Definition 5.1 that \( K_0 \) is assumed to specify at least that the firing intervals are nonempty.

---

1The maximal processes can be extracted for instance by a SAT solver using an appropriate SAT encoding, or using the optimal partial-order reduction algorithm of [Rod+15].
In contrast, IM\(^K\), would synthesize \(K_0 \land a_2 > b_1\); therefore, the constraint synthesized by IM\(^K\) PO is much more permissive than the constraint output by IM\(^K\). While IM\(^K\) requires \(t_1\) to fire strictly before \(t_2\), IM\(^K\) PO only requires that it fires before being disabled by \(t_0\).

We now state that the output of IM\(^K\) PO is always equally or more permissive than the output of IM\(^K\).

**Theorem 5.4 ([ACR17]).** Let \(N\) be a PTPN with only finite executions, and let \(v_0\) be a parameter valuation. Denote \(K_{IM^K} = IM^K(N, v)\) and \(K_{IM^K PO} = IM^K PO(N, v)\). Then \(K_{IM^K} \subseteq K_{IM^K PO}\).

### Implementation and experiments
As a proof of concept, César Rodríguez implemented both IM\(^K\) and IM\(^K\) PO in a prototype tool, that relies on the Cunf Petri net unfold [RS13] to build the (untimed) unfolding of the input net, and on PolyOp (a prototype tool I implemented to support polyhedra operations, which can be seen as a wrapper around the Parma Polyhedra Library (PPL) [BHZ08]). Our implementation first enumerates all maximal (untimed) configurations, by means of an ad-hoc concretization of the Optimal Dynamic Partial-Order Reduction (ODPOR) algorithm presented in [Rod+15]. We then applied IM\(^K\) and IM\(^K\) PO to a few case studies modeling asynchronous circuits (see [ACR17]).

**What’s beyond... ?** Recall that IM\(^K\) PO can only be applied if all abstract processes are finite. This is the case of some application domains such as acyclic asynchronous (such a case study is handled in [ACR17]). In [ACR17], we also defined two variants of IM\(^K\) PO that (may) terminate even when abstract processes are not finite.

### 5.2 Non-Zeno synthesis
Model checking TAs may consist in checking whether there exists an accepting cycle (i.e., a cycle that visits infinitely often a given set of locations) in the automaton made of the product of the TA modeling the system with the TA representing a violation of the desired property. However, the existence of such an accepting cycle does not necessarily mean that the property is violated: indeed, a known problem of TAs is that they allow Zeno behaviors. An infinite run is Zeno if it takes a finite amount of time; otherwise it is non-Zeno. Zeno runs are infeasible in reality (because processors have a finite speed, and only a finite number of actions can occur in a bounded time), and thus they must be pruned during system verification. Note that the Zeno phenomenon in TAs is close to the chattering phenomenon in the larger class of hybrid systems (see e.g., [AC15; Alj+16]).

The problem of checking whether a timed automaton accepts at least one non-Zeno run has been tackled previously (e.g., [Tri99; TYB05; BG06; GB07; HSW13; Wan+15]). However, the synthesis of valuations satisfying some property in a PTA while guaranteeing the non-Zeno assumption had not been addressed.

We addressed in [And+17b] the synthesis of parameter valuations for which there exists at least one non-Zeno cycle in a PTA. Recall that the emptiness of the valuations set for which there exists at least one infinite run is undecidable (Theorem 3.14). The following result comes therefore without much surprise.

**Lemma 5.1 ([And+17b]).** The emptiness of the valuations set for which there exists at least one non-Zeno infinite accepting run in a PTA is undecidable.
5.2.1 CUB-parametric timed automata

Nevertheless, we proposed a semi-algorithm to synthesize valuations for which there exists at least one non-Zeno accepting infinite run. Just as for TAs, the parametric zone graph of PTAs (used e.g., [Hun+02; And+09b; JLR15]) cannot be used to check whether a cycle is non-Zeno. Therefore, we introduced clock upper bound PTAs (CUB-PTAs), a subclass of PTAs satisfying some syntactic restrictions. First, we assume throughout this section that PTAs are enriched with an initial parameter constraint $\mathcal{K}_0$ (similarly to our definition of PTPNs in Definition 5.1). This initial constraint can be seen as an extension of the bounded parameter domain (Definition 2.8) using linear constraints such as $p_1 \leq p_2$.

We give below an informal definition of CUB-PTAs.

**Definition 5.3** (CUB-PTA [And+17b]). A PTA is a CUB-PTA if for each edge $(l, g, \sigma, R, l')$, for all clocks $x \in X$, for any parameter valuation in $\mathcal{K}_0$, both the upper bound of $x$ in $g$ and the upper bound of $x$ in $\mathcal{I}(l')$ are larger or equal to the upper bound of $x$ in $\mathcal{I}(l)$.

**Example 5.10.** Consider the PTA in Figure 5.7a. This PTA is a CUB-PTA iff $\mathcal{K}_0$ is such that $p_2 \geq p_1$: indeed, on the unique edge, the upper bound of $x$ on the guard is larger or equal to the source invariant.

Whereas any TA can be transformed into a CUB-TA [Wan+15], this does not hold for PTAs.

**Example 5.11.** No equivalent CUB-PTA exists for the PTA in Figure 5.7b, where $\mathcal{K}_0 = \top$. Indeed, the edge from $l_1$ to $l_2$ (resp. $l_3$) requires $p_1 \leq p_2$ (resp. $p_1 > p_2$). It is impossible to transform this PTA into a PTA where $\mathcal{K}_0$ (which is $\top$) is included in both $p_1 \leq p_2$ and $p_1 > p_2$.

However, we can use a finite union of CUB-PTAs (each of them with a different bounded parameter domain).

**Proposition 5.1** ([And+17b]). Any CUB-PTA can be transformed into a finite union of CUB-PTAs with the same constrained timed language.

We can then turn a finite union of CUB-PTAs into a PTA, by adding a fresh initial location pointing to each of the initial locations of the CUB-PTAs $\mathcal{A}_i$ with an edge with guard $\mathcal{A}_i.\mathcal{K}_0$, in 0-time with a silent transition.

**Example 5.12.** In Figure 5.7c (without the dotted, blue elements), two CUB-PTAs are depicted, one (say $\mathcal{A}_1$) on the left with locations superscripted by 1, and one (say $\mathcal{A}_2$) on the right superscripted with 2. Assume $\mathcal{A}_1.\mathcal{K}_0$ is $p_1 \leq p_2$ and $\mathcal{A}_2.\mathcal{K}_0$ is $p_1 > p_2$. Then the full Figure 5.7c (including dotted elements) is the PTA associated with the CUB-PTAs $\mathcal{A}_1$ and $\mathcal{A}_2$, and is equivalent to the PTA in Figure 5.7b.
5.2.2 Non-Zeno synthesis

Similarly to TAs, it is not possible to synthesize valuations corresponding to non-Zeno behaviors on the parametric zone graph of PTAs. However, in contrast to classical PTAs, we show that we can design a semi-algorithm synthesizing valuations for CUB-PTAs such that there exists an infinite non-Zeno cycle can be done based on (a light extension of) the parametric zone graph. The idea of the procedure is as follows [And+17b]:

1. transform the PTA into a finite union of CUB-PTAs;
2. synthesize its parametric zone graph;
3. look for strongly connected components (SCC) in the zone graph for which:
   (a) at least one location is accepting;
   (b) there is some time progress (this can be measured with an additional extra clock); and
   (c) for each clock the upper bound of which is not $\infty$, this clock is reset at least once in the component;
4. return the parameter valuations associated with all the aforementioned SCCs.

This procedure is a semi-algorithm as the parametric zone graph may be infinite.

**Implementation** The transformation of a PTA into a finite union of CUB-PTAs was implemented by Nguyễn Hoàng Gia in IMITATOR. Although the general scheme is relatively simple, the transformation is quite complex, with a lot of practical technical details. I implemented the actual synthesis algorithm, which is a simple variant of the cycle detection synthesis algorithm. We performed various experiments on a set of case studies (see [And+17b]).

What’s beyond...? In [And+17b], we also provided an alternative method: instead of transforming a PTA into a finite union of CUB-PTAs, we can also detect whether a PTA already satisfies the CUB assumption for some valuations. In this latter case, one can directly apply the SCC detection, with the limitation that the result only holds for the synthesized valuations belonging to the set for which the PTA satisfies the CUB assumption.

5.3 Combining timing parameters with action parameters

In the remaining two sections, we show that the model of parametric timed automata can be extended to capture richer models. Let us first combine timing parameters with action parameters. Action parameters
can be seen as Booleans constants allowing or disallowing once for all some actions within a set of controllable actions. In [KMP15], an algorithm is proposed to compute symbolically the set of controllable actions for which a given formula (expressed in a parametric extension of CTL) is satisfied. An efficient implementation using the tool SPATULA is proposed.

In [And+16], we combined the action parameters [KMP15] with the timing parameters [AHV93] into the unified framework of action-controllable parametric timed automata (APTA). Before our work, little had been done to combine different types of parameters, typically discrete (actions) and continuous (timing) together. A notable exception is [DAr+97] where constraints are derived to ensure the correctness of the bounded retransmission protocol (BRP); one of them involves a discrete parameter (an integer-valued maximum number of retransmissions) multiplied by a continuous timing parameter. However, the procedure proposed seems to be specific to this case study.

**Definition 5.4 (APTA [And+16]).** An action-controllable PTA is a PTA enriched with a set of controllable actions.

**Example 5.13.** Consider the example of a burglar that wants to steal a treasure in a museum, described by the APTA in Figure 5.8. Initially, the burglar is outside (location `out`). First, (s)he can decide to break a window (action `break_glass`), which triggers an alarm at the police station. Clock `x` counts the time since the alarm is raised. The time necessary for the police to reach the museum is 15 minutes. Therefore, the burglar will be safe if (s)he has escaped the building before the police arrives (invariant `x \leq 15` associated with location `safe`). Breaking the glass takes at least `p` minutes. Once the window is broken, the burglar is in and takes at least 2 minutes to walk to the treasure room (action `walk_corridor`). The other possibility to reach the treasure is to crawl in a ventilation (action `crawl_vent`) which has the advantage of not triggering the alarm until in the treasure room. This takes at least `q` minutes. To escape the treasure room, the burglar can be picked up by a friend flying an helicopter (action `fly_away`), after running to the roof of the building in at least 3 minutes. Or else, (s)he can decide to crawl back through the ventilation system.

We considered only the reachability problem in [And+16], i.e., the synthesis of action and timing parameters for which a discrete location is reachable. The following result trivially comes from the fact that the class of APTAs can be seen as an extension of PTAs.

**Lemma 5.2 ([And+16]).** The EF-emptiness problem is undecidable for APTAs.

Nevertheless, we proposed a semi-algorithm for synthesizing the set of actions and timing parameters (in the form of a set of linear constraints on controllable actions seen as Booleans, and timing parameters) for which a given location is reachable. Our procedure can be summarized as follows [And+16]:

---

Figure 5.8 – The burglar action-controlled parametric timed automaton
1. given an APTA, we enable all controllable actions, which gives a PTA $\mathcal{A}$;

2. we compute a mixed transition system, which is essentially the parametric zone graph $\mathcal{PZG}$ of $\mathcal{A}$;

3. for each target state in $\mathcal{PZG}$, we synthesize using techniques from [KMP15] the constraint on the controllable actions such that this target state is reachable in $\mathcal{PZG}$, and we return the conjunction of the timing parameter constraint and the action parameter constraint;

4. we return the union of all the aforementioned computed constraints.

**Example 5.14.** Consider again the burglar example in Figure 5.8. The constraint for which the safe location is reachable (which is the unsafe location from the point of view of the museum!) is

$$\text{break\_glass} \land \text{walk\_corridor} \land \text{fly\_away} \land p \leq 10 \lor \text{crawl\_vent} \land q \leq 15$$

The system designers can therefore disable some actions and/or tuning some timing parameters so as to make the system safe. Examples of possibilities to make the treasure safe can be:

- disabling $\text{crawl\_vent}$ (e.g., by installing some proper bars) and $\text{fly\_away}$ (e.g., by installing some net on the rooftop); or
- disabling $\text{break\_glass}$ (e.g., by installing an armored window) and tuning $q > 15$ (e.g., by increasing the length of the ventilation pipes); or
- tuning $p > 10$ (e.g., by installing a solid enough window) and $q > 15$.

**Implementation** Our implementation is made of IMITATOR linked to SPATULA with a Python script. In [And+16], we applied our toolkit to a sample example of a railway gate controller. Experiments show that our method outperforms exhaustive enumeration, even when the timing parameter domain is finite (e.g., bounded integers).

Future works include the extension to a larger subset of TCTL, at least AF—which is not trivial though.

### 5.4 Parameter synthesis in probabilistic models

Another natural way to extend parametric timed automata is to add probabilities. The setting of timing parameters with (non-parametric) probabilities was considered in some earlier works, e.g., [Cha+08; AFS13b; JK14].

Here, we consider a slightly different setting, inspired by interval Markov chains [JL91], a formalism that takes into account imprecision in the transition probabilities. This formalism extends Markov chains by allowing to specify intervals of possible probabilities on transitions instead of exact values. Methods have then been developed to decide whether there exists Markov Chains with concrete probability values that match the specified intervals [Del+12].

In [AD16], we combined both abstraction approaches into a single specification theory: Parametric Interval Probabilistic Timed Automata (PIPTAs for short). In this setting, parameters can be used in order to abstract timed constants on transition guards while intervals can be used to abstract imprecise transition probabilities. It is important to be able to decide whether the probability intervals that are specified in a model allow defining consistent probability distributions (i.e., can be matched in a real-life implementation). This is called the consistency problem.
Given an arbitrary set $S$, we call an interval distribution over $S$ a function $\Upsilon$ that assigns to each element of $S$ an interval of probabilities $[a, b] \subseteq [0, 1]$. Let $\text{Int}_{[0,1]}(S)$ denote the set of all interval distributions over $S$.

**Definition 5.5 (PIPTA [AD16]).** A Parametric Interval Probabilistic Timed Automaton (PIPTA) is a parametric timed automaton without invariant, and with edges of the form $(l, g, \sigma, \Upsilon)$, where $l \in L$, $g$ is a guard, $\sigma \in \Sigma$, and $\Upsilon \in \text{Int}_{[0,1]}(2^X \times L)$ is an interval distribution.

An interval probabilistic timed automaton (IPTA) is a PIPTA without timing parameters. A probabilistic timed automaton (PTA) is an IPTA with punctual distributions (i.e., intervals reduced to a point).

**Example 5.15.** Figure 5.9a presents an example of a PTA with two clocks $x$ and $y$. For example, $l_0$ can be exited whenever $y < 2$; then, with probability 0.4 the target location becomes $l_2$, resetting $x$; or with probability 0.6 the target location is $l_1$, resetting $y$. The transition from $l_2$ can be explained similarly.

Once a parameter valuation is fixed, the resulting IPTA represents a potentially infinite set of PTAs. In order to relate a given IPTA with the PTAs it represents, we use the notion of implementation defined hereafter. This notion is similar to the one defined in the context of (parametric) Interval Markov Chains [DLP16]. Remark that a PTA implementing an IPTA needs to conserve the exact same clocks, guards and resets. This definition is rather technical, and is central is the correctness of our framework.
**Definition 5.6 (Implementation of an IPTA).** Let $\mathcal{P} = (\Sigma, L, l_0, X, \text{prob})$ be a PTA and $\mathcal{IP} = (\Sigma, L', l'_0, X, \bar{\text{prob}})$ be an IPTA.

We say that $\mathcal{P}$ is an implementation of $\mathcal{IP}$, written $\mathcal{P} \models \mathcal{IP}$, iff there exists a relation $R_\mathcal{P} \subseteq L' \times L$, called an implementation relation $(l'_0, l_0) \in R_\mathcal{P}$ and, whenever $(l', l) \in R_\mathcal{P}$, we have

- $\forall (l', g', \sigma, \upsilon) \in \text{prob}, \exists (l, g, \sigma, \Upsilon) \in \mathcal{IP} \upmodels \upsilon \Rightarrow (l'_0, l_0) \in R_\mathcal{P}$,

- $\forall (l, g, \sigma, \Upsilon) \in \mathcal{IP}, \exists (l', g, \sigma, \upsilon) \in \text{prob} \upmodels \upsilon \Rightarrow (l'_0, l_0) \in R_\mathcal{P}$,

where $\upsilon \upmodels \Upsilon$ iff $\exists \delta \in \text{Dist}(L' \times L)$

- $\forall (R', l') \in 2^X \times L', \upsilon(R', l') > 0 \Rightarrow \sum_{l \in L} \delta(l', l) = 1$,

- $\forall (R, l) \in 2^X \times L, \sum_{\upsilon \in L'} \upsilon(R, l') \cdot \delta(l', l) \in \Upsilon(R, l)$,

- $\delta(l', l) > 0 \Rightarrow (l', l) \in R_\mathcal{P}$.

**Example 5.16.** Consider the IPTA $\mathcal{P}_{IP}$ given in Figure 5.9b. When a distribution is made of a single target location with probability 1, we simply omit the distribution (e.g., between $l_3$ to $l_4$).

First, observe that $\mathcal{P}_{IP}$ cannot be consistent if the edge labeled with $b$ can be taken: indeed, no implementation of the intervals $[0, 0.3]$ and $[0, 0.2]$ is such their sum is equal to 1.

Now, let $v_1$ be the parameter valuation such that $v_1(p) = 1$. In the IPTA $v_1(\mathcal{P}_{IP})$, the transition outgoing from $l_1$ can never be taken, as its guard becomes $2 \leq x \leq 1$, which is unsatisfiable. Then, it is clear that the PTA $\mathcal{P}$ given in Figure 5.9a is an implementation of $v_1(\mathcal{P}_{IP})$. As a consequence, $v_1(\mathcal{P}_{IP})$ is a consistent IPTA.

### 5.4.1 Consistency in interval probabilistic timed automata

First, in the context of interval probabilistic timed automata with no timing parameters (IPTAs), we propose an algorithm that solves the consistency problem, i.e., the existence of at least an implementation.

**Theorem 5.5 ([AD16]).** The consistency problem is decidable for IPTAs.

**Proof idea.** The proof requires several results. First, we define the symbolic semantics of an IPTA as an interval Markov chain. Then, we define a consistency definition for interval Markov chains that matches our consistency definition for IPTAs. We then show that there exists an implementation of an interval Markov chain iff there exists one with the same structure. We then prove that an IPTA is consistent iff its probabilistic zone graph is consistent. The proof of this latter result requires to reconstruct an IPTA from a zone graph. Finally, we introduce an algorithm for checking the consistency of interval Markov chains, in the lines of [Del15].

### 5.4.2 Consistency synthesis in parametric interval probabilistic timed automata

In the parametric setting, the following problem asking for the existence of a parameter valuation for which the resulting IPTA is consistent is undecidable.
Theorem 5.6 ([AD16]). The consistency-emptiness problem is undecidable for PI\textsuperscript{TAs}.

\textit{Proof idea.} Almost immediate from the undecidability of the EF-problem for PTAs (we reused the 2-counter machine encoding of [Ben+15]).

Now, we retrieve the decidability if we add the restriction that the parameters set must be partitioned into lower-bound parameters and upper-bound parameters.

Theorem 5.7 ([AD16]). The consistency-emptiness problem is decidable for L/U-PI\textsuperscript{TAs}.

\textit{Proof idea.} The proof relies on the monotonicity property of L/U-PI\textsuperscript{TAs}, requires to rebuild an L/U-PTA from the zone graph of the PI\textsuperscript{T}TA, and finally reuses the decidability of the EF-universality problem for L/U-PTAs [AL17a].

Finally, we proposed a semi-algorithm that synthesizes parameters for which a PI\textsuperscript{T}TA becomes consistent (see [AD16] for details).

Example 5.17. Consider again the PI\textsuperscript{T}TA in Figure 5.9b. The set of valuations for which the resulting PI\textsuperscript{T}TA is consistent is $p < 2$.

5.5 Perspectives

Robustness Let us put our definition of precise robustness into perspective with other works on robustness, where decidability is obtained, such as [San11; Bri+13; SBM14] for timed automata or [Aks+16] for time Petri nets.

On the one hand, our definition is more precise, as it allows to measure the variability in several dimensions w.r.t. the untimed language, or the untimed language up to partial orders. In contrast, in these previous works, the timing constants can all vary in only one direction (enlarging or shrinking) and with the same variability (or a “vector of variations”), while our definition that replaces timing constants with parameters allows to consider both shrinking and enlarging, and allows to have some parameters not varying, which is usually not allowed in the literature (in this case, the system is simply considered non-robust).

On the other hand, our algorithms are not guaranteed to terminate in contrast to [San11; Bri+13; SBM14] (the case of [Aks+16] is different as the restriction to ensure decidability seems very strong).

Future works should take advantage of the decidability results for the classes of L/U-PTAs and U-PTAs: these classes can be seen as formalisms modeling multidimensional guard enlargement and shrinking. While some problems are undecidable for L/U-PTAs (e.g., robust preservation of the untimed language [AM15]), some syntactic restrictions (e.g., U-PTAs) could be added to ensure decidability of problems related to a more precise definition of robustness than the usual unidimensional one.

Decision problem Concerning parametric timed Petri nets, the language-preservation-emptiness was not proved undecidable (contrarily to what we achieved for PTAs). While we suspect this would be the case too, the demonstration does not seem to be easy, and the proof remains to be done. The same problem up to partial orders would be an interesting theoretical challenge.
**Multiview parameter synthesis**  Formalisms mixing timing parameters and probabilities are very expressive, and problems are highly challenging. Adding probabilistic parameters (with or without timing parameters) to our parametric interval probabilistic timed automata would open interesting perspectives.
Chapter 6

Application to parametric schedulability

Beyond the theoretical aspects of Chapter 3 and the algorithmic aspects of Chapters 4 and 5, parametric timed model checking can be used for solving practical problems. In this chapter, we focus notably on schedulability analysis for real-time systems under uncertainty, i.e., where some timing constants may be known with a limited precision or completely unknown.

We propose techniques to perform parametric schedulability analysis with parametric timed automata and compare them to analytical methods (Section 6.1). We then introduce the formalism of parametric task automata (Section 6.2). Finally, we describe our solution to the industrial FMTV challenge by Thales (Section 6.3).

6.1 Parametric schedulability analysis

The schedulability problem Real-time systems are systems for which computing a correct result is important, but also for which computing this result in a timely manner is just as important as the correctness. Critical real-time systems are real-time systems for which failing to compute a result in a timely manner may result in dramatic consequences, such as high financial costs, or loss of human lives.

A real-time system comprises of a set of tasks, to be executed on one processor ("uniprocessor") or several processors ("multiprocessor"). Tasks generally feature a period (i.e., the time every which occurrence an instance of the task is activated), a relative deadline (i.e., the time after the activation by which the instance must complete) and an execution time (possibly in the form of a best-case and a worst-case execution time).

A scheduler decides which task to execute at a given time. Common schedulers include fixed-priority scheduling (each task is statically assigned a priority, and whenever a task is terminated, the highest priority task in the queue will be selected) or earliest-deadline first (the task with the most urgent deadline is selected first). Schedulers can possibly be preemptive, i.e., temporarily interrupt a lower-priority task in order to execute a higher-priority task (and then resume the execution of the lower-priority task later).

In order to guarantee the timely answer in a critical real-time system, a schedulability analysis is absolutely necessary. The schedulability analysis consists in verifying statically (before the execution of the system) whether the system is schedulable; or, in other words, for any execution, all task instances will always be completed before their relative deadline, according to the scheduler.

Since the seminal work by Liu and Layland [LL73] on scheduling real-time systems, many works addressed the schedulability in various settings, notably on uniprocessor environments: for deadline-monotonic scheduling policies without [LW82] or with [Aud91] offsets, for earliest-deadline first with various assumptions on the deadlines, periods and offsets [LL73; BRH90; Spu96] and with shared re-
sources [CL90; Bak91], or in the presence of precedence constraints (e.g., some task instance must be completed before an instance of another task is executed) [CSB90; For+10; For+11].

6.1.1 Schedulability analysis using parametric stopwatch automata

In [AM01; AM02], timed automata and stopwatch automata are used to perform schedulability analysis. Stopwatch automata extend timed automata with the power of stopping the elapsing of some clocks in some locations. This feature makes the model very expressive, and the mere reachability problem for TAs becomes undecidable [CL00].

In [CPR08], PTAs are used to perform parametric schedulability analysis: whereas the general case is unsurprisingly undecidable, the authors exhibit a subclass for which the schedulability-synthesis (i.e., synthesizing all valuations for which the system is schedulable) can be performed exactly.

In [Fri+12], the goal was to perform parametric schedulability analysis, i.e., synthesizing the timing constants seen as parameters (that can be deadlines, periods...) so that the system becomes schedulable for a given scheduling policy. They proposed an ad-hoc method consisting in running the behavioral cartography BC [AF10] on parametric stopwatch automata. Their approach was then applied to a prospective architecture for the flight control system of the next generation of spacecrafts designed at ASTRIUM Space Transportation.

While Giuseppe Lipari was an MSC fellow in LSV, ENS Cachan, we started to work together on schedulability analysis, together with Laurent Fribourg, Romain Soulat and Sun Youcheng. In [Sun+13b], we proposed a more systematic method for analyzing the schedulability of preemptive fixed priority real-time distributed systems. More precisely, we considered applications modeled by a set of pipelines (also called transactions in [PG98]), where each pipeline is a sequence of periodic tasks to be executed in order, and all tasks in a pipeline must complete before an end-to-end deadline. All processors in the distributed system are connected by one or more CAN bus [Dav+07], a network standard used in automotive applications. A pipeline is assigned two fixed elements: \( T_j \) is the pipeline period and \( D_{e2e}^j \) is the end-to-end deadline. This means that all tasks of the pipeline are activated together every \( T_j \) units of time; and all tasks should be completed within a time interval of \( D_{e2e}^j \). Each task \( t_i \) is characterized by the following elements:

- a period \( T_i \);
- a deadline \( D_i \);
- a worst-case computation time \( W_i \);
- a processor on which to execute; and
- a priority.

The deadlines, periods and worst-case computation times are all considered to be (potentially) unknown, i.e., parameters.

**Example 6.1.** Consider the example in Figure 6.1a of two pipelines \( \mathcal{P}^1, \mathcal{P}^2 \) with \( \mathcal{P}^1 = \{ t_1, t_2 \}, \mathcal{P}^2 = \{ t_3, t_4 \} \), with \( t_1 \) and \( t_4 \) to be executed on processor 1, while \( t_2 \) and \( t_3 \) are to be executed on processor 2. We assume that \( t_1 \) has higher priority than \( t_4 \), and that \( t_3 \) has higher priority than \( t_2 \).

We are concerned with the following goal of schedulability synthesis: for what values of the timing constants (periods, deadlines...) seen as parameters is the system schedulable?

To achieve this goal, we define a natural extension of PTAs:
Figure 6.1 – Two pipelines, and the modeling of one of them as a parametric stopwatch automaton

**Definition 6.1** (Parametric stopwatch automata [Fri+12; Sun+13b]). A parametric stopwatch automaton (PSwA) is a PTA where the elapsing of some clocks can be stopped in some locations.

Our approach for schedulability synthesis can be summarized as follows [Sun+13b]:

1. we transform each pipeline into a PSwA;
2. we transform the scheduler of each processor into a PSwA;
3. we build a PSwA resulting from the parallel composition of all aforementioned PSwAs, synchronizing on actions corresponding to tasks releases and completions;
4. we reduce schedulability synthesis to (the negation of the) EF-synthesis of a failure location (corresponding to a deadline miss) of that PSwA.

(In fact, in [Sun+13b], for mainly practical reasons—EFsynth was not implemented in IMITATOR at the time of that work—, we used instead repeated calls to the inverse method IM.)

**Example 6.2.** Consider again the pipelines example in Example 6.1. Figure 6.1b shows the PSwA model of pipeline $P^1$. Urgent locations (labeled with the keyword “urgent”) are locations in which time cannot elapse: they can be encoded using an additional clock set to be 0 when entering the location, and constrained to be equal to 0 in the location invariant (some tools encode urgent locations natively—this is the case of IMITATOR).

Figure 6.2 shows the PSwA model of the preemptive processor 2 (on which tasks $t_1$ and $t_4$ shall execute). Recall that task $t_1$ has higher priority over task $t_4$. The keyword “stopped” in a location denotes the set of clocks to be stopped in that location. The processor starts by being idle, waiting for a task release. As soon as a request has been received (e.g., action “$t_4$ release”), it moves to one of the states where the corresponding task is running (“$t_4$ running”). If it receives another release request (“$t_1$ release”), it moves to the location corresponding to the higher priority task running (“$t_1$ release, $t_4$ released”). The fact that $t_1$ does not execute anymore is modeled by the blocking of the clock $x_{t_4}$ corresponding to task $t_4$. This is where preemption is needed. Moreover, while a task executes, the scheduler automaton checks if the corresponding pipeline misses its deadline (e.g., guard $x_{p^1} > D_{2e}^1$, where $D_{2e}^1$ is the pipeline deadline). In the case of a deadline miss, the processor moves to a special failure location (“deadline missed”).

### 6.1.2 Experiments and comparison

We implemented our approach in IMITATOR and compared it with two other tools:
• **MAST** [Gon+01] is implemented and maintained by the CTR group at the Universidad de Cantabria and performs schedulability analysis for distributed real-time systems; and

• **RTSCAN** is a prototype tool implementing an analytical method proposed in [Sun+13b] by Sun Youcheng and Giuseppe Lipari that extends the test proposed in [SLS98].

Note that the results output by **MAST** and **RTSCAN** are integer-valued, whereas **IMITATOR** synthesizes dense constraints over rational-valued parameters; therefore only **IMITATOR** can give a measure of the system robustness.

We ran two test cases:

1. The first test case [PG98] consists of three simple periodic tasks and one pipeline, running on two processors, connected by a CAN bus. The pipeline models a remote procedure call from processor 1 to processor 3. All tasks have deadlines equal to periods, and also the pipeline has end-to-end deadline equal to its period.

2. The second test case [Wan+06] consists of two pipelines on three processors and one network, where pipeline $P_1$ is periodic with period 200 ms and end-to-end deadline equal to the period.

Full details about the test cases can be found in [Sun+13b].

In order to simplify the visualization of the results, for each test case we present the schedulability region generated for two parameters only. However, all three methods are general and can be applied to any number of parameters.

**Results** We give the results of our experiments in Figure 6.3. Without surprise, as it synthesizes an exact result when it terminates (which is the case here), the schedulability region computed by **IMITATOR** dominates the other two tools.
6.2 Parametric task automata: A unified formalism for uniprocessor schedulability

In [And17], I introduced parametric task automata (PTaskA), as a parametric extension of task automata introduced in [NWY99; Fer+07]. Parametric task automata allow a compact representation of a real-time system, and can be seen as a unified formalism to model uniprocessor schedulability problems with several types of tasks (periodic, sporadic, or more complex). Most types of schedulers, including EDF (earliest-deadline first), FPS (fixed-priority) and SJF (shortest job first), with or without preemption, can be used. Most importantly, uncertain or unknown timing constants can be used thanks to timing parameters.

A PTaskA is essentially a PTA enriched with tasks, an instance of which is activated every time the PTA enters a location. Let \( T = \{ t_1, t_2, \cdots \} \) be a set of tasks. Each task is characterized by three timings, i.e., constants in \( P \cup Q^+ \):

1. \( B \): its best-case execution time,
2. \( W \): its worst-case execution time, and
3. \( D \): its relative deadline (i.e., the latest time after the release of the task by which it must be completed).

Given a task \( t \) and a parameter valuation \( v \), we denote by \( v(t) \) the task where the parameters in the timings (i.e., \( B, W \) and \( D \)) are replaced with their value in \( v \).

Each task can have several instances, i.e., copies of the same task. An instance of task \( t \) is written \( (t, b, w, d) \) where \( b \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) (resp. \( w \in \mathbb{R}^+ \)) is the best-case (resp. worst-case) remaining computation time, and \( d \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) the remaining time before the deadline.

**Definition 6.2** (PTaskA [And17]). A parametric task automaton is a PTA extended with

1. \( T \): a set of tasks, and
2. \( T : L \rightarrow T \): a partial task function, assigning to some locations a task.
Example 6.3. Figure 6.4a (coming from [And17] and inspired by [Fer+07, Fig.1]) describes a PTaskA with 2 clocks, and 2 tasks: \( t_1 \), an instance of which is activated every time the PTaskA enters \( l_1 \), and \( t_2 \) (in \( l_2 \)). For \( t_1 \), we have \( B = 1 \), \( W = 2 \) and \( D = 10 \); for \( t_2 \), \( B = 2 \), \( W = p' \) and \( D = 8 \). Note that our formalism allows one to define parameters both in the automaton (\( p \)) and the task timings (\( p' \)).

Basically, this PTaskA can create in \( l_1 \) between 1 and 5 instances of \( t_1 \) (but no more frequently than every 10 time units); then, it moves to \( l_2 \) where it can remain as long as wished, creating instances of \( t_2 \) (again no more frequently than every 10 time units). Eventually, the PTaskA can move back to the initial location no sooner than \( p \) time units since the entering of \( l_1 \).

Intuitively, this PTaskA will be schedulable only if \( p' \) (W of \( t_2 \)) is not too large, and only when \( p \) is not too small (otherwise one may loop too fast through the automaton for all tasks to terminate before their deadline).

Thanks to the expressive power of PTAs, this formalism is richer than the traditional periodic tasks (characterized by their period) or sporadic tasks (characterized only by their minimal inter-arrival time).

We address here the following problem.

Schedulability-emptiness problem:

**INPUT:** A PTaskA \( \mathcal{A} \) and a scheduling strategy \( \text{Sch} \)

**PROBLEM:** is the set of valuations \( v \) for which \( v(\mathcal{A}) \) is schedulable for strategy \( \text{Sch} \) empty?

### 6.2.1 Decidability and undecidability

The following result comes immediately on the one hand from the undecidability of the EF-emptiness problem for PTAs [AHV93] and on the other hand from the undecidability of the schedulability problem for task automata [Fer+07].

**Theorem 6.1 ([And17]).** The schedulability-emptiness problem is undecidable for PTaskA with at least three parametric clocks and a single timing parameter, whatever the scheduling strategy.

The schedulability-emptiness problem is undecidable for general PTaskA.

In the non-parametric setting, the number of instances of a task \( t \) (with timings \( B, W, D \)) is intuitively bounded by \( \lceil D/W \rceil \); indeed, when the number of instances exceeds this bound, the queue will be overflown in the sense that it will be impossible to finish that many instances before the deadline \( D \). Therefore, as
soon as the queue exceeds this value, the system is non-schedulable and therefore, it is sufficient to consider a bounded queue for schedulability analysis. However, this reasoning does not hold for general PTaskA, as $W$ can be arbitrarily small, and $D$ arbitrarily large. This motivates the following definition.

**Definition 6.3.** A PTaskA has *schedulable-bounded parameters* if, for each task $t$, its worst-case execution time $W$ is bounded in $[a, \infty)$ or $[a, b]$ with $a > 0$, and its deadline $D$ is bounded in $[a, b]$, with $a, b \geq 0$.

That is, the $W$ cannot be 0, and the deadline cannot be infinite. Therefore, the maximum number of instances to be considered for a task is bounded by $\lceil \max(D) / \min(W) \rceil$, where $\max$ (resp. $\min$) denotes the upper (resp. lower) bound of a parameter.

**Example 6.4.** The PTaskA in Figure 6.4a trivially meets the schedulable-boundedness assumption, as necessarily $B = 2 > 0$. In addition, the maximum number of instances necessary to check schedulability is 10/2 = 5 for $t_1$ and 8/2 = 4 for $t_2$.

We then slightly restrain the use of parameters in PTaskA in the following definition, following the similar restriction in L/U-PTAs.

**Definition 6.4.** A PTaskA is an *L/U-PTaskA* if its parameters set is partitioned into lower-bound parameters and upper-bound parameters.

We then obtain the following decidability result.

**Theorem 6.2 ([And17]).** The schedulability-emptiness problem is decidable for L/U-PTaskAs with schedulable-bounded parameters, for non-preemptive FPS and SJF, and non-preemptive EDF without parametric deadlines.

**Proof idea.** The proof works in two steps. First, we prove that the non-preemptive scheduler can be encoded into an L/U-PTA. Second, following an encoding in [Fer+07], we transform the actual task automaton into another L/U-PTA—which is possible from the assumptions of the schedulable-bounded parameters and the non-preemptive scheduling. Then we reduce the schedulability-emptiness to the EF-emptiness problem, which is decidable for L/U-PTAs.

### 6.2.2 Synthesis

We can adopt a more pragmical view. Since we only constrain a scheduler to be encoded using a stopwatch automaton, we therefore directly translate any scheduler (preemptive or not) into a (parametric) stopwatch automaton. Even in the decidable cases (where we showed that stopwatches are not needed), we potentially use stopwatches.

**General idea.** We will consider the synchronous product of two PSwAs in parallel: the actual PTaskA $A$, and the translation of the scheduler $\text{Sch}$ into a second PSwA $A_{\text{enc}}(\text{Sch})$. As noted earlier, a PTaskA is just a PTA, where some locations activate task instances. Therefore, the PTaskA can be transformed into an almost-identical PSwa (without stopwatches), by labeling each edge going into a location where task $t$ is
activated by a fresh action activating \( t \). Then, the scheduler will synchronize on these activation actions, and manage the tasks queue according to its strategy.

The locations of \( \mathcal{A}_{\text{enc}}(\text{Sch}) \) are all possible configurations of the discrete part of the tasks queue, of which there is a finite number thanks to the schedulable-boundedness assumption. At any time, if the size of the queue overflows the maximal queue size implied by the schedulable-boundedness assumption, \( \mathcal{A}_{\text{enc}}(\text{Sch}) \) will go to a special error location, which denotes that the system is non-schedulable.

Using the above construction \( \mathcal{A}_{\text{enc}} \), we have:

**Proposition 6.1** ([And17]). Given a PTask \( A \) and a scheduling strategy \( \text{Sch} \), the system is schedulable exactly for the parameter valuations for which the error location is unreachable in \( A \parallel \mathcal{A}_{\text{enc}}(\text{Sch}) \).

**Implementation**

As writing such a scheduler quickly becomes tedious and error-prone, we implemented an external program (650 lines of Python) that takes as input on the one hand a scheduling strategy \( \text{Sch} \) and on the other hand the list of tasks of the PTask \( A \) (with their timings, their priority (for FPS), their maximum number of instances...), and automatically generates the corresponding PSwA \( \mathcal{A}_{\text{enc}}(\text{Sch}) \) in the IMITATOR input format. Then, it suffices to pass to IMITATOR the model made of \( A \) and \( \mathcal{A}_{\text{enc}}(\text{Sch}) \).

We demonstrated the expressive power of our formalism on several examples, allowing also for robust schedulability (see [And17]).

**Example 6.5.** Let us go back to Figure 6.4a, and assume a preemptive FPS scheduler. First, we set \( p = 100 \), and we obtain that the system is schedulable for \( p' \in [2, 3] \). Second, we set \( p' = 3 \), and we obtain that the system is schedulable for \( p \geq 42 \). This confirms both intuitions that \( p' \) should be not too large, and \( p \) large enough for the system to be schedulable. Finally, we run an analysis with both parameter dimensions, which gives:

\[
p' \in [2, 3] \land p \geq 42 \quad \lor \quad p' = 2 \land p \in [8, 42) \quad \lor \quad p' > 2 \land p < 42 \land p \geq 36 + 2 \times p'
\]

A graphical representation output by IMITATOR is given in Figure 6.4b (where \( p_{100} \) stands for \( p \) and \( Q_{WCET} \).

### 6.3 The Thales FMTV challenge

In 2014, Thales R&D published an open industrial challenge in the framework of the Formal Methods for Timing Verification workshop (FMTV 2015).\(^1\)

**6.3.1 Challenge description**

The description of the challenge was done in the form of a picture (given in Figure 6.5), together with some additional explanations in English (omitted here). There are four tasks T1, T2, T3 and T4, distributed in different processing units and performing respective functionalities. The task T1 periodically receives frames from the camera and pre-processes them. Task T2 embeds further tracking information into the video frame pre-processes by Task T1. Task T2 then inserts the video frame into a register, denoted as Register23. Then Task T3 reads the frame from the register, removes the noise and tries to put the resulting

\(^1\)The full (informal) specification can be found at [http://waters2015.inria.fr/challenge](http://waters2015.inria.fr/challenge).
video frame into a buffer, denoted as Buffer34. In the end, Task T4 reads frames from the buffer, converts them from digital to analogue and sends the final frame to the display.

Tasks T1, T3 and T4 are periodic, but their triggering clocks are subject to drift. That is, their periods $P_1$, $P_3$ and $P_4$ are unknown constants. More specifically, $P_1 \in [40 - 40 \times 0.01\%, 40 + 40 \times 0.01\%]$ ms, $P_3 \in [\frac{40}{3} - \frac{40}{3} \times 0.05\%, \frac{40}{3} + \frac{40}{3} \times 0.05\%]$, and $P_4 \in [40 - 40 \times 0.01\%, 40 + 40 \times 0.01\%]$ ms. Task T2 is triggered by the completion of T1.

Each task has its Best-Case and Worst-Case Execution Time (BCET and WCET) or Latency (BCL and WCL): $BCET_1 = WCET_1 = 28$ ms, $BCL_2 = 17$ ms, $WCL_2 = 19$ ms, $BCET_3 = WCET_3 = 8$ ms. As for task T4, when it reads Buffer34 and there is no frame within the buffer, it performs an empty cycle with execution 1ms; otherwise, it executes 10 ms and sends the result to display.

**Challenge:**
Compute the minimum and maximum latencies for a given frame from the camera output to the display input, for a buffer size $n = 1$ and $n = 3$.

6.3.2 Solution using IMITATOR

Although the challenge is not explicitly a parametric model checking problem, it does feature parameters: the uncertainty in the periods are not jitters, but constant uncertain periods. The informal specification is clear about that point: the period is not fully known, but may not vary during one execution. This is exactly the definition of a timing parameter—that is, an unknown constant.

We proposed a solution in [ALS15] using parametric timed automata and IMITATOR.

Our key element in the solution is to consider a single arbitrary frame processing. Thanks to the symbolic representation offered by IMITATOR, we can start from an arbitrary state, and perform a finite number of actions simulating this arbitrary frame. Measuring the time from its input to the output, we will therefore obtain a (parametric) best and worst case time. We use parameters (i.e., unknown constants) to model the uncertain periods; we also use an additional parameter $E2E \geq 0$ which represents the end-to-end latency of the target frame.
In our modeling, the period of Task T3 is a parameter $P3_{\text{uncertain}}$, initialized as follows:

$$P3_{\text{uncertain}} \in [40 - P3_{\text{delta}}, 40 + P3_{\text{delta}}]$$

where $P3_{\text{delta}} = 0.05\% \times 40 = \frac{1}{150}$. Recall that parameters in PTA are unknown constants, i.e., the value of which cannot evolve during the execution; this is exactly what we need to model $P3_{\text{uncertain}}$.

Similarly, the period of Task T4 is a parameter $P4_{\text{uncertain}}$, initialized as follows:

$$P4_{\text{uncertain}} \in [40 - P4_{\text{delta}}, 40 + P4_{\text{delta}}]$$

where $P4_{\text{delta}} = 0.01\% \times 40 = 0.004$.

At first, we solve the case with $n = 1$ for Buffer34. We extensively used the features offered by IMITATOR, and notably the discrete variables, which are rational-valued global variables that can be read in guards and invariants, and modified along transitions (they are mostly syntactic sugar for extra locations, but greatly ease the modeling).

**Modeling Camera, Task T1, Task T2** First, let us explain the camera, and tasks T1 and T2. In order to reduce the state space, we model the camera, Task T1 and Task T2 into a single PTA. We also use this PTA to non-deterministically initialize the buffer and the frame currently processed by Task T4.

We choose an arbitrary frame with index target for end-to-end latency estimation and we start from the exact point such that the target frame is handled from Task T1 to task T2. A clock $ckT1T2$ is initialized to be $WCET_1$ and measures the end-to-end latency of target frame.

We do not model the period of the camera (or task 1), since we are only interested in a single frame. The buffer is modeled using discrete variables.

**Task T3** Task T3 is modeled by a periodic PTA. At the initial point, the PTA T3 is non-deterministically waiting for a new activation or executing. When T3 finishes execution, it writes into Buffer34 if the buffer is empty and its current frame has not been put into the buffer. Otherwise, task 3’s writing fails, as stated in the challenge specification.

**Task T4** Task T4 is modeled by a periodic PTA, and is essentially similar to task T3.

**Deriving the latency for $n = 1$** Now, let us derive the latency for $n = 1$. As we have seen, in order to avoid exploring the exact configurations in the system, we target a single frame that is output from task 1 at $t = WCET_1$. The main idea is that, at $t = WCET_1$, the initial state must be arbitrary, i.e., encode all possible configurations that could happen in the system. However, such a model may be pessimistic for containing behaviors that cannot really happen in the system. Again, we aim to derive upper and lower bounds on end-to-end latency of an arbitrary frame.

After developing the model, we use IMITATOR to perform EF-synthesis of location T4end_ok. Then, IMITATOR hides (using existential quantification) all parameters except $E2E$, and then returns the following:

$$E2E \in [63, 145.008].$$

Quite interestingly, not hiding the other parameters gives a parametric interval, i.e., it is possible to know for which values of the parameters ($P3_{\text{uncertain}}$ and $P4_{\text{uncertain}}$) the best and worst cases occur.
Deriving the latency for $n = 3$  For the case of $n = 3$ for Buffer34, we can keep the same IMITATOR model, with the exception of the buffer modeling. We encode the buffer using extra variables. Details are given in [ALS15].

We obtain the following result:

$$E2E \in [63, 225.016].$$

Interestingly, our solution using IMITATOR was, to the best of our knowledge, the only one to compute these exact values—with one exception: a solution computed using simulation obtained 226 for $n = 3$ (rounded to the upper integer), which is correct, but could only be considered as a lower bound as it was computed by simulation (other runs could have been missed). Still, thanks to our result, we can confirm their solution is correct. This justifies my interest in studying the combination of simulation with parametric timed model checking.

6.4 Perspectives

Decidability  There is still some gap between our decidability result (Theorem 6.2) and our undecidability results (Theorem 6.1) for PTaskAs. A promising way to improve the knowledge of decidability would be to show that L/U-parametric timed automata with bounded subtractions are decidable, which would allow in turn to extend our decidable subclass of PTaskA. Conversely, a likely candidate for undecidability is non-preemptive strategies without the schedulable-boundedness assumption.

In [Bér+13] parametric interrupt timed automata are proposed: this class inspired by PTAs is such that, at any time, at most one clock is active. This class allows a kind of preemption, and the reachability-emptiness problem is decidable. While it does not seem to be able to model general real-time systems, extending this class to model real-time systems while preserving decidability would be an interesting perspective.

Scalability  While formal methods with timing parameters might not scale to verify the schedulability of very large systems with all details, we believe they can provide designers with first schedulability results on subparts of the system, or to derive timing bounds on abstractions of it.

Still, trying to achieve a better scalability is an important future work. Beyond promising methods not specifically dedicated to real-time systems (such as compositional parametric verification [Aşt+16; AL17b], or the algorithms and heuristics of Chapters 4 and 5), dedicated methods for achieving real scalability so as to compete with the scalability offered by analytical methods remains to be done. A first step towards this goal is the timed interfaces for real-time components we defined in [Lip+14]; further works (notably with Giuseppe Lipari and Sun Youcheng) could be based on this first step to improve scalability.

IMITATOR and real-time systems  So far, IMITATOR takes as input networks of parametric timed automata extended with some convenient features such as variables, stopwatches or synchronization. Nevertheless, IMITATOR does not interface yet with common input formats for real-time systems. An ongoing work is the translation from a standard developed by Thales to the input format of IMITATOR so as to allow a smooth interface. Future works also include providing a better feedback (e.g., using graphics) to real-time systems experts.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis summarizes a selection of my contributions in parametric timed model checking. I studied the decidability and the expressiveness of the very expressive class of parametric timed automata, and several of its subclasses, and exhibited decidability results (Chapter 3). I then addressed the more practical problem to devise efficient algorithms for parameter synthesis (Chapter 4). I then devised algorithms dedicated to solving parametric problems for parametric timed automata (or parametric time Petri nets) extended with stopwatches, with action parameters or with probabilities (Chapter 5). Finally, I showed that parametric timed automata (and close formalisms) can be used to solve parametric schedulability analysis problems for real-time systems, with applications to actual industrial case studies (Chapter 6).

At the end of each chapter, I gave some research perspectives; I summarize the most important below.

Theory

Open subclasses L-PTAs and U-PTAs [BL09] are very open classes, in the sense that the only known decidability results come from the larger class of PTAs, and no undecidability result was known—with the exception of our recent result concerning TCTL-emptiness [ALR18]. To summarize, the EG-emptiness, AG-emptiness and AF-emptiness problems, as well as the language- and trace-preservation problems, are all undecidable for (general) L/U-PTAs, but remain open for L-PTAs and U-PTAs. Similarly, the EF-synthesis problem (shown intractable for L/U-PTAs in [JLR15] despite the decidability of the EF-emptiness problem) remains open for L- and U-PTAs, and would significantly increase the interest of these subclasses if it was shown to be computable.

Beyond timed automata Hybrid automata represent a generalization of timed automata, and become very powerful, with mostly undecidability results for the general class, while decidable subclasses were proposed (e.g., [Hen+98; Bri+13]), and several tools have been developed, notably SpaceEx [Fre+11]. Hybrid systems represent a challenging opportunity with many applications, notably in biology (e.g., [Sch+12; DD13; Roc+16; Lan+17], or more generally the entire “Hybrid Systems Biology” series). Adding timing parameters (that have natural applications, notably in biology) is a natural extension of hybrid systems. On the theoretical side, the work can be twofold: on the one hand, extending existing decidable subclasses of parametric timed automata with more general variables than clocks; a promising option is our class of reset-PTA that could be extended with initialization conditions [Hen+98]. And, on the other hand, extending existing decidable subclasses of hybrid systems with parameters; possible candidates are O-minimal hybrid systems [Bri+04], and hybrid automata with monotonic variables [Bri+13]. The ongoing PhD of Mathias Ramparison (co-supervised by Didier Lime) should address this direction of research.
From a more pragmatic point of view, some of the results of this manuscript could be extended to hybrid systems or combined with existing results for hybrid systems, such as combining concrete and symbolic executions, or studying various definitions of robustness in the hybrid setting (e.g., [FK13; AC15; AH15]).

Finally, the class of (parametric) polynomial interrupt automata [Bér15] combines parameters with a generalization of the notion of clock (with some restriction though), and may be extended further.

**Beyond timing parameters** I mainly considered a unique type of parameters, i.e., *timing* parameters. On the one hand, *discrete* parameters in the sense of an unbounded number of (identical) processes, which represent a long line of work (e.g., [AJ03; ADM04; Abd+16] for timed extensions) could be extended with timing parameters. While the general class would be with no doubt undecidable, combining decidable subclasses of parametric timed automata (e.g., 1-clock, or L/U-PTA) with decidable subclasses of networks of processes (depending on the number of clocks, or on communication topologies) is a promising future work. This should be considered in the remainder of the ANR PACS project. Also note that other formalisms, not necessarily automata-based, such as regular model-checking [Bou+00], could also be extended to timing parameters.

On the other hand, the combination of (parametric) timed systems with probabilistic parameters (which were considered in e.g., [LMT04; LMT07; Ces+16; Su+16; Qua+16; DLP16]) would lead to powerful systems with challenging problems.

**Controller synthesis** Parameter synthesis consists in tuning a part of the model so that it satisfies its specification. A natural future work is controller synthesis, which consists in synthesizing the model itself. Combining controller synthesis and parameter synthesis is challenging, with potential industrial applications. A first approach relied in [JLR13] on the integer-parameter synthesis from [JLR15] and was able to compute the set of winning states for a parametric game automaton together with the (bounded) integer parameter valuations. Extending this work with rational-valued parameters (e.g., starting from [ALR15]) would be a first natural extension.

**Applications**

I have always been interested in the practical applications of theoretical research, and will continue to do so. The success of IMITATOR in the FMTV challenge (Section 6.3) led to a collaboration with Thales R&D. This collaboration will be a natural source of case studies, calling for new techniques, new heuristics, perhaps even new formalisms to solve practical problems in a reasonable time.

More generally, parametric timed formalisms could be used in the domain of cybersecurity (as showed a sample example in [And+16], and more in-depth algorithms for the verification of security protocols under uncertainty [Li+15; LSD16]).
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